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4E Beginner Grow Basics 
Keeping it simple is the best method to follow 

in any new endeavor, and growing marijuana 

is no different. HTs cultivation editor breaks 

down the essentials of good horticulture in this 

how-to for beginners to get set up and growing 

right now By Nico Escondido 

54 Generation Dab 
By forging a new concentrate culture within the 

existing cannabis community and establishing 

710 as the new 420, Millenials are ushering in a 
new pot-smoking paradigm. By Bobby Black 

62 Landrace Strains: A (Re)introduction 
Savvy bud breeders are using ganja genetics 

from the original source region to infuse new 

life into tired pot varieties and improving the 

quality of their crops. By Anthony Luna 

72 The Art & Science of Cleaning | 
Concentrates, Part I l 
Two extracts experts, K. from Trichome Technol- I 
ogies and Mel Frank, show you how to make the | 

cleanest concentrate available on the market. § 
z 
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82 On the Poppy Trail s 
Tracking heroin from Afghanistan’s remote | 

mountain areas through Europe’s streets and | 
O 

beyond, Antoinette de Jong and Robert Knoth f 

document how drugs, armed conflict, and gov- | 
ernment corruption feed one another. 1 

90 High Times Interview: Roseanne I 
She’s a comedy legend who’s risen to the top of s 
the entertainment industry and stayed there. g 

But it hasn’t been easy. Roseanne talks about 1 
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showbiz, pot politics and the American psyche. a 
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By Dan Skye s 
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> Glass Artist of the Month 
Bryan Dosher spent his early years cultivating a wild imagination, drawing inspiration and his lust 

for life from the picturesque mountains and lakes of northern Idaho. He says the planets aligned for 

him in 1997 when his alter ego—the glassblower known as “Doshworld”—was born. 

In his early studies, Doshworld explored a collection of mediums—ceramics, steel sculpture, oil 

painting, life drawing, collage, print-making and textiles—but glass is his passion. 

He has worked in the flame with many other talented artists and produced outstanding time and 

space collaborations. He’s particularly proud of putting a new spin on an old school technique—the 

“cut £ri flip.” Doshworld has developed a breathtaking style of lampworking which utilizes pure gold 

and silver and an ancient “wrap and rake” technique. It produces a color-changing, inside-out glass 

pattern, encasing and capturing the energy of the moment. Every cut ‘n’ flip he creates is an absolute, 

one-of-a-kind piece. 

Doshworld thinks of himself as a “renaissance warrior” relying on his artistry to nurture his evolu¬ 

tion as he explores the amazing gift of life. Take a peek at his world at doshworld.com. 

Check out samples of Doshworld’s work at hightimes.com/glass. 

POT POLL 

How Old Were You? Under 12...8% 
We weren’t all that surprised by our last poll which asked 

what age you were when you first tried pot. Nearly 

three quarters of respondents said their first experience 

occurred between the ages of 12 and 17. No one reported 

a first time over the age of 30. But the crux of the results 

is this: Our children are at risk—not from pot, but from 

the legal system. Let’s work toward legalization so young 

people won’t suffer the stigma of arrest and compromise 

their future. Check out hightimes.com/polls and cast your 

vote in our latest poll. 

12-17...72% 
18-21.15% 

22-29...4% 

I Nico’s Nuggets 
Is your garden befuddling you? 

High Times cultivation editor 

Nico Escondido, the star of the 

popular DVD Grow Like A Pro, 

now offers his wisdom online 

in his new Q&A column “Nico’s 

Nuggets.” 

Ask your questions at 

hightimes.com/nicosnuggets. 

Follow him @nico_escondido 

I High on Sex 
Hyapatia Lee is a medical 

marijuana patient and a 

member of NORML. She’s 

also a former adult film 

superstar. Hyapatia is now 

answering your questions 

about marijuana and sex in 

her new column “Sex Pot.” 

Ask Hyapatia questions at 

hightimes.com/sexpot. 

Miss July 2013 
name: Michelle 

profile: MishMisch 

AGE: 22 

city: Lansing, Ml 

occupation: Caregiver/budtender 

To enter or rate contestants, go to 

misshightimes.com. You must be 18 years 

or older to enter. 
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Dawn of the Dabs 1 guess I will start this off by 
saying, simply, that I don’t 
like doing dabs. Every time 
I’ve tried it I have coughed 
my lungs out, and then 

I’m sitting there stoned out of my 
gourd, with my chest stinging like 
I just inhaled a dozen or so angry 
bees. I’ve seen other folks take hits 
without coughing, so I know it’s 
not an issue for everyone, but it is 
for me. Secondly, there have been 
a few times smoking dabs when 
I just got too high. I’m not an 
idiot—I didn’t dial 911 or anything 
like that—but I did spend a couple 
hours thinking, “Man, I wish I 
didn’t do that.” However, that’s 

just my opinion; I’m not preaching here. Dabs are the biggest trend 
in pot smoking since people decided to ditch their PVC bongs and 
start toking out of glass. In this issue, Bobby Black dissects the phe¬ 
nomenon (pg. 54), and there’s more coverage to come. In the end, 
it’s just cannabis—a lot of it, perhaps, but smoking it ain’t gonna 
kill you. 

Making it is another story. Explosions caused by novice BHO manufac¬ 

turers are grabbing the same kind of headlines that meth-lab explosions did 

10 years ago. In the very near future, there’s going to be a media backlash 

against the whole dab phenomenon that will work against a lot of the positive 

advances that our culture has made in the past few years. For that reason, we 

have not offered a detailed account of how to perform butane extractions in 
this issue. We don’t want people waking up in the burn ward and saying, “I 

was just following what they said in High Times” I am willing to debate the 

issue: If folks think we’re doing the culture a disservice by not detailing these 

methods, I will hear you out. But there are other methods for making concen¬ 

trates that utilize less volatile chemicals, and for now, those are the ones we’re 

choosing to focus on. 

That said, High Times is also interested in teaching those who are already 

making concentrates on a professional level how to clean them of contami¬ 

nants. There is a lot of oil, glass and budder out there on the market, and who 

knows what’s in it? When you concentrate marijuana, you also concentrate 

the pesticides, molds and debris that might be on it. So in the interest of pub¬ 

lic health, K. from Trichome Technologies and Mel Frank bring us “The Art & 

Science of Cleaning Concentrates, Part 1,” (pg. 72) the first in a two-part series 

designed to show BHO manufacturers the methods by which they can make 

their products as healthy as possible. These procedures are not for the layman, 

and so (once again) we don’t go into the details of the initial extractions. And 

yes, this first installment is aimed at those who use butane, nitrogen or C02 as 
their primary initial extraction solvent. We’ll be following up this piece next 

month with the Budderking’s all-organic extraction method. 
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io Letters 

Stand Your Ground, High Times'. 

When I was in prison in 1974, friends 

sent me the first issue of High Times. 

Censorship rules in the joint had briefly 
been relaxed due to a federal judge’s 

intervention (the police state was on the 

defensive in the immediate aftermath 

of the Watergate scandal). My copies of 

issues numbers 1 and 2 were lost when 

I loaned them to another prisoner, but 

that’s life ... especially in the clink. 

Once I was paroled, I became a steady 

reader of the magazine. I took out a sub¬ 

scription and now have a large collection 
of back issues. Wouldn’t part with them 

for love or money. 

I met High Times founder Tom For- 

gade only once, in 1972, but the memory 

is indelible. He seemed to have extraordi¬ 

nary kinds of information ... He told me 
that J. Edgar Hoover was homosexual, 

and he narrated a vivid characterization 
of Clyde Tolson giving Edgar a blow job 

every morning before they were sepa¬ 

rately limousined off to FBI headquarters 

from their respective next-door apart¬ 

ments. At the HQ. building, Tom averred, 

they had adjoining offices. And he stated 

in unequivocal terms: “Nixon’s a drunk.” 

Tom had an element of charisma, as 

well as mystery, about him. I had heard 

neither of these morsels previously, but 

I was impressionable and believed them 

as soon as he said them. It turns out, of 

course, that many things once hidden are 
now exposed and that, indeed, Forgade 

knew whereof he spoke. 

After all these years, High Times is 

still publishing despite Tom Forgade’s 

suicide, despite the detour into glamor¬ 

izing cocaine (or nearly worse, at one 

point), despite acts of Congress, despite 

the DEA’s repeated targeting and harass¬ 

ment. You’ve even outlasted several of 

those pimps for prohibitionism, those all- 

too-complicit, all-too-willing accomplices 
in Drug War mob-mentality journalism: 

US News, Newsweek and, soon, Reader’s 

Digest and Time. 

Looking ahead, I devoutly hope that 
the nightmarish approach of the totally 

electronic/digital mass media won’t suc¬ 

ceed where the narcs and prohibitionists 
have failed, and finally extinguish your 

magazine. 

Don’t succumb! Hang in there and 

keep fighting for us, High Times! 

Ollie Steinberg 

No Satisfaction 

Chris Simunek’s review of the Rolling 

Stones’ recent output was pathetically 

lame. Don’t hire someone to review a 

Feedback c/o 
High Times, 250 \ 
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I met High Times 
founder Tom Forbade 
only once, in1972, but 
the memory is indelible. 

see what’s in my 

peripheral vision 
_ to my left. 

I don’t know what 

to do about this, but in theory, 

spreading this kind of news is the 

type of thing that Facebook, and 

social media, and the Internet 

should be for. 

PLEASE SHARE THIS! Please 

get the word out—and if anyone 

knows someone who can explain 

this or put this information to 

good use, or if there’s any way I can 

volunteer to be studied, please con¬ 

tact me. Thank you in advance. I 

think I may be able to help some¬ 

one I’ve never met before. 

Bryson Turner 

Bryson, we showed your letter to 
a friend in the medical marijuana 
research field who had some things 
to say about it, but who asked that 
his response be given anonymously 
because he is not a medical doctor. 
Here it is: 

band who starts out by telling us he 

doesn’t like them. And suggesting that 

readers steal (?!) their original albums 

instead of buying a compilation is lazy, 

stupid and irresponsible. Gimme a shout 

if you want someone who can write 

about music that your audience can 

appreciate. 

Rick Ronson 

Simunek replies: Rick, I’ve been a Stones fan 
since I was a tyke. It’s true, I’m not all that 
interested in their recent output, but I never 
said I didn’t like them. I believe Grrr! is the Roll¬ 
ing Stones’ 31st best-of compilation, and not 
a particularly inspired one at that. Like many 
longtime Stones fans, over the years, I have 
bought their albums on vinyl, tape, CD, remas¬ 
tered CD... I’ve paid for the same batch of music 
so many times, I feel no guilt suggesting that 
people steal their stuff off the Internet. Perhaps 
I’m just criminally minded. 

When the Blind Meets the Kind 

I need help. When I was 17,1 was in a 

car accident, and I lost the ability to see 

out of my left eye. This past year, at age 

28,1 started smoking marijuana. And 

something bizarre happened, and it’s 
happened all four times I’ve gotten high: 

When I smoke weed, I regain the sight 

in my left eye. Not 20/20 vision, but both 

eyes fully engage and follow stimuli. My 

eye literally ceases to be lazy, and I can 

“What is the science behind this? 

It’s likely an optic neuropathy or 

axotomy that is being relieved by 

the antioxidant properties of the canna- 

binoids, which are neuroprotective. The 

mitochondria is reported to be involved 

in this. It is certainly an interesting story 

and believable. 

“I’ve never heard of this directly, but 

I would suggest that he consider CBD 

tinctures to see if these also help. For 

one thing, he may be able to use them 
more frequently and still function; for 

another, he may be able to tolerate a 
much higher dose. I’d stay away from 

the synthetic cannabinoids, as their toxic 

profiles are still a crapshoot, but one, 

HU-211, has shown a history in helping 

with optic-nerve axotomy.” 

Hooray for Hager 

I want to applaud Steve Hager’s com¬ 
ments regarding moderation in pot use. 

I feel that viewpoints like his are too 
infrequently aired within the stoner 

community. It’s unfortunate that the 

anti-pot propaganda is so fierce and false 

that we are put in the position of hav¬ 

ing to pretend that marijuana is totally 

harmless and could never be abused by 
anyone. Weed truly is wonderful, but like 

all things, it provides the most benefits 

when used in moderation, and it can be 

harmful when used to excess. 

Northern Stoner 
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BUDS VS DABS Is 710 the new 420? The debate rages on—in the 
hearts, minds and lungs of stoners everywhere, as well as in the 
pages of High Times. For more about the culture of concentrates, 
check out “Generation Dab” on pg. 54. Or for a more technical 
angle on the topic, turn to pg. 72. Photo by Lochfoot 

Contact 
High 



Contact 
High 

THE STORY OF O This field of opium poppies (.Papaver somniferum) in Afghanistan’s Balkh Province was 
photographed by Antoinette de Jong and Robert Knoth, the authors of Poppy: Trails of Afghan Heroin. 

For nearly two decades, de Jong and Knoth have been covering the trail of death, corruption and 
destruction related to the opium trade as these beautiful flowers are processed into heroin and shipped 
abroad through the former Eastern Bloc nations into Europe and beyond. Read their story on p. 82. 
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Confad 
High 

CLEANER CONCENTRATES High Times is known for changing the way 
people regard marijuana. Lately, we’ve been talking to K from Trichome 
Technologies and cannabis author Mel Frank about how to make dabs safer 
to ingest. The result is “The Art & Science of Cleaning Concentrates” (p.72) 
the first in a two-part series which many of you have anxiously been awaiting. 
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. Food 

\ Super Stoner 
; Salad 
: Putting the green in your 

greens, p.34 

Creating a Pot 
Investment Portfolio 
With Wall Street watching, the cannabis industry is 
poised to grow exponentially. Is it time to invest in 
the next big bubble? By John Viet 
When Prohibition ended in 1933, 

alcohol stocks exploded in value and in 

the volume of shares traded. Millionaires 
were born and became titans of global 

industry—the Kennedys and Rockefell¬ 

ers come to mind. Following World War 

II, a surge in military technology and 

development dominated the markets, 
entrenching financial power for Boeing, 

Lockheed and the Bush family, among 

others. The Internet boom of the 1990s 

represented the last new industry to 

bully its way into a commanding position 
in the global markets. But now, with 

the increasing acceptance of cannabis 
around the world, a gaggle of US com¬ 

panies are emerging from a criminalized 

sector that has nonetheless flourished for 

the last century. 

Five years ago, only a few cannabis- 

related companies were trading publicly; 

now, there are a dozen and count¬ 

ing. Many have established alliances 

with larger firms in the medical, farm¬ 

ing, technology and information sectors. 

Not subject to federal laws and awash in 

casino dollars, US and Canadian Indian 

reservations provide refuge for new can¬ 

nabis farms and laboratories. Currently, 
every stock in the cannabis sector is trad¬ 

ing at well below $1 per share, render¬ 

ing them ineligible to be listed on the 

New York Stock Exchange. The Securi¬ 

ties and Exchange Commission man¬ 

dates that any new stock trading under 

$5 be deemed a “penny stock” and traded 

on either the NASDAQ’s Over the Coun¬ 

ter Bulletin Board (OTCBB) or the Pink 

Sheets. (Ask any broker and he’ll tell you 

about some local legend who made mil¬ 

lions “on the pinks” back in the old days.) 

While penny stocks are required to 

file a few cookie-cutter reports to go pub¬ 
lic and maintain their listing, they are 

not required to submit audited financial 

statements. Wade Hansen of Learning 

Markets avoids these stocks as a general 

rule: “If you want to see some really ugly 

accounting, pull up their annual finan¬ 

cial filings—if you can find them,” he 

says. “You will see stuff that will make 
your skin crawl.” 

Penny stocks are also easily manip¬ 

ulated by classic “pump-and-dump” 

schemes (i.e., bogus information dissem¬ 

inated to attract investors before a big 

sell-off by insiders). The Internet and the 

newfound prominence of cannabis in 

the media make it easy for companies to 
appear in national news magazines and 

deluge the financial press with releases 

extolling “new alliances” and “plans to 
introduce” products and services. Eager 

investors from traditional sectors are eas¬ 

ily lured by well-paid marketing teams 

through conference calls, trade shows 

and satellite media tours. 

The SEC’s annual $1.3 billion bud¬ 

get makes it impossible to adequately 

investigate the 15,000 companies trad¬ 

ing on public exchanges. In 2012, the 
agency brought only 734 enforcement 

actions and pulled in a paltry $3 billion 

in fines and repayments to bilked inves¬ 
tors, mainly from major players like 

Credit Suisse and Fannie Mae. The time, 

money and manpower required to prove 

insider malfeasance at smaller compa¬ 

nies is, unfortunately, considered a waste 

of resources. 

Despite this fact, the SEC is currently 

finalizing new rules regarding “crowd- 

source funding” and small public flota¬ 

tions, potentially opening the floodgates 

for more such companies to enter the 

market. This could be good news for 

small investors looking to buy stock in 

cannabis-related companies, especially 

given that, right now, the stock market 
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Despite the glaring uncertainties, 
new money continues to stream 
unabated into the cannabis sector. 

< seems a distant dream for the aver¬ 

age stoner: Professional brokers hardly 
want to bother investing $500 for a new 

client and will advise them towards a CD 
or savings account offering a measly 1 

percent annual interest. 

As far as penny stocks are concerned, 

the easiest way for small investors to buy 

them is through an online account. Most 

of these services offer per-sale commis¬ 

sion costs of between $7 and $11. To get 

started, you’ll need the normal moun¬ 

tain of ID, and you might have to visit 

the local office to verify your signature. 

You can drop the cash there for imme¬ 
diate availability or fund your account 

through a bank and wait a day or two. 

Spending an hour with a representative 

to learn the apps attached to the site will 

help immensely. 

Be sure to look for tangible hold¬ 

ings—farms, factories, research facil¬ 

ities, products on shelves, websites 
connected to working phone numbers— 

when researching companies to invest 

in. OTCBB.com carries press releases and 

real-time quotes for all Pink Sheet stocks. 

Scour any financial disclosures and pub¬ 

lic filings you can find. (Companies can 

be charged with fraud if they fail to 

acknowledge glaring problems.) Digging 

through so-called 10-Q reports for 2012, 

for example, one finds cryptic forecasts 

like this from Medical Marijuana, Inc. 

(MJNA): “Continued negative cash flows 

and lack of liquidity create significant 

uncertainty about the company’s ability 

to fully implement its operating plan.” 
Hemp, Inc. (HEMP), the biggest player in 

the sector, has no public filings available 
on the OTCBB. 

While grim, these are also the kind 

of forecasts that can cause venture cap¬ 

italists looking for undervalued stocks 

to drool. And despite the glaring uncer¬ 

tainties, new money continues to stream 

unabated into the cannabis sector. In the 
end, parsing and separating the com¬ 

pany-generated hype from the indepen¬ 

dent analysis is your job as a responsible 

investor. It’s your money, which means 

that only you can separate the weed from 

the greed. ^ 

Publicly traded cannabis companies: Canna¬ 

bis Science, Inc. (CBIS), Tranzbyte Corporation 

(ERBB), GreenGro Technologies, Inc. (GRNH), 

GW Pharmaceuticals PLC (GWPRF), Hemp, 

Inc. (HEMP), Medbox, Inc. (MDBX), Medi¬ 

cal Marijuana, Inc. (MJNA), MediSwipe, Inc. 

(MWIP), Pharmos Corp. (PARS), Growlife, Inc. 

(PHOT), Rapid Fire Marketing, Inc. (RFMK), 

RightSmile, Inc. (RIGH), Terra Tech Corp. Com¬ 

mon (TRTC), X-Change Corporation(XCHC). 

HIGH FIVE 

Pot & Neopaganism 
Many latter-day spiritual movements embrace the use of cannabis. By Mark Miller 

NEO-DRUIDISM 
The link to cannabis is obvi¬ 

ous among these “spiritual 

tree-huggers” inspired by 

Celtic paganism. Living 

in harmony with nature, 

Neo-Druids promote the 

environmental benefits of 

pot and hemp. Ed Belanger, 

minister of the Church 

of the Reformed Druids, 

has routinely bested the 

Canadian police and legal 

system with his knowledge 

of pot laws, even getting 

the charges dropped after 

being busted for an ounce. 

KEMETISM 
Cannabis is a sacrament for 

the members of Per Neter 

Kemet (“Temple Divine of 

Ancient Egypt”), a revival of 

ancient Egyptian practices 

and rites. Kemetism utilizes 

pot for prayer, celebra¬ 

tion and initiation. One 

ethereal aim is communing 

with Neter Sentra (“Divine 

Smoke”). Temple doctrine 

proclaims that exhaled 

cannabis lifts one’s prayers 

to Bast, an ancient feline 

deity now recast as a hemp 

goddess. 

KALI 
Once the destructive 

consort of the Hindu god 

Shiva, this Western neo¬ 

pagan revival depicts Kali 

as a benevolent “mother 

goddess.” Not surprisingly, 

there’s a strong feminist 

strain to Kali worship, 

whose modern ceremonies 

include cannabis consump¬ 

tion. Indeed, the perfect 

varietal for such goddess¬ 

worshipping rituals may 

be the spirit-enhancing, 

saf/Va-dominant hybrid, 

Kali Haze. 

WICCA 
These days, this witchcraft¬ 

centric movement counts 

as high-profile paganism. 

However, The Gardnerian 

Book of Shadows, the 

Wiccan tome written by 

founder Gerald Gardner, 

is contradictory on the 

subject of cannabis: It cites 

pot as a powerful source of 

plant magic, yet also warns 

that it’s dangerous and 

addictive. Still, modern-day 

Wiccans commonly use it 

for spell-casting and spirit- 

summoning inspiration. 

THELEMA 
The “Great Beast” himself, 

Aleister Crowley, who 

founded Thelema, wrote 

that hashish “loosens the 

girders of the soul, but is 

neither good nor bad.” 

Since Thelema instructs 

its followers to “Do what 

thou wilt,” many modern 

adherents use pot to deter¬ 

mine their “True Will”—the 

interplay between one’s 

authentic self and the rest 

of the universe, as well as 

the pathway to achieving 

one’s grand destiny. 
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The Beebs 
and Buds 
It seems like only 
yesterday that Justin 

Bieber went apeshit 

after Toronto growers 

named a pot strain “J. 

B. Kush.” The Beebs 

was absolutely shocked 

that his name was 

associated with mari¬ 

juana and threatened 

legal action. (We’re not 

actually sure who he 

was able threaten.) 

Ah, but that was two 

years ago. It’s clear that 
Justin—now 19—loves 

pot! He’s been spot¬ 

ted a few times this 
year toking up, most 

notably at the Chipsy 
King coffeeshop in 

Amsterdam. (Allegedly, 

he needed R&R after 

some weirdness on his 
London tour when he 

showed up two hours 

late for a concert, 

fainted onstage and 

wore a gas mask 

offstage.) Plus, some 
particularly aromatic 

parties have taken 

place at his house in 

SoCal. 

But the media is 

after the dude fol¬ 

lowing a pattern of 

19-year-old high¬ 

spiritedness—and some 

outright aggressive¬ 

ness. Justin needs to 

be responsible for his 

actions and chill out 

just a tad. We suggest 

smoking more. And 

thinking more, too. 

Stand Up and Cheer! 
Even the plants look like they're giving Rhode Island a stand¬ 

ing ovation. Our smallest state just took a big step toward full 

legalization. If you're caught in the Ocean State with less than 

an ounce, you’ll get slapped with a $150 fine only. Go Rhody! 

Profiling Colorado Drivers 
In Colorado, where the 

5T0NED 
COLORADO 

adult recreational use of pot 

has been legalized, life is a 

wonderful thing. But what 

happens when a Rocky 

Mountain State resident ven¬ 

tures beyond the state’s borders? That’s become an issue for 

Coloradoans since November: Increasing evidence indicates 

the police profiling of vehicles bearing Colorado plates, on the 

suspicion that the driver is smuggling pot across state lines. 
In February, reporter Jonathan “Britt” Chester wrote in 

Denver’s Westword that he was stopped on two separate 

occasions in two different states. Why? Because his car has 
Colorado plates. In fact, when Chester was pulled over by a 

Kansas state trooper, the officer allegedly told him that cops 

“were keeping their eye out for Colorado plates.” 

Chester was also pulled over by an aggressive state trooper 

in Tennessee for speeding. Chester says there were plenty of 

other cars passing him, and that it was clear the trooper was 

looking for pot: He grilled Chester, then called in a K-9 unit 

to conduct a search (which yielded nothing). As a result of his 

experiences, Chester advises anyone driving with Colorado 

plates to exercise caution and avoid giving the cops any 

excuse to pull your car over. 

Google 4:20 
Google has generated more than 

its share of controversy over the 

company’s data sweeps and other 

potential wide-scale violations 

of individual privacy, but cooler 

heads seem to be prevailing in the 

marketing department. Located in 

suburban San Francisco, in close 

proximity to some of the world’s 

best weed, the search-engine giant 

is using the famous three-digit sym¬ 

bol for cannabis culture in the ad 

campaign for its line of consumer 

electronics. 

Publicity photos for the latest 

Google Nexus tablets and phones 

show each clock’s time stamp set 

at 4:20. This includes the Nexus 4 (a 

smartphone), Nexus 7 (a “phablet”) 

and Nexus 10 (a tablet). And the 

trend isn’t limited to Google, either: 

The new Synaptics TouchPad Driver 

also sports 4:20 as the time listed in 

all of its setting windows. 
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Buds and Brits 
We have to give the majority 

of British citizens credit for 

remaining open-minded in 

the face of their tabloid press’s 

relentlessly biased coverage 

of marijuana, the most widely 

used illegal drug in the UK. A 

brand-new poll from Eng¬ 

land’s second-largest market 

research firm found that 

53 percent favor either pot 

decriminalization (12 percent) 

or outright legalization (an 

impressive 41 percent) under 

three different scenarios of 

“control.” Only 21 percent of 

Brits want to maintain the 

current laws, while 14 percent 

believe the punishments 

should be harsher. (Weirder 

still, 4 percent say they’ve 

never even heard of pot.) Plus 

an overwhelming number (67 

percent) favor an independent 

review of the country’s current 

drug policies. 

Currently in the UK, pot is 

a Class B drug, which means 

those busted with it are subject 

to severe jail time and fines. In 

2004, marijuana was resched¬ 

uled to Class C, the category for 

drugs with little potential for 

harm. But a media-manufac¬ 

tured hysteria over the dangers 

of “skunk” (the odd UK term 

for domestically cultivated 

high-potency pot) motivated 

British politicians to switch it 

back to the more heavily pun¬ 

ished Class B in 2009. 

The UK’s tabloid press, led 

by the over-the-top, anti¬ 

pot coverage in the Daily 

Mail, continues to exploit the 

recent upsurge in cannabis- 

cultivation busts by police 

across the country, casting it 

as proof of a “drug epidemic.” 

But the message’s appeal is 

weakening as a new genera¬ 

tion increasingly ignores these 

archaic “reefer madness” 

arguments. 

' V’ !. J j 
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High in CBD, but not THC. ^ \ \ 

A Literal Buzzkill 
A higher percentage of THC in your 

bloodstream translates into a stron¬ 

ger buzz. However, high THC isn’t for 

everybody. 
A recent story on Slate.com addressed 

the idea of creating less stony strains. 

Andrew Maris, an analyst at Northwest 

Botanical Analysis, estimated it would 

take up to a year to create such a strain— 

but only if there's high enough demand. 

(Don’t raise your hands all at once.) The 

key, Maris noted, would be in manipulat¬ 

ing terpenes, the chemical compounds 

providing pot with its appetizing aroma. 

The influential Harborside Collective 

recommends smoking pot rich in can- 

nabidiol-CBD-the compound offering 

more healing than high, found in many 

“black” and “purple” strains. But if 

you’re really serious about reducing 

your high, try some Israeli, lab-con¬ 

cocted cannabis known as “Avidekel.” 
It’s got 15.8 percent CBD and less than 

one measly percent of THC. 

Stop the madness! 

Blaming Pot—As Always 
Two new studies suggest a correlation between drug use and dropping out of college. Guess what 

researchers have discovered? Pot makes you drop out of college. 

But let’s examine the research, which was published in the Journal of Studies on Alcohol and Drugs. 

Researchers at the Center on Young Adult Health and Development at the University of Maryland 

reported that students smoking pot 17 days or more a month were twice as likely to have a gap in their 

college enrollment history. They also postulated that students smoking 3-12 times monthly were also 

more likely to have a hole in their enrollment. 

A second study, published by Psychiatric Services and funded by the heavily biased National Institute 

on Drug Abuse, found students who experience symptoms of depression and seek treatment during col¬ 

lege might be at increased risk for an enrollment gap—especially if they use pot or other illegal drugs. 

Now wait a minute! What about all of the other factors that might cause a student to postpone stud¬ 

ies—like the astronomical costs of higher education? And why is pot being scapegoated for depression 

when the latest research indicates that cannabis, used medicinally, is actually an antidepressant? 

Dr. Marc Galanter, director of the division of alcoholism and drug abuse at NYU Langone Medical 

Center and a professor at the NYU School of Medicine, offers a little bit of perspective: “The question is, 

do drugs cause the problem or are they a consequence of some other problem? Could it be depression 

that leads people to use drugs secondarily? It’s not clear what’s causal.” 

He also said, “The real serious drug problem is the painkillers—Percocet, Vicodin, OxyContin. There 

are a notable number of young people getting seriously addicted.” 

A Matter of Life 
and Dank 
We all know pot is one of life’s 

greatest highlights. Now some 

medical professionals in Austra¬ 

lia are touting it as an aid to ease 

one’s descent into “the clearing 

at the end of the path.” In other 

words: Death. 

Professor Michael Cousins, 

director of the Pain Management 

Research Institute at Sydney’s 

Royal North Shore Hospital told 

a parliamentary committee in 

New South Wales that terminally 

ill patients should have access to 

pot. (Studies on the use of psy¬ 

chedelic-assisted therapy, such as 

psilocybin mushrooms and LSD, 

to help the terminally ill cope 

with suffering and death have 

been conducted for years.) The 

parliament of New South Wales 

is considering legalizing medical 

marijuana and Cousins stated to 

the committee that cannabis can 

provide pain relief and improve 

a dying patient’s overall quality 

of life: “In view of the lack of 

options we currently have I think 

it’s very important that we take 

advantage of this option.” 
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Dispatches from the international drug war. By Bill Weinberg 

Opium and Afghanistan 

The horror show in 

Afghanistan only becomes 

more perverse, with the 

dope trade lurking behind 

every grim headline. In late 

February, President Hamid 

Karzai ordered all US Spe¬ 

cial Forces out of two prov¬ 

inces, charging that Afghan 

units under their command 

are guilty of torture, abuse 

and the disappearance of 

civilians. An investigation 

in Helmand province by 

the BBC’s Panorama show 

found that Afghan national 

police trained by the US 

Marines there routinely 

engage in shocking abuses, 

including kidnapping 

civilians for ransom (under 

the thin guise of detaining 

suspected Taliban col¬ 

laborators) and the sexual 

exploitation of children. 

The report also found a 

widespread use of can¬ 

nabis, opium and heroin by 

the police. (Ironically, most 

of the complaints came 

from the Marines assigned 

to train them.) 

Mexico and the 

“Disappeared” 

A new report highlight¬ 

ing Mexico’s human 

rights crisis finds that 

security forces took part 

in kidnappings and 

disappearances over the 

six-year term of President 

Felipe Calderon, with the 

government failing to 

investigate most of these 

cases. As many as 70,000 

people are believed to 

have met violent deaths 

during Calderon’s milita¬ 

rized crackdown on the 

A1 Qaeda-linked “narco-terrorists” in Borneo 
In March, the Sultanate of Sulu, an autonomous kingdom within the Philippines, 

claimed that 10 members of its royal army were killed and four more injured 

in an attack by Malaysian forces on Lahad Datu, a village seized by the Sulu 

partisans in Malaysian Borneo. The violence followed a two-week standoff, 

with much speculation that the Sulu partisans could actually be members of 

the notorious Abu Sayyaf. The militant group—the Philippines’ most extreme 

Islamist faction, and one that has been plausibly linked to Al Qaeda-is mostly 

based on the island of Sulu, where it is holding several hostages. 

cartels, and according to 

statistics released by the 

Mexican government, as 

many as 25,000 people 

went missing during 

the same period. The 

Human Rights Watch 

report examined nearly 

250 cases and determined 

that in 149 of them, state 

security forces—the 

military as well as federal 

and local police—were 

involved (sometimes in 

collaboration with narco 

gangs). The report calls 

it “the most severe crisis 

of enforced disappear¬ 

ances in Latin America in 

decades.” 

FARC: “We’re Not 

Narcos” 

In February, a leader 

of Colombia’s largest 

guerrilla group, the 

FARC, proclaimed that 

the rebel army is not a 

drug-trafficking organiza¬ 

tion. Rodrigo Granda, 

considered the FARC’s 

foreign minister, spoke 

to the newspaper El 

Colombiano during recent 

Cuba-brokered peace talks 

in Havana. He insisted 

that the charge frequently 

■ made against the FARC— 

that it is merely a gang 

of narco-traffickers—“is a 

shame.” 

“We are an organiza¬ 

tion with clear political 

policy ideas, and for this 

reason the government is ■ 

obliged to sit down and 

talk with us,” Granda said. 

Despite the talks in 

Havana, the fighting 

continues in Colombia’s 

war zones. A February 

attack attributed to the 

FARC’s 48th Front left one 

National Police agent and 

one civilian dead, and at 

least 13 more wounded, 

in the southern jungle 

region of Putumayo. FARC 

guerrillas allegedly threw 

explosive devices into a 

restaurant in the town 

of San Miguel, where the 

majority of the local police 

force was having lunch. 

Medellin’s Top Crime 

Boss Arrested 

Panama announced 

the arrest of the top 

leader of the Oficina de 

Envigado, a Colombian 

crime syndicate said to 

be a surviving remnant of 

Pablo Escobar’s notorious 

Medellin Cartel. Pana¬ 

manian and Colombian 

police apprehended the 

suspect, identified only 

by his alias, “Pichi,” at a 

luxury home in Panama 

City in a joint operation. 

He is accused of having 

ordered the murder of 

nine people—including 

three rival kingpins—in 

December at Envigado, 

a town on the southern 

outskirts of Medellin. 

Colombian authorities 

have also named him in 

the assassination of two 

police agents in Medellin 

in July of last year. 

Pichi is said to have 

taken over the crime 

syndicate after the arrest 

of its former leader, 

“Sebastian,” last year. 

Colombian President 

Juan Manuel Santos con¬ 

gratulated the National 

Police on Pichi’s arrest via 

Twitter, calling the joint 

Colombian-Panamanian 

operation “a good hit.” 

Last month, Panama¬ 

nian authorities arrested 

one of two twin brother 

kingpins known as “Los 

Mellos de Casandra,” 

who controlled smug¬ 

gling routes along Central 

America’s Caribbean 

coast. 

Israeli Soldiers Aid 

Legalization Party 

Israel’s election results 

came in late January, 

and some 8,500 absentee 

ballots—mostly cast by 

Israeli Defense Forces 

soldiers—went to the 

Ale Yarok (Green Leaf) 

party, famous for its 

pro-legalization platform. 

The party failed to cross 

the 2 percent threshold 

for gaining a Knesset 

seat, receiving only 1.15 

percent of the popular 

vote. (Though if the 

Knesset was formed 

solely on the basis of the 

absentee vote, the party 

would have received 

four to five seats.) Ale 

Yarok’s popularity among 

soldiers hit such heights 

that on Election Day, 

complaints reached the 

IDF’s election headquar¬ 

ters that the party’s bal¬ 

lot notes had run out in 

several military polling 

stations. ^ 

For more updates, visit 

Bill Weinberg’s websites, 

GlobalGanjaReport.com 

and World War4Report. 

com. 
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Huanging Out 
Restaurateur, raconteur and Fresh Off the Boat author Eddie Huang talks 
about selling weed, hotboxing his bun shop, and what he’ll do when pot is 
legal in New York. By Elise McDonough 

“Everybody already knows the main 
points about marijuana: that cigarettes 
are worse for you, alcohol is worse for 
you, and if you’re going to allow those 
things, there’s really not a legal high 

ground to stand on for why marijuana 
should not be legal.” 

Some people just don’t give a 

fuck. Like notorious restaura¬ 

teur and best-selling author 

Eddie Huang, who loves 

smoking weed and doesn’t 

care who knows it. 

In his hilarious, at times 

confrontational, new mem¬ 

oir, Fresh Off the Boat, Huang 

recounts his experiences 

growing up Chinese in South 

Florida, where he rejected 

mac-and-cheese and white- 
bread assimilation in favor 

of his mom’s “stinky Taiwan¬ 

ese lunches” and 2Pac. And, 

oh yeah, long before he made 
it big in the food biz, Huang 

sold ganja to get over, an 
experience he credits with 

imparting valuable business 

skills that paid off big time 

later in life. 

“Word of mouth is so 
important to every business, 

but especially with weed,” he 

explained to High Times dur¬ 

ing a particularly smoky stop 

on his book publicity tour. 

“You need to develop a cus¬ 

tomer base and make people 
loyal to you. It’s super-per¬ 

sonal.” Motivating employees, 

managing inventory and con¬ 

ducting market research were 

other skills honed while hus¬ 

tling herb in the Baked Apple. 
Huang recalls that the dank¬ 

est Sour Diesel would go for 

big bucks in Brooklyn, while 

Manhattanites always wanted 

“super-exotic shit like LA Con¬ 

fidential” and “Queens would 

smoke anything.” Asked about 

his personal head stash, he 

says he’ll happily smoke 

“Headband and a few other 

things that I really like, but 

Sour is my shit.... I used to 

get it directly from someone 

who was growing it. My shit 

was fluffy and sticky and it 

just moved!” 

In addition to stints as 
a dealer in weed, sneak¬ 

ers and street wear, Huang 

also found time for a fel¬ 

ony arrest, law school and a 
“lost year” spent working as 

an attorney before return¬ 

ing to his first love—food—by 
opening an authentic Chi¬ 

nese street-food restaurant on 

New York’s Lower East Side. 

Ever since 2009, when Bao- 

haus first began selling spicy 

pork buns and other dishes 
passed down from his mother 

and grandmother, Huang’s 

outlaw antics and bold flavors 
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show, also called Fresh Off The Boat 

have made him a favor¬ 

ite among food bloggers, 

while his unique perspec¬ 

tive on the immigrant experi¬ 

ence earned him a 2013 TED 

fellowship (later rescinded 

after he skipped out on some 

panel discussions to shoot a 
podcast with porn star Asa 

Akira). 
An inveterate risk-taker, 

Huang actually lost his res¬ 
taurant Xiao Ye in 2010 after 

defiantly selling the newly 

prohibited caffeinated malt 

liquor Four Loko. He’s just 

lucky that no cops came 

looking for steamed buns on 

the night that he and some 

friends spontaneously hot- 

boxed Baohaus after a night 
of partying. 

“We had customers there, 

and I was like, T don’t give a 

fuck, because this is my res¬ 
taurant.’ So I leaned over to 

the people sitting next to me 

and said, ‘Yo, do you guys 

mind if we smoke weed in 

the restaurant?’ And they’re 

like, ‘Can we smoke too?’ 
And I was like, ‘Yeah!’ That’s 

when I knew that I had cus¬ 

tomers I liked, you know, 

and so we lit it up and locked 

“You know, I do discover a lot of 
flavor combinations when I’m 
high that 1 normally wouldn’t.” 
the door. People kept knock¬ 

ing because they wanted to 
come in and eat, and we’d 

open the door periodically 

and say, ‘Yo, you can get it to 

go or you can stay and smoke 

weed.’ And people were like, 

‘Let’s stay and smoke weed,’ 

and before you knew it the 

restaurant was fucking full 

of people!” 

Huang may be just a lit¬ 

tle ahead of his time when 
it comes to legalization (at 

least in New York), but he’s 

sure it’s the right thing to 

do, and he’s ready to get 

involved. 

“Everybody already 
knows the main points about 

marijuana: that cigarettes 

are worse for you, alcohol is 

worse for you, and if you’re 

going to allow those things, 

there’s really not a legal high 

ground to stand on for why 

marijuana should not be 

legal. Especially since it actu¬ 

ally has benefits that those 

other things don’t have. I 

don’t think anyone’s glau¬ 

coma has gotten better from 

drinking beer.” 

New York State has leg¬ 

islation pending that would 

allow the use of medical 

marijuana, and if it passes, 

Huang says he’s interested 

in starting a marijuana edi¬ 

bles line or a hip cannabis- 
infused ice-cream parlor/ 

dispensary. “If you make ice 

cream with brownie chunks 

in the weed butter, that 
would be amazing!” he says. 

“I can’t wait for it to be legal¬ 

ized in New York.” 

Naturally, running a res¬ 

taurant, writing books, 

tweeting nonstop, and host¬ 

ing a food-and-travel show 

on Vice.com can leave him 

pretty tense sometimes, 

but he balances all of these 

endeavors with a healthy 

habit: using cannabis as a 

way to relieve stress and 

reflect on the day’s activities. 

“I smoke weed every day. 

If I don’t have much to do, I 

get high during the day, but 

usually I smoke around 7:30, 

8 p.m. to unwind. Really, 

that’s my time to marinate 

and go through things step 
by step. It’s an essential part 

of my day.” 

Besides helping him to 

flourish in a fast-paced life¬ 

style, Huang also credits can¬ 

nabis as the catalyst for new 

recipes, explaining: “You 

know, I do discover a lot of 

flavor combinations when 

I’m high that I normally 

wouldn’t. There are things 
that I will come up with, 

especially with our desserts- 

like my bread pudding that I 

make with baos [a traditional 

Chinese steamed dumpling]. 

I was high when I thought of 

that, because I wanted bread 

pudding for the next day and 

I didn’t have bread, so I used 

baos. 

“I think a lot of ideas for 

the dishes that I come up 
with happen when I’m high 

.... I have this recipe docu¬ 

ment on Google, and any¬ 
time I’m high, I’ll have it 

open when I’m at the crib, 

and I just start plugging 

things in because I know 

that I’m going to get ideas. 

When you’re high, you 

wanna think about food. I 

think about food and I think 

about sex, and that’s pretty 

much it when I’m high .... I 

just wanna eat gummy bears 

and get a blow 

job.” 

Check out the 

complete interview 

with Eddie Huang 

on hightimes.com. 

Wanna Huang 
out more with 

Eddie? 
Scan Here: 

a 

Cheeto-Fried Chicken 
Eddie Huang created this recipe for The Official High 

Times Cannabis Cookbook after a particularly stony 

session, saying "I didn’t know how crazy it would get 

but everyone just went nuts for that fried chicken!" 
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Space City 
Houston hardcore thrashers Black 
Congress rest. By Polly Watson 

When I first pitched a story 

on Black Congress, my editor 

wrote back: “I didn’t know 

girls listened to that kind 

of music.” Loud, raw and 

aggressive, veering between 

post-Jesus Lizard hardcore 

and pre-apocalypse dream 

grunge, these Houston broncs 

can’t be tamed by the sting¬ 

ing whip of the easy label. 

They’ve shared the stage 

with local Tejas metal heroes 
The Sword, New York art 

freaks Japanther and Boston 

post-punk legends Mission 

of Burma, and they’ve diced 

it out at house-party rag- 

ers. The only “promotional” 

photo on their Facebook page 

shows the band at a backyard 
wedding bash, knocking back 

beers and looking totally 

uncomfortable in their tuxes 

and completely comfortable 
with one another. What girl 

wouldn’t be interested? 
And then, of course, there 

are the guys. High Times 

fought through a throng of 

plaid-shirted, tattooed XYs 

at a sticky, far-from-the-stars 
bar in Greenpoint, Brooklyn, 

to a back table where Black 

Congress had gathered, hours 

away from unleashing their 

first NYC riffs. Having failed 

Ryan reminds 
Shirley about 
the time he ran 
into his own dad 
buying weed. 
“In the last few 
years. I’ve come 
to realize that 
my dad has been 
stoned the entire 
time that I’ve 
known him,” 
Shirley laughs. 
to realize that the window for 

their rooftop-sunset photo 

shoot was exactly 15 minutes, 

the band had hastily downed 

their just-ordered pints 

and were now fresh from a 

quarter-hour forced inhale. 
With David Allan Coe howling 

on the sound system and a 

gaggle of long-legged girls 
chirping excitedly over their 

Big Buck Hunter kills in the 

background, the band held 

forth only slightly unsteadily 

on what it’s like to shred and 

smoke in the nation’s largest 

red state. 

Texas has “no tolerance,” 

says guitarist Roy Mata, 

taking a swig of his beer. 

“We have friends who’ve 
been arrested for having a 

Black Congress (Left to right): 

Bret Shirley, Michael Murland, 

Dann Miller, Chris Ryan, Roy Mata 

one-hitter with residue in it,” 

says Bret Shirley, the band’s 

electronics wizard and other 

guitarist. “They were on their 

bikes and got pulled over. I’ve 
been riding my bike and been 

pulled over and searched.” 

The hostile environment has 

had one benefit: It’s fostered a 

diverse and friendly smoking 

community. “It’s pretty social 
in Houston, buying weed. You 

meet a lot of people you’d 

never meet [otherwise] ... it’s 

rad!” says vocalist Michael 

Murland. Drummer Chris 

Ryan agrees: “There’s defi¬ 
nitely the hangout etiquette.” 

Sometimes, though, the 
scene can get a little too small. 

Ryan reminds Shirley about 

the time he ran into his own 

dad buying weed. “In the 

last few years, I’ve come to 

realize that my dad has been 

stoned the entire time that 

I’ve known him,” the guitarist 

laughs. Shirley began smok¬ 

ing when he was 12 and stole 
weed from his father the toker. 

“I was brazen enough to steal 

his pipe and not give it back, 

like he wouldn’t notice. I got 

caught a year later smoking 

weed by him and my mom, 

and he played dumb as to why 

I would have his pipe.” 

Of the five, bassist Dann 

Miller started the young¬ 

est: He was only in fourth 

grade when his older sister’s 

friends dragged him behind 

some bushes in a backyard. 

“I didn’t smoke continu¬ 

ously after those dickheads 
gave me a bong,” Miller 

assures HT. “I didn’t actu¬ 

ally get cracking-up high 

until I was 19.” 
Weed still plays a big 

part in the band’s lives, and 

in their sound. “It’s not in 

any of the subject matter or 

anything like that,” Murland 

says, “but we’re all pretty 

stoned throughout practice. 
Having a mission, being able 

to let shit out—the weed helps 
that happen, for real.” 

How the mission is ignited 

is a matter of personal taste. 

Mata prefers edibles, while 
Shirley likes a joint. Ryan and 

Murland vote for a pipe. The 

childhood toker? “Shoot it 

up,” Miller jokes. 

“Wait,” says Mata. “Can I 

change my answer to ‘Hoop¬ 

ing it’? Can I change my 

answer to ‘Getting it out of 
the grinder and shoving it up 

my ass’?” 

The digital-deer-hunting 

girls have dropped their 

weapons, and harsher tones 

have replaced country quaver 

on the PA. It’s time to wrap up 

the interview, but first, Miller 

decides to award his band- 
mates their own strain names 

on the spot. “Bald Widow,” 

he says, pointing at Shirley. 

Mata is Spanish Trampoline; 

Ryan, Norwegian Heat. “I’d be 

something like ‘SSP-97,’” says 
Murland, pre-empting Miller. 

And the bassist? “Dour Dank!” 

Mata shouts. 

Black Congress crack up. 

And then they get onstage 
and crack it open. 

For more on Black Congress, visit 

bandcamp.com/blackcongress. 

No Nugs in Norway 
Growing up in Norway, drummer Chris Ryan first tried 

hash before pot. “All they have is that super-good 

hash,” he says, “so my first experience was a good 

one!” Was he disappointed with weed when he came 

to the US? “It was a different feeling,” he says. 
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Dennis the 
Menace 

Born To Be Wild 
The life and times of the hip Hopper. 

Dennis Hopper believed in mottos. “Show Me the 

Stones the Builders Have Rejected for They Are 

the Cornerstones,” read one; “Kansas—Hollywood, 

Calif. Broken Bones but Raring’ to Go,” was another. 

Whether emblazoned on a fake church or a Ford 

pickup truck, the slogans underscored Hopper’s 

status as the quintessential nonconformist. And 

whenever he disrupted the status quo—by making 

anti-Hollywood movies or by ingesting a gazillion 

different controlled substances—he always made 

sure to announce it to the world via film, press 

release or public displays of incineration. 

The actor, director, photographer and art collector 

began his ride in Dodge City, Kansas. He recalled 

sitting in a theater at age 5: “The world on the screen 

was the real world, and I felt as if my heart would 

explode I wanted so much to be a part of it.” Heading 

off to LA in the early ’50s, he was debuting in Rebel 

Without a Cause by ’55 with doomed movie-star 

maudit James Dean. After getting the bum’s rush 

from various Hollywood patriarchs, Hopper (with 

Peter Fonda and the great Terry Southern) wrote a 

screenplay about two freaky coke 

dealers who take a road trip 

from LA to New Orleans. Hopper 

directed and co-starred in Easy 

Rider, one of the surprise hits of 

’69 thanks to cannablissed young 

’uns. The flick’s success gave him 

carte blanche in Tinseltown, but 

1971’s The Just Movie -a thinking 

man’s blow-show—was too hip 

even for so-called hippies, and Hopper was (as they 

say) finished in this town. 

He eventually sobered up and continued to play 

edgy motherfuckers in movies like Blue Velvet, 

River’s Edge and Paris Trout, and he also made a 

buncha money-movies that kept his art collection 

expensive, before eventually croaking in 2010 of 

more or less natural causes. 

Biographer Tom Folsom is the man to tell this 

tale: He’s a norm-stomper hisself and, like his fore¬ 

bears Hunter Thompson and Tom Wolfe, has a way 

with words and also makes good use of exclamation 

points. Go forth and read this book, break pointless 

rules and make art. Michael Simmons 

Hopper 
Tom Folsom 
(!t Books) 

MUSIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Meat 
Puppets 
Rat Farm 
(Megaforce Records) 

. The third album since 

' Curt Kirkwood reunited 

with brother Cris is the 

Pups’ best in a quarter- 

century, like an older, wiser, 

somewhat crunchier Up On 

the Sun. Bassist Cris and 

drummer Shandon Sahm 

build a tight, funky backbeat 

while Curt ambles between 

tuneful country-folk, power 

Herbcraft 
The Astral Body 
Electric 
(Woodsist) 

Herbcraft, the spawn of 

' Maine psych seer Matt 

Lajoie, delivers an even 

better LP to trip to with The 

Astral Body Electric, which 

unifies retro German Krau- 

trock and postmod Japanese 

psychedelia. Opener “Moth¬ 

er’s Gate (Shambhala)” is 

an apt entry point, segueing 

seamlessly into “A Knock at 

JelloBiafraand 
the Guantanamo 
School of 
Medicine 
White People and 
the Damage Done 
(Alternative Tentacles) 

Right-wingers are fond 

of claiming that Obama 

is driving America to the 

left—but don’t tell that to 

Jello Biafra, as political as 

ever on White People and the 

Damage Done, the second 

LP by the punk singer/ 

activist and his new quasi- 

Dead Kennedys backing 

band. “Shock-U-Py!” is an 

GAME RECOMMENDATIONS 

, For anyone rebooting a 

classic like Tomb Raider, 

the expectations will be 

high. Luckily, developers 

Crystal Dynamics already 

know their way around Lara 

Croft, and their execution 

is near-perfect. Taking its 

cues from other third-person 

action-adventure games like 

the Uncharted and Assassin’s 
THEATER RECOMMENDATIONS 

Tomb Raider 
Xbox 360, PS3, PC 
(Crystal Dynamics) 

Hands On A Hard 
Body 
Music by Trey 
Anastasio and 
Amanda Green 
Book by Doug Wright 

Phish frontman Trey 

* Anastasio ditches his jam 

band meanderings in favor 

of tightly knit, composed 

country and gospel tunes 

as he makes his Broadway 

debut this spring. Anasta¬ 

sio brings two previously 

performed tunes to life on 

stage with “My Problem 

Right There” and “Burn 

pop and noisy cow-punk. 

It’s all pretty damn catchy, 

from the Big Star-ish jangle 

pop of “Down” and infec¬ 

tious roots-funk “Time and 

Money” to “Again,” which 

suggests the Moody Blues by 

way of The Band. Thirty- 

plus years into their career, 

The Pups are still topping 

themselves. Chris Parker 

the Door in Your Mind,” a 

12-minute meltdown perfect 

for peaking. The freak-folk 

acoustics of“Impermanence” 

give pause before “No Land” 

resumes the acid test, while 

cosmic closer “Full Circle 

(Eternally)” conjoins Lajoie’s 

diffuse guitar with key¬ 

boardist Dawn Aqaurius’s 

eddying organ. Mark Miller 

anthem for the Occupy 

movement, and scheming 

bankers everywhere best 

steer clear of the mosh pit 

during “Werewolves of Wall 

Street.” The title track is a 

damning condemnation of 

Caucasians, while “Crap- 

ture” wishes that born-again 

Christians would leave the 

rest of us behind. Mark Miner 

Creed series, the game 

meshes modern mechanics 

with traditional Tomb Raider 

platforming. The game’s tone 

is grimmer, but that’s not 

the result of gritty reboot 

syndrome; instead, it tells a 

story of desperate survival 

and self-discovery. The only 

thing this game lacks? More 

tomb-raiding. Tyler Stewart 

That Bridge” which blend 

perfectly with the show’s 

themes of faith, fortitude 

and the hard luck quest for 

the American Dream. Hands 

On A Hard Body combines 

ah the best talent and to 

borrow a line about the 

show’s lead character (a red 

Nissan truck): This Ride Is 

Bona Fide! Jen Bernstein 
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MUNCHIES 

Greener Greens 
Bump that summer salad 
up a notch. 

It’s summertime, and the 

cookin’ is easy—or should be! 

No matter if you have kids off 

at camp, love the longer days 

for weekend warrioring, or are 

simply enjoying the heck out 

of your own or your friendly 

neighbor’s barbecue, fast, 

fresh foods are the heart of 

summer cuisine. And pairing 

them with the summer mel¬ 

low of herbal cannabis bliss? 

EMERALD WALDORF SALAD 

7 cup walnut halves 

1 celery heart, greens on, cleaned 

and chopped 

Vi Walla Walla onion, sliced thin 

1 cup seedless grapes, split in half 

2 Gala apples, cored and chopped 

1 lemon,juiced 

3 tbsp raw honey 

2 tbsp raw apple-cider vinegar 

% tsp ground cardamom 

'A tsp ground cinnamon 

% tsp freshly grated nutmeg 

(optional) 

2 tbsp fresh dill, chopped fine 

2 tsp Dijon mustard 

Va cup extra-virgin olive oil 

3 to 4 grams cannabis, ground fine 

2 to 3 tbsp Greek yogurt 

1 head butter lettuce 

Salt and pepper to taste 

Place the extra-virgin olive oil 

in a double boiler over low 

heat and slowly stir in the 

ground cannabis. Keep the 

heat low and cover, only uncov¬ 

ering occasionally to stir or if 

you smell any sort of toastiness 

coming from the marijuana (if 

any odor indicates burning, 

immediately remove from 

heat and set aside); 30 to 45 

minutes will normally suffice. 

Strain out the vegetable matter 

using cheesecloth and put the 

Sublime. Let the sunshine in! 

There have been a lot of 

additions to and variations 

on the original Waldorf Salad 

since it was created in the late 

1800s in the famed New York 

City hotel, but this definitely 

has to be my favorite. Yes, the 

medicated aspect is a big fac¬ 

tor, but the way that the light 

marijuana flavors play off the 

spices used in this particu¬ 

lar dressing is a mouthwater¬ 

ing experience (which will be 

a big benefit once the cotton- 

mouth kicks in). 

Barbecued chicken breast 

fresh off the grill makes this 

summery salad into a hearty, 

heart-healthy meal, and don’t 

be surprised if this becomes 

one of your most requested 

side dishes (that caution 

comes from experience). At 

least it’s one you’ll be enjoying 

too, and the props you get will 

be the dressing on the greens. 

Mary Ought Six 

extra-virgin ganja oil to the 

side to cool completely. 

Next, toast and toss the wal¬ 

nuts in a skillet over medium 

heat until their aroma begins to 

blossom and the nuts to crisp, 

around five to six minutes. Set 

aside to cool. Combine the wal¬ 

nuts, celery, onions, grapes and 

apple chunks in a medium-size 

bowl. Whisk the honey, lemon 

juice, vinegar, cinnamon, nut¬ 

meg, cardamom, dill and mus¬ 

tard together. Now whisk the 

cooled and activated olive oil 

into the mix in a slow stream. 

When the oil is incorporated, 

stir in the Greek yogurt until 

everything is well combined, 

then season the dressing with 

salt and pepper. 

Mix this mother of all salads 

together, adjusting the salt 

and pepper if needed, then 

serve and enjoy! When plating, 

use two or three leaves of the 

butter lettuce to create an 

attractive presentation and add 

that extra oomph of emerald to 

complete your summer master¬ 

piece. Stones 4. 
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I Medical Strain of the Month 

Trainwreck 
These days, you hear a lot of 

talk about how the “cutting 

edge” of cannabis breeding 

and propagation has shifted 

from Northern California to 

Colorado. And with legaliza¬ 

tion already the law of the 

land in the Rocky Mountain 

State, and with retail stores 

for recreational marijuana 

set to open in 2014, this trend 

will likely only accelerate in 

the near future—when, after 

many decades spent working 

underground and outside the 

law, the botanical geniuses 

who know the pot genus best 

will at last be free to get down 

and dirty for some serious 

research and development. 

Great ganja minds are 

already gathering in Denver 

(and Seattle, and anywhere 

else legalization is taking 

root), hoping to create the 

next elite strain that brings 

joy and relief to millions. 

Which means those with a 

proven track record should 

have no trouble finding inves¬ 

tors looking to make a mint 

by getting in on the ground 

floor of the next Trainwreck. 

But what about the folks who 

bred the original Trainwreck, 

which High Times senior cul¬ 

tivation editor Danny Danko 

calls “the pride of Areata, 

CA”? 

That’s in the heart of 

Humboldt County, by the 

way, which itself is the heart 

of Northern Cali’s famed 

Emerald Triangle. Back in 

the 1960s and ’70s, a bunch 

of back-to-the-landers and 

outlaws up there bred the first 

modern marijuana hybrids, 

crossing sativas from Mexico, 

Colombia, Vietnam and 

Thailand with indica seeds 

smuggled back from India, 

Nepal and Afghanistan by 

wandering hippies. 

Today, that tradition 

continues, with many third- 

generation ganja breeders 

hard at work in the held. They 

may not be the cutting edge 

of the bud-breeding universe 

anymore, since their work 

remains underground and 

largely uncredited, but they’ll 

always be its heart and soul. 

So here’s to Trainwreck, 

an Afghani x [Lowland Thai 

x Mexican/Colombian] cross 

that flowers in eight to nine 

weeks, yielding stout, resin- 

soaked buds with large, tight 

calyxes and the smell and 

taste of sage. Trainwreck’s 

high soothes both body and 

mind, and it also boasts 

strongly medicinal benefits for 

those suffering from chronic 

pain and the spasms associ¬ 

ated with multiple sclerosis. 

So the next time the opportu¬ 

nity avails, light some up and 

transport yourself to the hills 

of Humboldt! DavidBienenstock 
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What’s new for cannabis cultivators and connoisseurs. 

i Sticky No More 
$19.95 for a pack of five 

nogoononstick.com 

Whether you call them dabs, 

shatter, BHO, globs or wax, con¬ 

centrates are some of the sticki¬ 

est products around. Luckily, 

the new “concentainers” from 

NoGoo are the first non-stick 

containers for concentrates 

made with FDA-approved food- 

grade materials. Plus they’re 

reusable as well as microwave-, 

freezer- and dishwasher-safe. 

You’ll save money—and oil! 

2 Sherlock Bowls 
$99.99 

headshopstop.com 

Finding a versatile piece for 

smoking and dabbing can be 

a daunting task. We love the 

new Alpine Glass Showerhead 

Sherlock Pipe, which converts 

quickly from herb to concen¬ 

trates and comes with a cool 

glass dish and dabber to boot. 

Also, the “dual circ perc” unit is 

easy to clean as well as compact 

and discreet for the best experi¬ 

ence puffing flowers or goo. 

3 Electric Avenue 
$349 

electrodabber.com 

Not everyone wants to bust 

out a flaming torch every time 

they smoke hash oil. Enter 

the new Electro Dabber, an 

all-in-one kit that heats up 

electronically and stays hot 

for as long as you need. The 

kit comes complete with a 

container, adapters, a tita¬ 

nium nail and a stainless-steel 

heating element, all in an 

odor-proof hard-shell case. 

4 Bee Happy 
$34.99 

buzznn.ca 

Making your own concentrated 

hash oil can be rewarding if you 

do it correctly. Now the Queen 

Bee Extractor from Honey Bee 

simplifies the process and can be 

filled with up to 100 grams of leaf 

trim or buds. At 9Vi" tall and 21A" 

in diameter, this tube can handle 

plenty of material. Remember to 

use extreme caution and always 

blast outdoors in a place with 

proper air circulation. 
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TOP 5 
STRAINS 

KUSH 
$356 

DIESEL 
$316 

HAZE 
$337 

TRANS HIGH MARKET QUOTATIONS 

N/A 

(Durban Poison) 
“Missouri currently 
has strict laws, but 
there is a very large 

market here.” 
Springfield, MO 

CHEESE 
$352 

PURPS 
$299 

(White Widow) 
“Nebraska consumes 

as much pot per capita 

as anywhere. Lots of 

MARKET ANALYSIS Prices by the ounce 

Index Watch: The US Price and Kind indices rebounded 
from last month as both finished July above their June 
averages (+$12 and +$10 respectively). However, the Kind 
Index remains below its year-to-date average. The Schwag 
Index established a new high for 2013 at $125 an ounce. 

US Price Index 
YTD Average: $328 

Kind Index 
YTD Average: $394 
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Mids Index 
YTD Average: $275 

(Lemon Haze) 
“Great body high. 
Perfect for those 

who experience 
joint pain.” 
Meridian, MS 
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Schwag Index 
YTD Average: $104 
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STATE CITY STRAIN PRICE 

Arizona Tucson Girl Scout Cookies $450 

California Los Angeles Sour Haze 340 
Holy Grail OG 320 
LA Confidential 350 

Monterey Maui Diesel 200 
San Francisco Girl Scout Cookies 300 
Weed Headband 150 

Colorado Denver Banana Kush 280 
Tahoe OG 325 
Kryptonite 260 

Delaware Newark Blue Cheese 350 
Sour Jack 350 

Pike Creek Vanilla Kush 350 

Florida Jacksonville Mango Haze 400 
Orlando The Flav 400 

Hawaii Maui Super Lemon Haze 400 

Indiana Indianapolis Chocolope 420 

Kentucky Louisville Charlie Sheen 375 

Maryland Baltimore Sour Diesel 325 
Maui Wowie 350 
Grapefruit 375 

Massachusetts Boston East Coast Sour Diesel 400 
Brockton Purple Kush 350 

Michigan Detroit Purple Haze 275 

Minnesota Winona Diesel 350 

Mississippi Macon Afghan Kush 300 
Meridian Lemon Haze 325 

Missouri Springfield Durban Poison 350 
OG Kush 400 

St. Joseph Blue Cheese 450 

Nebraska Lincoln Blue Dream 350 
White Widow 300 

New Jersey Newark Super Silver Haze 400 

New York Buffalo Cheese 320 
New York Guava Chem 420 

North Carolina Charlotte Kosher Kush 480 
Salisbury Cotton Candy 400 

Oregon Portland Cheese 220 

Tennessee Nashville White Widow 480 

Virginia Richmond Northern Lights 300 

Washington Seattle Sour Diesel 250 

Purple Haze 220 

Wisconsin Madison Blueberry 400 

Wyoming Alpine Jack Herer 300 

INTERNATIONAL 

Canada Hamilton Purple Jack C$250 
Kamloops King Louis 180 
Quebec City Jack Frost 150 

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul 
We want to know what you’re smoking! Submit your strain information, 

location and price by the ounce to thmq@hightimes.com or on Twitter 

using #THMQ. 

(King Louis) 
“A smooth smoke with 

good flavour and lasting 
high, good for all day 

puffing.” 

Kamloops, BC 



is made up af a close-knit group of Northern California 
growers and breeders who over the last 2D years have focused their 
creative attention on working with only the finest cannabis strains. 

Currently, is focusing on stabilizing and crossing top 
California genetics to get feminized and natural unfeminized 

indica, sativa, and hybrids strains. 

ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS WS IS ILLEGAL IN 
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Beginner Grow Basics 
Simple and efficient methods to get up and growing now. Story & photos by Nico Escondido 

tarting in 1996 with Cali¬ 

fornia’s Proposition 215, the 

opportunity for patients 

to grow marijuana legally 

became a real possibility. 

Today, there are 18 states with medical 

marijuana laws (as well as Washington, 

DC), and in more than half of those 

states, patients and caregivers can grow 

their own cannabis. 

In 2012, the United States welcomed 

the advent of marijuana legalization for 

recreational use in two states (Colorado 

and Washington), and with it comes 

the real possibility for any adult to 

grow marijuana legally—as well as the 

happy prospect that one day in the not- 

too-distant future, there will be many 

more states following in Colorado’s and 

Washington’s brave footsteps, leading to 

legal avenues for the masses to cultivate 

marijuana in their very own homes as 

readily as they could a tomato plant or 

apple tree in their backyards. 

But this beautiful scenario comes 

with a lot of questions. Many casual 

smokers are now asking exactly how 

one might go about setting up a home 

garden in a quick and easy fashion. And 

because marijuana smokers tend to like 

a year-round supply (one that is not 

readily available at the grocery store 

like many vegetables are), the questions 

on how to get growing at home often 

tend toward the indoor-garden variety. 

Luckily, growing cannabis is not any 

more difficult than growing tomatoes. 

In fact, growing cannabis can be quite 

easy, and the answer to nearly all 

concerns about home growing can be 

summed up in three little words: Keep 

it simple. 
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Keeping It Simple 
The first question on every would-be 

indoor grower’s mind is what type of 

system to use. System types incorporate 

many aspects of horticulture, from the 

choice of medium and container sizes to 

feeding and irrigation programs. Let’s 

start with the most basic aspect of culti¬ 

vation: the grow medium. 

In order to keep things simple, we need 

look no further than Mother Nature her¬ 

self. In nature, plants most often grow in 

soil, and growing plants indoors doesn’t 

mean we need to deviate from nature’s 

plan. In fact, the horticulture industry has 

excellent peat- and sphagnum-based soils 

tailored specifically for indoor gardens, 

and these “soilless” mediums act and feel 

just like earth soils found outdoors—with 

the added benefit that they are extremely 

easy to use. 

These mediums, which come in 

popular brand names such as Pro-Mix or 

Sunshine Mix, often feature soil textures 

created by a peat or sphagnum base, 

but they also have added ingredients 

to aid in moisture retention and air 

permeation. Additional components in 

these mixes may include wood chips, 

perlite and vermiculate, as well as trace 

amounts of the basic nutrients needed to 

get young plants started off right. 

The primary benefit of using these 

types of soilless mixes is that they are 

very forgiving mediums for new growers 

to work with, offering excellent buffering 

for root systems to help prevent nutrient 

shock from overfeeding. They also retain 

water well and are perfect for smaller 

gardens, where watering plants by 

hand is usually preferred. Additionally, 

soilless-mix mediums can easily be used 

in conjunction with quite a few different 

automated water systems. 

V x jMafy. * 
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Irrigation and Feeding 
The simplest way to water small gardens is 

to do it manually. Hand-watering plants is 

a good way to get to know your garden and 

environment intimately and it can also help 

new growers begin to identify and learn 

about mineral deficiencies and pest problems. 

Still, some growers prefer to automate 

their irrigation. The main reason for this 

may be that the garden is too tight to get 

into or navigate easily or too large to do it by 

hand, or because the grower is not around 

the garden often enough to provide regular 

hand-watering. In these cases, the hydropon¬ 

ics industry offers many possible solutions, 

but not all of them are easy to use. 

Perhaps the most popular (and one of the 

easiest) automated watering systems is a 

simple top-feed irrigation system that utilizes 

basic stake emitters to water individual plant 

containers. These systems generally take 

water or a nutrient-enriched solution from 

the reservoir to the garden site via half-inch 

or 1-inch flexible hosing. Once the main line 

reaches the garden, the hose is siphoned 

using thin spaghetti lines to deliver water to 

each plant site. These spaghetti lines easily 

attach to either drip or spray emitters that sit 

on top of plastic stakes stuck into the grow 

medium. 

Many growers prefer to use spray emitters 

over drip emitters because they offer a more 

even saturation of the medium and thus 

allow better absorption rates without creat¬ 

ing puddles and sinkholes. It is also worth 

noting that these systems are excellent for 

low-impact feeding regimens, in which 

growers use the absolute minimum required 

nutrients to feed their gardens. This is 

because, if you’re using spaghetti lines and 

spray emitters, excess mineral deposits can 

build up and clog both the line and the emit¬ 

ters when too much fertilizer is dissolved in 

the reservoir. 

Instead, as mentioned, many new grow¬ 

ers—and even master growers—prefer to take 

a minimalist approach to feeding, watering 

their gardens only once a day for a few min¬ 

utes at a time and also rotating the feeding 

regimen. With a simple three-day rotation, 

growers can feed the garden with a nutrient 

solution on day one, then empty the reservoir 

and refill it with fresh, distilled water for a 

clean watering on day two, and then give 

the plants a day off on day three. This basic 

watering and feeding system ensures that 

plants get their essential minerals on the 

first day, then a good, clean flush to prevent 

buildups on the second, and then a good 

drying-out period on the third to allow air 

and oxygen to permeate the medium and get 

to the roots, which rely heavily on oxygen to 

help transport nutrients up into the plant. 

Notes on Nutrients 
Plants respond to inadequate supplies of 

essential minerals by displaying characteristic 

symptoms of deficiency. These symptoms can 

be wide-ranging, from discoloration of the 

leaves to physical deformities to a complete 

wilting of the plant. 

Conversely, plants will respond to an 

overabundance of nutrients in similar ways. 

However, these conditions may take longer to 

notice and can be misleading, as overfeed¬ 

ing plants may result in an unseen nutrient 

“lock-up” at the root level. When this happens, 

salts from the excess nutrients build up in 

the medium and block mineral uptake by the 

roots, thereby starving the plant. The result 

is a plant that looks malnourished—but the 

cause isn’t a lack of nutrients; it’s actually 

over-feeding. 

So what are the lessons to be learned here? 

First, it should be obvious that feeding pro¬ 

grams require careful attention, as it is a deli¬ 

cate balance between giving your plants too 

much and too little. Second, it is clearly better 

to underfeed than to overfeed your garden, 

since you can always increase nutrient doses 

when a deficiency of minerals occurs—but it is 

much harder to alleviate the problems caused 

by excess feeding. 

With this in mind, many new nutrient lines 

(such as the Pure Essentials Black Label nutes 

used for the growrooms featured in this arti¬ 

cle) are adopting a more minimalist approach 

when it comes to nutrient programs. This not 

only caters to new growers, since it has less 

potential for causing serious, even disastrous 

problems via overfeeding, but it also creates 

a feeding regimen that is easy for anyone to 

understand and implement. 

Growers who use nutrient programs 

containing more than two or three parts are 

generally veterans who are well versed in mix¬ 

ing multiple parts and taking careful readings 

from their reservoirs to ensure that the nutri¬ 

ent solution has the proper pH and EC (electri¬ 

cal conductivity) or ppm levels. Still, whether 

you’re a beginner or a seasoned pro, keeping 

the N-P-K (nitrogen-phosphorus-potassium) 

ratios low is always the best bet for superior 

quality. It’s the large-scale commercial grow¬ 

ers who generally like to pump up the nutrient 

values in order to increase yields—but this 

slight increase in weight often equals a bigger 

decrease in quality. 

From top: A simple net trellis system with top-feed 

lines direct into rockwool below; always keep 

plants off the floor and in table trays; place reser¬ 

voirs outside of the growroom if possible. 
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Ballasts for Beginners 
To provide a quick rundown on the subject 

of ballasts for the uninitiated: There are two 

main types that fire up and power HID bulbs. 

The older generation, known as core-and-coil 

or magnetic ballasts, are bulkier and heavier 

by weight, give off more heat, and are gener¬ 

ally less efficient in their consumption of 

electricity. The newer generation is known as 

either electronic or digital ballasts, and they 

boast all of the features that magnetic ballasts 

do not: They are energy-efficient, run quiet 

and cool, and give off less heat. However, 

there is one big problem with the newer elec¬ 

tronic and digital ballasts. 

Unfortunately, light bulbs and ballasts are 

most often not manufactured by the same 

company. Because of this, the bulbs have his¬ 

torically been made to match the specifications 

of the older magnetic ballasts. When the newer 

electronic and digital ballasts came to market, 

they were designed to run at much higher 

electrical frequencies (approximately 20,000 

hertz) than magnetic ballasts (approximately 

60 hertz). The real problem is that nearly all 

standard HID bulbs, such as those made by 

industry giants like Sun Master, Hortilux and 

Phillips, also run at this much lower frequency. 

So what does this mean for you, the bud¬ 

ding marijuana grower? It means that if you 

buy any standard HID bulb and try to run it on 

an electronic or digital ballast, its lifespan will 

be cut nearly in half—and that’s an expense 

that can add up quickly. This occurs because 

the higher frequencies of electronic and digi¬ 

tal ballasts create what is known as “acoustic 

resonance” within the inner arc tube of the 

bulbs, thereby rupturing it and causing the 

bulbs to burn out at nearly twice their usual 

rate. Even worse, the human eye will not be 

able to detect the ongoing loss of light inten¬ 

sity without a light meter—and by the time it is 

noticeable, growers may have lost quite a bit 

in yield over their past few cycles. Further¬ 

more, the acoustic resonance can also rupture 

these bulbs’ end caps, releasing sodium and 

mercury gases all over the buds you may be 

smoking in a few short weeks! 

So what’s the answer? Simply put, you have 

three choices. You can continue using HID 

bulbs in electronic and digital ballasts—and 

likely continue having to buy new bulbs at a 

much faster rate. Or you can play it safe and 

use the standard magnetic ballasts with HID 

bulbs—which may be the best option for new 

growers with smaller gardens. Or you can hunt 

for digital HID bulbs that are compatible with 

today’s newer electronic and digital ballasts— 

but good luck with that, as these types of bulbs 

are very hard to find at your local hydro shop. 

For more info on digital bulbs, check out the 

two popular lines from Sun Pulse and Gavita. 

just hanging out in a vegetative state. 

For quality results and happy, healthy 

gardens, the best choice for new and 

expert growers alike is to use high- 

intensity discharge (HID) lamps. These 

come in a variety of types, but for indoor 

horticulture, there are two main kinds: 

metal halide (MH) bulbs, which are gen¬ 

erally used during the vegetative growth 

stage, and high-pressure sodium (HPS) 

bulbs, which are generally used during 

the flowering stage. 

If you’re a small grower 

raising only a few plants or a 

closet-style grow and prefer to 

use only one type of bulb, the 

best choice is HPS, as it emits a 

much heavier amount of light in 

the red/orange wavelengths of 

Smaller closet grows will only need a 

125-watt or 250-watt bulb to get the job 

done and keep heat and expenses down. 

A large garden in a small bedroom-size 

space may need two to four lamps to 

provide ample coverage, and their bulbs 

will likely range from 400 to 600 watts. 

Larger 1,000-watt bulbs are actually the 

least efficient in terms of power con¬ 

sumption and are generally reserved for 

large-scale commercial operations. 

Keep in mind that whatever your 

situation, growing your own canna¬ 

bis should never be stressful. Stay 

cool, keep it simple and affordable, 

and most importantly, enjoy your 

time in the garden—as well as your 

time outside of it—with your own 

homegrown highness! ^ 

Watch video 
grow tips from 

Nico here: 
hightimes.com/ 

nicogrows 

Hfiv: m 

Lighting Basics 
The last major factor to a quick-start 

grow is determining what type of light¬ 

ing your garden needs. These days, there 

are so many choices that deciding among 

the alternatives can be a daunting task 

(as well as a big turn-off for would-be 

growers). Do not let this be the case for 

you! Lighting can be done on the cheap 

and quite easily. 

While plants will grow under almost 

any horticultural light, there are still 

some choices that are better than the 

rest. Though inexpensive lights such 

as fluorescent bulbs offer an excellent 

spectrum, run cool and use little electric¬ 

ity, these lamps are best suited for young 

seedlings or clones, or for plants that are 

the spectrum. These color frequencies 

carry the highest amount of light energy 

(in the form of photons), thereby sup¬ 

plying your plants with more energy for 

photosynthesis. 

Still, keep in mind that it isn’t hard 

to buy both an MH and HPS bulb and 

simply swap out one for the other when 

your garden flips from its vegetative 

stage to the flowering cycle. The only real 

consideration here is that it will obvi¬ 

ously cost a little more money to buy two 

bulbs, and you will need to make sure 

the ballast for your lamp is equipped to 

handle both types. (Usually, dual-bulb 

ballasts have a switch that you flip when 

you change from an MH to an HPS bulb 

or vice versa). 

J 
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By forging a new concentrate culture within the existing cannabis 
community and establishing 710 (OIL upside down) as the new 420, 
millenials are making marijuana their own and ushering in a new 
pot-smoking paradigm. 

Miss High Times 2007 and 
two-time cover girl Sarah 
Newton gets her dab on. 
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A sharp tongue of blue flame licks the titanium as a 

plump glob of wax awaits above, then drips from 

the tip of the dabber and plops onto the domeless 

nail’s fading crimson glow, where it’s instanta¬ 

neously liquefied and vaporized. A sudden burst 

of smoke is drawn through tiny holes in the nail’s head and 

into our model's eager lungs. It’s a ritual that’s repeated time 
after time at booth after booth within the Prop. 215 area of 

our Los Angeles Medical Cannabis Cup. There’s nary a seed 
company, dispensary or retailer in attendance that doesn’t have 

a dab station set up or an extract entered into the competi¬ 

tion—38 solvent-based concentrates in all, nearly maxing out 

the category and all but eclipsing the nine water-hash entries. 

Every glass company at the expo has rigs on display, and nearly 

every clothing company some T-shirt with an oil-based slogan 

or design. This is the state of the modern cannabis community. 

This is the dab life. 
To many in this up-and-coming generation of young stoners, 

smoking “flowers” (as weed is now referred to) is fast becoming 

passe—a quaint custom practiced by hippies, lightweights and 

the socio-geographically disadvantaged. For hardcore oilheads, 

“treebasing” has raised their THC tolerance to the point where 
a joint just doesn’t cut it—they want a quicker, longer and 

stronger high than mere marijuana can provide. As word of this 

new way of getting stoned continues to spread and the demand 

for BHO grows, the market begins to respond: One-hitters are 

replaced by vapor pens, butane is bought in bulk, and sales of 
creme brulee torches skyrocket. Apparently, even major retailers 

are beginning to get wise. 

“I was in Bed Bath & Beyond last week, and they had torches, 

turkey basters and Pyrex dishes all on display next to each 

other,” swears Hitman Glass founder Dougie Fresh. “Isn’t that 

crazy? Either they have some kind of inventory software telling 

them what items people buy together, or somebody working 

there knows what’s up!” 

But blowtorches and butane aren’t the only things in short 

supply these days. 

“Trim is so hard to come by ... it’s the most valuable thing 

right now,” a representative from Cheeba Chews tells me. “We 
can’t even get trim to make our edibles.” 

“Forget trim,” one breeder says. “People are ripping whole 

growrooms down and just blasting them.” 

That’s right: In some circles, pot plants are now regarded as 

nothing but raw material to be transformed into a variety of 

waxes, oils and shatters—concentrates that are more potent and 

profitable, and easier to conceal and consume. As the focus of 

pot nerds everywhere slowly shifts from botany to chemistry, so 

shifts the spotlight from growers to the modern-day alchemists 

known as extract artists, who can transform a pile of leftover 

leaf into taffy-esque, translucent gold. 

The unfortunate slang term that’s arisen for this process is, 

as mentioned above, blasting—unfortunate because, though 

it refers to “blasting” the essential oils out of the herb with 

butane gas, it’s also eerily appropriate in describing the explo¬ 
sive accidents that occur when the process isn’t done safely. But 

accidents like those are almost unheard of among the pros, who 

prefer the less dramatic terms “running” or “processing” flowers. 

These gurus of goo take every precaution, carefully controlling 

each variable, tweaking temperatures and monitoring pressures 

to ensure that their final product is exactly what they intended 

and suitable for consumption by the patients they serve. For 

them, quality is key, and it begins with the raw material. 

“We use what our clients give us, which is typically trim for 

cost-effectiveness,” says Nikka T, a consummate concentrate 
maker from Denver. “But we prefer fresh-frozen buds, which 

we’ve been getting more often recently.” 

Frozen buds? That’s right—apparently freezing the weed 

before processing it helps keep the butane in liquid form, 

enabling the savvy concentrate maker to extract more cannabi- 

noids and terpenes and less wax. In an effort to get the cleanest 

concentrates possible, many extract artists also freeze their 

budders and waxes after the initial butane purge in a process 
called winterization. By “washing” the extract in a secondary 

solvent (typically alcohol) and then freezing it, they not only 

remove any final traces of butane, but also the starchy bio¬ 

waste (lipids, fats and waxes), creating a clearer concentrate 
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known as glass, shatter or snap. (For more details about win¬ 

terization and washes, turn to pg. 72.) 

“This is in everybody’s wax,” says Jerett, the cherubic extrac¬ 

tion expert from West Coast Cure with the McDabber’s hatpin, 

as he compares a wad of ugly goop to the amber glass he pulled 
it from. He drops it onto the nail of the Big Lebowski torch 

tube on the table in front of us, and an acrid smoke pours forth. 

“That’s what you’re smoking when you smoke wax,” he adds. 

While eliminating these elements technically makes the con¬ 

centrate purer, some believe that it also eliminates textures, aro¬ 

mas and flavors (via terpenes) that many people find desirable. 

“Purity isn’t everything,” says Dan de Sailles of Denver’s 

Top Shelf Extracts. He has a point—moonshine is purer than 

Cognac, but which would you rather drink? “Besides, if you’re 

smoking flowers, you’re already ingesting all of those fats and 

waxes anyway,” he continues. “So smoking a wax or budder is 

no more harmful to you than smoking a joint.” 

Often, a concentrate’s interesting texture is part of its appeal. 

For example, the Alien OG “Raw” pictured in "Contact High" on 

pg. 15: This fluffy, off-white extract, whose consistency resembles 

Funyuns or cheese puffs, was brewed up using an undisclosed 

technique by an extract artist who takes his name from that 

most hated of all Star Wars characters, Jar Jar Binks. If handled, 
this “Heisenberg hash” quickly disintegrates into a sparkly sand; 

when heated, its aeration is released and it shrivels like a Shrinky 
Dink into a tiny worm of wax. Then there’s sha-budder, a full, 

winterized shatter that’s been placed on low heat, allowing it over 

time to become budder-like again without having to be whipped. 

Generally speaking, a concentrate’s consistency is just a result of 

how much moisture it contains. Which is why, when you leave 

DABBER DOTCOMS by Sean Black 
Mirroring the rising (though somewhat controversial) popularity of marijuana 

concentrates, websites and social-media groups based on the world of 

dabbing are quickly cropping up across the Internet. Here are a few of the top 

sites that serve to illuminate the world of concentrates and allow like-minded 

globbers across the globe to share photos, ideas and techniques. 

DABBERSDAILY.COM meeting ground for exploring the 

Dabbers Daily is a sharp-looking evolving culture of concentrates 

new BHO website, with a focus on and spending time with like-minded 

the heady glass used to smoke it. It dabbers. With their motto of “A little 

features an extensive community dab will do ya, but a glob will do ya 

forum, its own Instagram feed/ even better!”, GGS members and 

gallery and some great videos of their distinctive black-and-gold 

heady oil glass, as well as a short standards have become a familiar 

FAQ section. And with its clickable sight at pot events across the 

categories, users can conveniently country, 

sort content based on specific 

topics and interests. PRANKDAB.COM 

Using humor to expose bad 

GOTDABS.COM techniques and poorly made meds 

Hailing themselves as “The #1 via hundreds of user-submitted 

Dab Site on the Net,” Got Dabs is videos, Prank Dab has become 

a one-stop shop for people just the popular spot for sharing 

learning about dabs. The site aims controversial and eye-opening 

to educate as many people as real-life footage. Coining terms 

possible about the dab movement, like fail-tech and BHOtard has 

including a “Dab Dictionary” page helped educate the public on what 

for those unfamiliar with the basic unacceptable methods and subpar 

terms, as well as GotDabs.TV-a nice concentrates look like. Assuming 

collection of videos on dabbing one adheres to the “don’t try this 

and cannabis events (like the High at home” caveat. Prank Dab offers 

Times Cannabis Cups)—and an extensive examples of dabbing 

online store with dab apparel and don’ts-and lots of laughs to boot, 

accessories. 

SKUNKPHARMRESEARCH.COM 

THE GREAT GLOB SOCIETY Skunk Pharm Research is a trusted 

The Great Glob Society is a well- source of online information 

known Facebook group for devoted pertaining to the cannabis world, 

dabbers. Founded by Kati Jane, our In their section on BHO extracts. 

Miss High Times July 2010, GGS they demonstrate a wide variety of 

boasts several thousand members techniques (as well as the varying 

hailing from five countries and all degrees of difficulty and equipment 

50 states. Whether on their page, in required), and also touch upon 

video chats or attending cannabis some basic chemistry principles to 

conventions, the group serves as a explain the processes. 

The Various Textures of Extracts 

HONEY OIL / OIL 
Gooey, unprocessed 

concentrate with the 

consistency of thick, 

sticky liquid. 

BUDDEll 
Hash oil that has been 

whipped. Stable and 

pure... more creamy 

than sticky. 

WAX/EARWAX 
Slightly less pure than 

budder. Consistency of 

a sticky paste, similar to 

earwax. 

SNAP/ SAP 
Translucent with a 

consistency like taffy 

that "snaps" when you 

pull off a dab. 

GLASS/SHATTER 
Translucent, smooth 

amber-colored solid 

that "shatters" when 

you break off a dab. 

RAW 
A puffed, aerated con¬ 

sistency like a cheese 

doodle. Crumbles into 

sand when handled. 
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certain extracts out in the air for a 

while, they begin to goo up—a process 

known as auto-buddering. Basically, by 
manipulating the extract in different 

ways (temperature, moisture, pressure, 
agitation), the extract artist can produce 

a variety of textures to appeal to all pal¬ 

ates and preferences. 

As of yet, there’s still no solid 

scientific evidence that BHO itself—if 

made properly—is dangerous to ingest, 

even if it does contain trace amounts 

of residual butane. If made improperly, 
however—using plants containing pesticides or mold, or with 

inferior-quality butane—there may be legitimate health concerns. 

Hopefully, as more cannabis labs begin to test for contaminants 

and solvents (something that Seattle’s Northwest Botanical 

Analysis, for example, has started doing), these concerns may be 

addressed by buying from reputable sources. 

Other possible health issues that have been raised, such as 

metal-fume fever (from inhaling trace amounts of metal that 

may flake off the nail) or cannabinoid hyperemesis (a syndrome 

characterized by symptoms of nausea, vomiting and abdominal 
pain), will likely remain unsubstantiated until real clinical stud¬ 

ies can be done. In the meantime, to minimize these potential 

risks, we recommend always seasoning the nail (heating it until 

glowing red, then cooling it off in water) to burn away any pos¬ 

sible impurities before use. 

Frankly, the greatest likelihood of injury we’ve encountered 
so far seems to be from passing out and falling over after doing 

a dab. Make no mistake—this stuff is potent, and even seasoned 

stoners have been known to get a bit 

dizzy after a decent-sized glob. For this 
reason, we recommend dabbing in a 

seated position whenever possible or, 

if you’re in line for a dab at an event, 

asking the person behind you to be 

your spotter. You hear that, guys? Be 

ready to perform a “dab grab” in case 

the person in front of you faints! 

Seriously, though—while the health 

risks of ingesting BHO may be some¬ 

what exaggerated, the risks involved in 

making it cannot be overemphasized. 

For every master blaster, there are likely dozens of idiots out there 
who think they can make their own wax with a can of cheap 

lighter fluid and a piece of PVC pipe, and end up blowing up some 

hotel room instead—or, worse, their parents’ house. We’ve said it 
before, and we’ll continue to say it: Blasting should never be done 

indoors, and never near a flame or any electronic appliance or 

device that could cause a spark (refrigerators, cell phones, etc.). 

Think it won’t happen to you? Think again: Last November, 

a medical marijuana patient in Portland, OR, was severely 

burned and blew out a wall of his apartment while attempting 

to make BHO. In January 2013, a young man in a San Diego 

hotel sustained life-threatening burns after he caused an explo¬ 

sion that was described by other guests as “like an earthquake.” 

Two similar incidents happened in February (in Lakewood, CO, 

and West Hollywood), and another three in March: in Forest 

Grove, OR; Petaluma, CA; and Edmund, OK (where, owing to the 

state’s House Bill 1798, which makes it a felony to perform any 

type of THC extraction and was signed into law in April 2011, 
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the poor perpetrator could now face life in 

prison). Sadly, these instances have become far 

too frequent—so much so, in fact, that in the 
February 7 edition of their Infogram newslet¬ 

ter, FEMA included a section entitled “Flash Oil 

Explosions Increasing Across U.S.” In it, they 
instruct first responders and law enforcement 

on what to look for to distinguish BFIO blasts 

from bomb-making or terrorist activity. 

Unfortunately, it’s stories like these that 
are introducing BHO to the mainstream 

media—and as one might expect, the results 

haven’t been good. On March 11, an NBC News 

affiliate in Grand Junction, CO, ran a feature 

about the “potent and potentially toxic new 

form of marijuana” called dabbing. Instead 
of interviewing experts on the topic—such as 

one of the many professional extract artists or 

medical marijuana doctors that have appeared on our 

dab panels—the producers instead chose to interview 

a high school girl and the obligatory reformed “pot 
addict” who claimed that, after smoking marijuana for 

the first time at age 13, he got “hooked” and proceeded 

to waste the next 18 years of his life. (You know, unlike 

everyone else in the world who smokes some weed, gets 

a snack and then manages to go on with their life.) The 

report also claimed that dabbing could result in over¬ 

doses and increased cases of schizophrenia, which it called a 

“known potential side effect of marijuana.” Talk about bullshit 

... as usual, network news prefers to drum up ratings with half- 

truths and scare tactics aimed at paranoid parents rather than 

presenting an objective, scientific examination of the issue. 

Go behind 
the scenes at 
Sarah's dab 

cover shoot at 
hightimes.com/ 

dabgirl 

Nevertheless, with news coverage like that, 

it’s easy to see why pro-pot activists fear that 
the dab phenomenon—with its seeming “hard 

drug” overtones—could throw a roadblock in 

front of the otherwise overwhelming pro¬ 
legalization wave sweeping the nation. And 

let’s face it: The PR problem is bound to get 

worse before it gets better. But if there’s one 

thing we should’ve learned from the DARE 

and “Just Say No” campaigns of the 1980s, it’s 

that scare tactics and misinformation don’t 

help keep kids off drugs—if anything, they end 

up doing the opposite. Which means the best 

formula for ensuring the safety of all would- 

be dabbers is the same as it is for plain old 
pot: open dialogue, an honest examination of 

the facts, establishing quality controls on the 
product and an age limit on its sale—and all of 

these aims are better served by legalization and regulation 

than by prohibition and propaganda. 

History teaches us that once a new technology 

or paradigm arrives, there’s no turning back. When 

rock’n’roll hit the scene, it was condemned as dangerous 

and corrupting—and today, it’s as American as apple pie. 

Dabbing isn’t a fad—it’s a paradigm shift, and rejecting it 

won’t make it go away. Attempts to stop a new genera¬ 

tion of cannabis enthusiasts from dabbing will ultimately 
prove as futile as trying to stop them from tweeting or texting. 

Ultimately, all we can do is make sure they have access to the 

most accurate information and the best-quality concentrates at 

their disposal so that when they’re old enough, if they choose to 

dab, they can do so safely and responsibly. 
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Why Landraces? 
In response to over-hybridization, artificial genetic modification, loss 

of genetic diversity and the resulting degradation of important food 

strains, some seed stewards have launched an aggressive campaign 

of locating, verifying and saving landrace seeds for a healthy future. 

Those who depend upon cannabis for their health and well-being 

face similar issues today This is a very sensitive time for marijuana 

breeding practices, as the proliferation of questionable genetics 

continues to dilute the species. This is of particular importance 

to medical marijuana patients, whose needs are focused on find¬ 

ing the proper medicine, not the latest hip strain. As a result, the 

re-emergence of landrace chemotypes is crucial to the evolution of 

medical cannabis. Fortunately, cannabis seed stewards have been 

quietly collecting, trading, and sharing rare and unblemished seeds 

for many generations. And after more than 40 years of growing and 

saving original landrace cannabis strains, it is time to share these 

special genetics. 

Landrace agriculture allows us to honor our diverse values and 
come up with creative solutions ... [and] to listen to and co-create 

with the values of the environment around us. 

—Jake Wartell, “Landrace Agriculture as an Expression of Pluralistic Values” 
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What Are Landrace Strains? 
Landrace is the term used to describe 

species of plants (or animals) that have 

adapted to the environment in which 

they’ve existed for many generations, 

mostly via human-influenced natu¬ 

ral processes. Landrace strains have 
often been grown in isolated areas for 

hundreds of generations, and therefore 
remain free from undesirable cross¬ 

pollination. Genetically, these seeds are 

very diverse phenotypes that maintain 

the key identifiable characteristics 

necessary for preserving and continuing 

their genetic makeup. At the same time, 

landraces are not static strains: They 

continue to evolve and adapt to chang¬ 

ing conditions. This is an important 
distinction from modern practices, in 

which breeders seek to achieve absolute 

consistency by exerting total control 

over the growing environment—a goal 

very difficult to achieve outside of the 
laboratory. 

Contrary to popular thinking, a 

landrace is not the same as an heir¬ 
loom strain. Heirlooms—quite often the 

descendants of landraces and therefore 

important in themselves—are domestic 

varieties selectively bred to retain non- 

hybridized, pre-agribusiness traits. They 

are selected and cultivated to perform 

best under specific conditions. This less- 

rigorous breeding process has produced 
resilient plants capable of withstanding 

a wide variety of weather, soil and pest 

conditions experienced throughout the 

plants’ generations. 

Conversely, the more localized aspect 

of landrace strains is their most signifi¬ 
cant characteristic. Unlike the mod¬ 

ern cannabis “name game,” in which 

growers-cwra-breeders arbitrarily create 

“new” strains according to the latest 

trends—think OG Kush dominating 
in Southern California under names 

like Justin Bieber, Charlie Sheen or OG 

1 Kenobe—landrace populations are 

named according to their locale. This is 

crucial for growers interested in working 
in co-creation with their specific environ¬ 

ments, the most crucial attitude when it 

comes to sustainability. Plants produced 

through modern breeding practices are 

not as adaptable to increasingly challeng¬ 

ing cultivation conditions as landrace 

strains are. And we now know that these 

unhealthy conditions result from the 

industrial and commercial practices used 

by growers and breeders focused on high 

yields (and big bucks), to the detriment 

of plant quality, stability and vigor. 

Landrace Varieties 
I’m currently growing out a Mazar-i- 
Sharif x Uzbekistan, both landrace strains. 

This cross was worked on by a friend 

overseas. It has been called “the Beast 

from the East,” as the Uzbeki can get very 

large. There are two phenos: one with a 

Christmas-tree shape, the other more of a 
stretched-out plant with larger internodes 

and sparser growth. The Christmas- 

tree pheno smells like Afghani, and the 

stretched-out pheno smells like lemon. 

These plants originated in the Balkh Prov¬ 

ince in the northern part of Afghanistan, 
which borders on Uzbekistan. Nearly half 

of this province is mountainous. 

The highland Burmese is another 

landrace strain that I’ve been working 

with and refining. Burma lies between 

the Tropic of Cancer and the equator, 

and its highlands range from 8,200 feet 

subtropical to 9,800 feet temperate. The 

Burmese landrace is a true-breeding 100 

percent sativa with incredibly sweet and 

exotic aromas. It is short and branchy 

and finishes outdoors in mid-October. 
The highland Colombian, another 

landrace strain in my personal seed 

bank, was originally grown at approxi¬ 

mately 12,460 feet. The seeds were 

selected from the two wettest years on 
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record; as a result, the strain is very 

mold-resistant and flowers anywhere 

from 16 to 24 weeks. These are all equa¬ 

torial highland sativas, spicy and sweet 
with a pronounced cerebral high. 

Last but not least comes the highland 

Thai, a pure sativa landrace grown by a 

hill tribe in northern Thailand. Despite its 

name, the strain originated in Tibet and 

migrated through China and Burma over 

300 years ago. This is another pure-breed- 
ing strain, grown for over 100 years in this 

mountain village (elevation: 6,560 feet), 

with the seeds always collected from the 

same source. There are two phenotypes: 

The first is a medium-green sativa with 

narrow, lightly serrated leaves. It can grow 

to just over 6 feet, takes from 14 to 18 

weeks to fully mature, and boasts a sweet, 

powerful creeper high that is not for 

the occasional toker. The second pheno 
is darker green and with slightly wider 

leaves; it grows a bit smaller than the 

first, flowers slightly sooner, and provides 

more of a relaxing mind-and-body stone. 

New Genes 
One of the benefits of working with 
landrace strains is the increased genetic 

diversity they promise. There is so much 

potential that we can unlock with our 

introduction of landraces to the cannabis 

gene pool, especially in terms of medical 

marijuana. Medi-pot patients are more 

or less pushed toward using one specific 

type of cannabis with virtually identi¬ 

cal ratios of cannabinoids, terpenoids 

and flavinoids. Data-gathering efforts 

grounded in science are focusing on the 

medicinal qualities of the cannabinoids 
(including CBD, THCV and CBC) as well 

as the terpenoids (such as limonine, myr- 

cene and beta-caryophelene). The desire 

for more diverse ratios of cannabinoids 

and terpenoids is sure to be the result of 

these efforts. Being able to identify rare 

landrace genetic traits and consciously 

breeding back such newly desirable traits 

and chemotypes will further the ability 

of patients to finally find the cannabis 

strain that suits their individual needs. 
I’ve recently begun partnering with our 

cannabis-testing lab to evaluate landrace 
constituents. CBD research is especially 

important here, as CBD (cannabidiol) is a 

major constituent of marijuana, repre¬ 

senting up to 40 percent of its extracts. 

Medically, it has been shown to relieve 
convulsion, inflammation, pain, anxiety 

and nausea. Ongoing research these days 

focuses on plants with high CBD per¬ 

centages, which certain landrace strains 

produce large amounts of. 

Finding Landrace Strains 
Unfortunately, these days it is getting 

more and more difficult to obtain pure 

cannabis genetics. In the 1960s, world 
travelers interested in growing the plants 

brought many landrace seeds back to the 

United States from places like Mexico, 

Nepal, Afghanistan and many other parts 

of the world. A few of these people were 

forward-thinking and began to save this 

seed stock. I experienced this firsthand: 

Many imported strains have passed 

through my area, and I was able to 

acquire some of the finest. Now it’s time 

to reopen the cannabis gene pool from 
yesteryear. 

I’m very fortunate to have acquired 

these precious seeds, and I’ve been work¬ 

ing on a number of landrace projects 

ever since. For those of us living on the 

West Coast, mold-resistant strains are 

Old-scliool growers, 
breeders, and seed 
stewards are all 
working on a variety of 
intertwined projects 
for one purpose: to 
improve the marijuana 
situation for everyone. 

very important. As our weather becomes 

ever more erratic, the challenges posed by 

mold have proven difficult to overcome. 

Many cannabis farmers have issues with 

botrytis (gray mold); indeed, it seems to 
be a growing problem in many areas of 

the country. As a result, mold resistance 

has become one of my main areas of inter¬ 
est, and I expect it will continue to be an 

important, ongoing focus. 

I’m looking forward to this year’s 

projects—my own and those of other 

seed stewards I’ve been working with. 

As the medical cannabis situation 

continues to evolve legally, more people 

have expressed an interest in produc¬ 

ing and using herb more closely aligned 

with their needs as patients. Old-school 

growers, breeders and seed stewards are 

all working on a variety of intertwined 
projects for one purpose: to improve 

the marijuana situation for everyone. 

We look forward to sharing our experi¬ 

ences with you as we progress toward a 

sustainable cannabis future. ^ 

From top: Mulanji Gold sprouting forth from the 

soil; Durban Poison reaches for the light; Cape¬ 

town F2 building up branches to support big buds. 
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An Introduction to Concentrates 
High Times Cannabis Cups now recog¬ 

nize concentrated forms of extracts as 
an increasingly important category in 

their competitions. Popularly known 

as dabs or dabbing, these concentrates 

are a very hot ticket: Vendor booths 

featuring them draw the most atten¬ 

tion at High Times events, and concen¬ 

trate panels garner some of the biggest 

crowds at panel discussions. But while 

concentrates aren’t new, the cannabis 

concentrate industry is—and it’s also 
standing at an important juncture in 

the changing attitudes toward mari¬ 
juana in this country. As a result, if this 

new (and at times naive) concentrate 

industry doesn’t become better self-reg¬ 

ulated, it could well prove a detriment 

to the future of cannabis legalization. 

First, a few basic points: Dabs are 

very small amounts of concentrated 

cannabis resin. The main constituents 

of this resin are cannabinoids (such 

as THC and CBD, which are responsi¬ 

ble for the plant’s euphoric and medic¬ 

inal properties), as well as the various 

terpenes and terpenoids (which are 
responsible for the myriad flavors and 

aromas we experience in marijuana). 

Terpenes and terpenoids also contrib¬ 

ute, via the so-called “entourage effect,” 

to the perceived differences in psycho¬ 
activity of different marijuana strains. 

Hashish is the traditional non-solvent 

concentrate; whether it’s hand-rubbed, 

sieved or water-extracted, hash is basi¬ 

cally a collection of resin glands (also 
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called trichomes) and plant debris. Even the 

best sieved and water-extracted hash will con¬ 

tain some plant debris, and hand-rubbed hash 

even more so. But in properly made solvent con¬ 

centrates, this plant debris (along with the resin- 

gland heads and stalks) is eliminated. Well-made 

concentrates consist only of the resin from the 

trichomes, which is made up of cannabinoids 

and essential oils. Concentrates are attractive 
for important health reasons: For medicinal use, 

they can provide measured quantities in prod¬ 

ucts with known cannabinoid levels, while for 
recreational users, they allow ingestion with a 

rginimum of smoke and fewer inhalations. 

^ Manufacturers of concentrates apply various 

liameli JtdUbapir wares, but these actually com- 

prise4ml!ythf&'e concentrate forms: shatter lor rf 

(oi "wax), and honey oil (or BIIO, 

jEwaalbutane hash oil). Products such as edibles 

<md balms made with concentrates are generally 

referred to as infusions. But highly varied labels 

are given to concentrates as people rename and 

repurpose these three basic forms. For exam¬ 

ple, a seller might hammer a shatter (or glass) 

into a fine powder, then package and label it as 
“moon dust,” “caviar” or some other novel name. 

It’s not a new substance—it’s still made from 
the same original material—but it has been 

turned into a powder and renamed for market¬ 

ing purposes. 
In the pharmaceutical and chemical indus¬ 

tries, a plant-derived concentrate is classified 

as a Botanical Drug Substance (BDS); the pro¬ 

fessional term absolute is “glass” or “shatter” in 

our market, and a concrete is what is commonly 

referred to as “budder” or “whipped BHO.” 
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Another Note of Caution 
For both manufacturers and consumers, 
it’s extremely important to realize that a 
concentrated extract contains everything 
that was soluble in the material used. This 
can include pesticides or fertilizers sprayed 
on the plant, resulting in users or patients 
ingesting massive doses of potentially 
harmful contaminants. Given this fact, the 
consumer should always take care to deter¬ 
mine that the starting material was grown 
free of pesticides and foliar sprays. 

Our goal is to educate both manufacturers 
and consumers by explaining the processes 
that produce the purest, healthiest concen¬ 
trates possible. A search through existing 
cannabis-extraction patents will yield much 
useful information for manufacturers. Most, 
if not all, of today’s marijuana-extraction 
methods were discovered years ago. There 
is no secret or proprietary method involved 
here, and no current concentrate maker has 
“invented” anything; it’s all just the same 
chemical processes discovered long ago. 
None of the methods described here are new 
(seeplantlipids.com). A highly recommended 
instructional DVD to start with is available for 
purchase from medicinalalchemy.com. This 
article brings together information from a 
number of these sources. 

Cleansing Your Concentrate 
Extraction 
Two methods of cleaning or “purging” 

concentrates after the initial extraction 

are discussed here. However, we caution 

people to use only top-quality buds (either 
fresh or dried) in the initial extraction 

in order to ensure the healthiest, most 

potent finished product. Remember, never 

use buds from plants that were sprayed 

with neem oil, pesticides or fungicides, or 
that were kept near a sulfur burner—and 

you should especially be sure that your 
buds are free of pests, mold or mildew. 

Good, clean buds make good, clean prod¬ 

uct, so know your source! 

The following sections outline meth¬ 

ods by which extract artists can clean 

or purge their product of unwanted and 

unhealthy byproducts left over from the 

initial extraction. These byproducts may 

include (but are not limited to) resid¬ 
ual solvents from the extraction that 

get trapped in the cannabis resin, as 

well as undesirable plant material such 

as chlorophyll, fats and lipids. Not only 

are these very unhealthy, but they also 

make for a harsh and unpleasant smoke. 

While many amateur concentrate mak¬ 

ers believe their job is done after the ini¬ 
tial extraction, true extract artists should 

understand the science behind the fol¬ 

lowing processes and know that these 

methods are just as important—if not 

more so—than the initial extraction. 

Method I: Winterization 
Winterization treats concentrated resin 

that was extracted using butane, nitro¬ 
gen or C02 as the primary initial solvent. 

It doesn’t matter which fluid is used, as 

all three generally yield good quality and 

considerable quantities of cannabinoids, 

terpenes and terpenoids. Also, all three 

at least minimally strip unwanted sub¬ 

stances, such as chlorophyll, lipids, fats 

and plant waxes, from the cuticles (the 
shiny coating on leaf surfaces). 

If C09 or nitrogen was used in the 

extraction, the raw extract should be 

placed in ethanol alcohol (for example, the 

grape-spirit ethanol available from organ- 

icalcohol.com) and then warmed slightly 

to approximately 120°F, until you see the 

extract dissolve into the grape spirits. 

When using butane, mix one part grape 

spirits with two parts butane, and the 

cannabinoids will migrate to the alcohol 

while the butane is evaporating. For this 
procedure, start with instrument-grade 

N-butane as the primary extraction fluid, 

and then introduce the alcohol. 

As seen in the first photograph, we 

start with multiple containers full of one 

part alcohol to two parts cannabinoid- 

infused butane. If you don’t understand 

how we got to this point, then this process 

is not for you. A lack of knowledge and 
understanding can have catastrophic con¬ 

sequences, such as explosions and fires. 
However, if you’re a manufacturer who 

already understands how we got to the 

full containers, this is what comes next: 

After you’ve infused the cannabinoids 

into the organic alcohol, pour the solu¬ 

tion into sealable containers. WARNING: 
At this point, all of the butane, nitrogen 

or C02 must be completely evaporated. 
To repeat: Do not put anything into the 

containers until all of the butane, nitro¬ 

gen or C02 has completely evaporated; 

once it has, the fluid will no longer bub¬ 
ble when stirred. Essentially, the fluid is 

now a very strong tincture. 

1. Extracted cannabinoids and terpenes 

suspended in a combination of alcohol and 

butane, extracted under legal laboratory 

conditions in food-grade containers. 

2. After winterization: you can clearly see the 

precipitated contaminate on the bottom of the 

containers; most of it is waste product and not 

consumable. 

3. Filter the alcohol straight from the freezer; 

this allows you to capture anything that may be 

suspended in the fluid such as undesirable waxes 

and fats. 
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Next, seal the containers of alcohol 
solution and place them into a freezer 

(this step is called winterizing) for at least 

24 hours at a minimum temperature of 
32°F. But for a complete winterization, 

the solution should be frozen at -15°C to 

-25°C (13°F to 5°F) for 48 to 54 hours. 

After winterization, pour the alcohol 

solution through unbleached organic cof¬ 

fee filters (or 20-micron filters) to remove 

the waxes and other undesirable elements 

that remain in it. This sediment will col¬ 

lect at the bottom of the solvent container, 

so carefully decant only the fluid into the 

filter, since you don’t want to pour out 

the sediment as well. Also, never exceed 

the half-full line in the filter, as increased 

pressure from the fluid weight in a filled 

filter forces unwanted material through. 

So, to repeat: The procedure is to half-fill 
the filter, then drain it, discard the filter 

and replace it with a new one. 

After proper filtration, what’s left is 

a pure alcohol-infused extract. To sim¬ 

plify the drying and collecting, filter the 

extract directly into a pan or container 

lined with unbleached parchment paper. 

To recover the cannabinoids trapped in 

the sediment in the solvent container, 

refill it with alcohol and heat to 100°F 
before refreezing and then repeating the 

filtration process. 

Next, the filtered solution must be 

dried. Place the pans in front of fans in 

a clean, dust-free environment with no 

light (even subdued light) and very good 

ventilation. Most importantly, be sure 

that there is absolutely no source of igni¬ 

tion, such as flames or sparks of any sort, 

including water heaters, dryers, refrig¬ 

erators, electric tools, etc. And never flip 

on a light or any other kind of electri¬ 

cal switch. Be smart: There is no room 

for errors or carelessness in this line of 

work. Also remember that breathing alco¬ 
hol vapor is unhealthy, so performing this 

part of the operation outdoors will greatly 

reduce your risk. 

Drying, Vacuums & Temperature 
The concentrate generally takes 24 to 48 
hours to dry, depending on air movement, 

temperature and humidity. Do not apply 

heat, as it will slightly diminish the fla¬ 

vor by evaporating some of the lighter 

essential oils. When evaporating the alco¬ 

hol, any remaining water should be evap¬ 

orated as well; if this is not the case, let 

the concentrate stand until both are gone. 

This process is commonly referred to as 

thin-layer evaporation. The resulting 

product is sticky and runny but not yet 

fully dried, as it still has minute amounts 

of alcohol and water trapped inside. If 

this is slightly heated and vigorously 

stirred to release the alcohol and water, 

you will have an oleoresin, a mixture of oil 

and resin. This oleoresin still needs fur¬ 
ther drying. 

Completely drying the oleoresin is 

a fairly straightforward process. The 

name commonly used for this proce¬ 

dure is “purging,” but the scientific term 

is degassing. The proper method of 

degassing utilizes a vacuum drying oven, 

which allows for a very controlled appli¬ 

cation of heat under extreme vacuum. 

One excellent tool for this is the Model 

V from Across International (acrossin- 
ternational.com), which allows for the 

extreme vacuum levels needed to ensure 

a completely solvent-free Botanical Drug 

Substance. Also if desired, the vacuum 

drying oven can decarboxylate the BDS 

so that it can be used in edibles. The 

BDS will have only a minimal loss of ter- 

penes and terpenoids, since when the 
heat is applied under vacuum, oxidation 

and degradation are reduced. You cannot 

achieve this type of vacuum in ajar. 

The vacuum pump, plumbing and cold 

trap recommended here come in the “K” 

package available at vacuumpumpsup- 

ply.com. This pump also creates a high 

vacuum. The plumbing consists of metal 

clamps, screened centering rings, bellows 
(connector tubes), a filter and a cold trap. 

The cold trap is used to capture any alco¬ 

hol or water before it contaminates the 

vacuum pump’s oil, which could damage 

the pump or decrease its efficiency. The 

bottom chamber of the cold trap is filled 

with dry ice, and the top chamber can 

be filled with liquid nitrogen and then 

emptied out every three to four vacuum 

cycles to eliminate collected moisture. 

The cold trap is then refilled and the pro¬ 

cess repeated. 

As always, read the instructions and 
understand the equipment. Place the 

undried BDS on the shelf of the vacuum 

drying oven and set the temperature on 

the oven to 60°C. A vacuum level of 8.0 

millitorr is desirable, which develops 

fairly quickly. When the 8.0 millitorr is 

achieved, close the vacuum valve, turn off 

the pump and open the chamber door. 

Never exceed a temperature of 60°C or 

the product’s color will darken and desir¬ 

able extracts will be lost through over¬ 

heating. So bring up the heat slowly to 

60°C, while the pump brings the vacuum 

to the desired level. Close the vacuum 

valve when the temperature reaches the 

proper degree. The vacuum is released, 
and then the warm, wet BDS is taken out 

to cool in a dark, dust-free environment 
for approximately one hour. 

4. Winterization is a form of super refinement, as 

opposed to un-winterized concentrates that still 

contain all unhealthy compounds such as fats 

and waxes. 

5. Three gallons of 190 proof organic neutral grape 

spirits. It is wonderful material, used to make expen¬ 

sive perfumes, and has minimal odor. 
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After an hour, the BDS should be very 

hard and easy to flake off the parchment 
paper; if not—if it’s still soft and sticky- 

then reheat, vacuum and cool until it is 

completely hard. Finally, fold the paper 

so that the BDS is bent upon itself until 

you’ve collected every single bit into one 

chunk. Mold this chunk into any conve¬ 

nient shape or form you want. I place 

the BDS into airtight, nitrogen-hlled con¬ 

tainers and freeze it for long-term stor¬ 

age. For short-term storage, I place it 

into an airtight/lightproof glass con¬ 

tainer and refrigerate. 

This absolute/glass concentrate can 

be further processed into a concrete/ 
budder one by placing it into a glass 

dish and warming to 120°F so that it 

begins to melt. At this point, it must be 

vigorously stirred or whipped until it 

reaches a light color and is non-sticky 

and putty-like in consistency. For stir¬ 

ring larger quantities, use a drill 

wrapped in a dust-free towel (so that 

no brush dust from the drill falls into 

the concentrate). It’s recommended to 
use a hot plate for heating and reheat¬ 

ing while stirring, which can take 10 

to 15 minutes. This procedure is how a 

medicinally pure, winterized BDS can 

be produced on a large scale as either 

an absolute or a concrete. 

Additional Techniques 
for Winterization 
Here are some other techniques that can 

help improve production and lead to an 
even purer, healthier product: 

• Cool or freeze your primary solvents 

(the ones that come in large tanks) in 

garbage cans filled with ice. Spread some 

rock salt atop the ice, which makes it 

colder. For smaller cans, place them 

directly into a freezer. 

• Explore using saltwater brine washes to 

remove any water-soluble contaminants. 

• Add dry, gaseous nitrogen to the vac¬ 
uum drying oven prior to degassing to 

displace moisture and oxygen in order to 
reach a higher vacuum and a drier envi¬ 

ronment in the oven. 

• From GW Pharmaceuticals’ US Patent 
#7344736: “Comparison of the levels of 

degradation reached after 12 months 

at -40°C for the standard BDS and the 

corresponding charcoal purified BDS 

indicate that for both the THC and the 

CBD extracts the charcoal purification 

increases the resistance to thermal deg¬ 

radation by over 50%.” 

That 50% is a staggering result, since 

it shows that by charcoal-filtering the 

ethanol after winterization, you can 
decrease degradation by half (assuming 

you store your BDS in a freezer at -40°C). 

The second you extract the volatile oils 

from the resin glands, they are exposed 
to oxygen and begin degradation. This is 

why I prefer my BDS in the form of an 

absolute/glass, so that only a minimal 
cannabinoid surface area is exposed to the 

air. When a concentrate is whipped, air 

gets trapped inside, and that air will cause 

oxidation. Both concretes and absolutes 

should always be stored in a freezer to 

best maintain their potency and flavors. 

Also, all of the materials used in 

processing must be food-grade. After all, 

concentrates are consumables! 

6. Thin layer evaporation: Evaporating alcohol 

in front of fans. Always evaporate in a dust-free 

environment and cover pans/dishes with dust¬ 

preventing filters. 

7. After evaporation of alcohol, the concentrate on 

the parchment paper will look like this and is now 

ready to be dried in the vacuum drying oven. 

8. Vacuum pump, cold trap and vacuum drying 

oven. Achieves both desired vacuum levels and 

temperatures. Can be used for degassing and/or 

decarboxylation. 
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What You Might Not Know I 

CAN HURT YOU! 
Let’s face it, people and things are moving fast in 
today s world. Distances that were once journeys 
are now one-day trips. With this in mind social 
environments are more susceptible to germs, 
viruses and the flu. I know your saying, “I've been 
smoking with my friends for years and never got 
any illness/’ But the fact is you probably have 
and just didn’t know it. Do you ktss your friends on a daily basis??? If you are enjoying your 
favorite piece with them, then pucker up. 

Pipe Wipes, can help you combat unwanted lip debris and germs. Let’s think 
of your dream girl. Nice long hair gorgeous blue eyes and a body that stops 
traffic. Yeah now imagine that same girl smoking out of your favorite piece. 
When finished she leaves her beautiful lipstick prints all over the top of your 
glass. UHHHR Wish you had a Pipe Wipe. Yeah we know. Again Pipe Wipes 
were made for these exact situations. It happens to all of us a! one time or 
another. Be prepared with a Pipe Wipe the next time your smoking. And feel 
reassured that the only thing you are sharing, is your smoke. PipeWipes.net 
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Notes on Manufacturing 
Concentrates 
Buds should be stored frozen and pref¬ 

erably never exposed to strong light 
after harvest, since exposure to light 

degrades some cannabinoids (particu¬ 
larly CBD), while exposure to air oxidizes 

THC to CBN, resulting in a lower-potency 

and darker-colored product. Many peo¬ 

ple believe that the darker the color, the 

poorer the BDS’s ultimate quality, but this 

is simply not true. However, it is true that 

a lighter color indicates that the start¬ 

ing material was harvested, handled and 

stored properly. Even so, a darker color 
doesn’t necessarily mean that the con¬ 

centrate is bad or not very potent. A dark 

color only indicates that the starting 

material was harvested late or improp¬ 

erly stored and will be slightly less potent 

than it could have been. For example, one 
dark-red (almost black) BDS was amazing 

in both potency and flavor—but it might 

have been even better if the starting prod¬ 

uct had been handled properly. 

Also, the extract solution should never 

be exposed to light, especially direct sun¬ 

light, for any appreciable time. Sun¬ 

light, with its ultraviolet rays, will rapidly 

degrade the contents, resulting in a darker 
color, ranging from a cherry red to a dark 

A close-up reveals a translucent absolute, techni¬ 

cally considered a “winterized absolute,” the 

purest form of concentrate. 

purple that, in bulk, appears to be black. 

(And by “in bulk,” we’re talking about quar¬ 

ter-pound chunks and bigger, not paper- 

thin smears on parchment paper, which 

would be red, gold or a darker amber.) So 
high-quality buds that were stored in dark¬ 

ness—and preferably frozen—are the nec¬ 
essary foundation for making top-quality 

cannabinoid concentrates. 

The Nuts & Nails of Safe Dabbing 
The concentrate industry requires testing 

labs to produce reliable data on cannabinoid 

levels, but it also sorely needs labs to give 

cautions and recommendations on health 

issues. Questions concerning the means of 

ingestion are, as yet, unanswered. Is titanium a 

safe material to use? Are users inhaling flakes, 

gasses or compounds off heated nails and 

skillets? Titanium begins to become reactive at 

relatively low temperatures (400°F), and com¬ 

mon dabbing practice involves heating these 

skillets and nails to a cherry-red color, which 

happens at a much, much higher temperature. 

Concentrates need to be tested for 

residual solvents and then safe levels estab¬ 

lished for these as well. Most labs simply do 

broad-spectrum pesticide/fungicide tests, 

but better tests are necessary for commonly 

used insecticides and fungicides such as 

neem oil, sulfur, and the organic substances 

commonly used in various insecticides 

and repellants. Just because a substance is 

labeled organic doesn’t mean it’s safe at con¬ 

centrated levels. For consumers, the safest 

concentrates are produced by vertically inte¬ 

grated manufacturers-those that grow their 

own marijuana and can reliably state that no 

pesticides or foliar sprays were used. ^ 

Editor’s Note: Stay tuned for the second part 

o/High Times’ mini-series on creating safe 

and healthy concentrates. Part II, appear¬ 

ing in the August 2013 issue, will focus on 

another method for removing contaminants, 

developed by a longtime concentrate expert 

(and friend of the authors), Budderking. 

Cannabis Concentrates Tutorial 

Does your honey oil look like this? 

Tested Pure | <; 
Lec^nilhe^Alchemy Science Secrets # ^ 

Far Producf Information and OfcieringiVbrt us at 

iWAWiWflrntfea iGirra l,a Ich emyMm 
Anonymous Purchase Option Available 

Warning: The methods explained in this DVD utilize solvents which 

include butane. This dvd is sold for informational purposes only 

Over 90 minutes of 
'concentrated' Info 
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Dispatches From the Poppy Trail 
Tracking the heroin 
produced in Afghanistan’s 
remote mountains through 
to the streets of Europe and 
beyond, photographers 
Antoinette de Jong and 
Robert Knoth, the authors of 
Poppy: Trails of Afghan Heroin, 
have documented how drugs, 
armed conflict, transnational 
crime and corruption feed off 
each other. Their mosaic of 
photos and personal reports 
(as told here by Antoinette) 
span an arc of almost two 
decades in 14 different 
countries. In 1979, the year of the Soviet 

invasion, Afghanistan had no 

significant production of opium. 

But that was soon to change: The 

mujahedeen rebels who opposed 

the Red Army used opium and heroin as 

a source of income and expanded cultiva¬ 

tion rapidly. Western governments con¬ 

sidered this damage as collateral: Their 

main objective was to get the Soviets out 
of Afghanistan, and with a bit of luck the 

Soviet empire would suffer a bloody nose 
as well—payback for the humiliation of 

America’s debacle in Vietnam. 

Today, Afghanistan produces 90 

percent of the world’s opium. The global 
trade amounts to an estimated $65 

billion annually. Most of the profits are 

pocketed by international crime car¬ 

tels in Russia and Western Europe. In 

Afghanistan itself, the main beneficiaries 

are government officials, powerful war¬ 

lords (many of them Western allies), the 

Taliban and—last and very much least- 

ordinary farmers with few alternatives. 

Even as international forces start to 

pull out from the current conflict, most 
Afghan citizens still lack basic security, 

and the risks of civil war and further 
fragmentation of the country loom large. 

There is no doubt that Afghan opium 

will continue to fuel war, corruption and 

organized crime for many years to come. 
Moreover, the impact of the opium trade 

is clearly not limited to Afghanistan itself: 

It reaches much further, deep into Europe 

and beyond. The old Silk Road, which once 

brought pearls and porcelain to the West, 

now brings addiction and death. 

The Mujahedeen Wars, April 1993 
It’s my first trip into Afghanistan, travel¬ 

ling by public bus together with John 

Jennings, the Associated Press corre¬ 

spondent in Kabul. Across the Khyber 

Pass, we find ourselves travelling through 

a medieval landscape: villages of mud 

huts, interspersed with olive groves and 

blossoming orange orchards. Boys with 

red cheeks and embroidered caps run 
after their goats, shooing them off the 

road. On the hot plains closer to Jalala¬ 

bad, we see patches of land with opium 

poppies. The pink petals have fallen off, 

and the bulbs— bursting with opium 

sap—are ready for harvest. John tells me 

about a program sponsored by the US 

Agency for International Development, 

which offered financial incentives to 

farmers who stopped growing poppies. 

“The plan backfired,” John says sar¬ 

donically. “Clever farmers who had never 

grown opium before started growing 

poppy to qualify for the cash hand-out.” 

The opium trade has also become an 

important source of income for many 

mujahedeen commanders, whose CIA 
funding dried up after the Soviet with¬ 

drawal. Control of the rich poppy fields 
and the most lucrative trafficking routes 

has triggered fierce battles between 

mujahedeen factions. 
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maternal aunt. With her husband and 

children, she is thinning out the densely 

packed young poppy seedlings. As she 

continues to take out handfuls of young 

shoots, Aunt Gul can’t stop throwing 
her head back and cackling: It’s clearly 

hilarious to have a visitor from abroad in 

her held. She offers me the bowl full of 

freshly picked poppy shoots. “Here, have 

some! It is good for you,” she says. Then 

she shares a recipe with me: “Just wash 

the greens and eat it as a salad, or use it 

like spinach with a bit of oil and garlic.” 

Rashid reassures me: “Don’t worry,” he 

says, “these young plants don’t contain 

toxins.” 
The rest of the family stoically contin¬ 

ues their work on the little plot of land. 

There is no time to waste. Most small 

farmers are heavily in debt: They borrow 

money from middlemen whom they pay 

off with the harvest. Many farmers get 

trapped in a cycle of debt and can find 

themselves forced to increase cultiva¬ 
tion even further, creating a vicious 

circle. “We don’t get rich,” says Amir, 

Gul’s eldest son, “but it still pays more 

than other crops.” He is not bothered by 
criticism that his harvest eventually be 

turned into heroin that will cause harm 

to others. “We were given war by the 

Americans,” Amir says, “and this is our 

gift in return.” 

J'.jly/?0:3 High 

Kabul, June 1993 
After work, we climb a ladder to the roof 

and wait for dusk. Tracer bullets shoot 

through the violet skies like fireworks. 
Every now and then, there’s a heavy 

blast from the hill behind us: outgoing 

rockets. The sound of incoming is differ¬ 
ent; first there’s a whizzing, then a sharp 

metallic crash. Most days, there are just 

two or three, but occasionally there are 

dozens of incoming rockets in our part of 

town. (In fact, between April 1992, when 

the mujahedeen took control of Kabul, 

and September 1996, when the Taliban 

came to power, 60,000 Kabulis were 

killed by rockets and other war-related 

violence, according to the Red Cross.) 

In March 1995, government 

forces attack the exposition 

Hezb-e-Wahadat faction; whose 

members are largely drawn from 

Afghanistan’s Hazara ethnic 

minority. in southwest Kabul 

(Afghanistan, 1995). 
- - 

When we’re introduced, Rashid at first 

keeps fiddling with his crocheted cap, 

eyes cast down, not used to looking an 

“unrelated” woman in the eye. He will 

guide me around the poppy-farming 

communities of Nangarhar. “Where I 

live,” he says, “everybody grows opium.” 
We leave the main road and continue 

along a dirt track. Behind olive groves, 

a vast patchwork blanket of white, pink 

and purple unfolds. As far as the eye can 

see, there are hectares of blossoming 

poppies and fields with young seedlings 
where men, women and children are 

busy. In the cities, women aren’t allowed 

to work, and they have to cover up in all- 
encompassing burqas to hide them from 

Afghanistan,1999-2000 
The Taliban movement now controls 

almost the whole of Afghanistan. It 

wants international recognition, and to 

that end, it has announced that it will 
ban opium cultivation. Will this year 

really see the final harvest? 

I’m in Nangarhar Province. Rashid is 

a friend of a friend of a friend. (I can’t 

mention his name; he’ll be in trouble.) 

“unrelated” men. But in the countryside, 

ironically, where the power base of the 

Taliban lies, they are far less strict. It is 

impossible to work in the fields wear¬ 

ing a burqa—and besides, in the village, 

everybody knows and is related to every¬ 
body else. Even in Talib logic, women 

don’t have to cover up for family. 

Rashid takes me to a woman he 

calls Khala (aunt) Gul. She is Rashid’s 

“We were given 
war by the 
Americans,” 
Amir says, “and 
this is our gift 
in return.” 
New York,2000 
About nine months before 9/11, the 
United Nations Security Council issues a 

resolution decreeing that all states shall 

take the following measures: 

... To close immediately all offices of 

Ariana Afghan Airlines in their territories; 

... To freeze without delay funds and 

other financial assets of Osama bin 

Laden and individuals and entities asso¬ 
ciated with him; 

... [To demand] that the Taleban, as well 

as others, halt all illegal drugs activities 
and work to virtually eliminate the illicit 

cultivation of opium poppy, the proceeds of 

which finance Taleban terrorist activities. 

(Security Council Resolution 1333, 

December 19, 2000) 
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Tajik security forces killed Aloviddin Davlatov 

(a.k.a. Ali Bedaki), an “Al Qaeda member,” 

during a raid in the Rasht Valley. 

Davlatov and Abdullo, another com¬ 

mander, are said to have led the group 

that carried out an ambush in which 

25 Tajik troops were killed. 

\>T"2 

2004, Tajikistan 
Smuggling routes from Afghanistan lead 

via Pakistan and Iran into Turkey and 
the Balkans, or through the northern 

route via Central Asia and the Cauca¬ 
sus to Russia and the West. Afghani¬ 

stan’s neighbors are trying to stem the 

increasing flow, but opium and heroin 

are being smuggled in every conceiv¬ 

able way: Drugs have been found in fuel 

trucks, coffee packaging, cat-food wrap¬ 

pers and baby diapers. Or the trafficker 

might opt for the low-tech solution, 

floating across the Amu Darya river on 

inflated animal skins. 

The Russians, who guarded the border 

for more than a century, have acceded to 

Tajikistan’s request to hand over border 

control. Few think the Tajik forces are 

ready for the job, as they lack every¬ 
thing—equipment, weapons, fuel, even 

food. We drive southeast from Dushanbe 
for a full day until we reach Kalaikhum. 

Across the water is Afghanistan, a gap 

of 200 meters and what seems like 500 

years: We can see veiled women car¬ 

rying water on their heads, walking 

along a dirt track from spring to village. 

Tajikistan at least has the Soviet legacy 

of electricity, tarmac and running water, 

but somehow, on this side of the border, 

the task of the frontier forces seems even 
more daunting. 

Further west, we meet a Tajik Army 

unit at Border Post No. 7. They earn the 
equivalent of $20 a month—a fifth of their 

Russian colleagues. The Tajik commander, 

Captain Dorojev, doesn’t want to talk 

about his exact salary, merely comment¬ 

ing that it is “enough to live on. We guard 

the border out of patriotism,” he adds. 

Major Shapirov, one border post further 

on, doesn’t want to lose face either: “I’d 

rather you didn’t take pictures during 

lunch. We don’t have meat today.” 

Afghanistan,2004 
Local poppy farmer Juma Khan proudly 

is showing me his new motorbike. “It 

cost $2,400. You want a ride?” he asks. 

He drives around the field and soon 
gets stuck in an irrigation ditch. When 

he returns, Juma explains how the free 
market arrived in Balkh: “First we had the 

Taliban. They were really tough. And then 

we had [local ethnic] Uzbek and Tajik 

looters who robbed everything we had. 

But now we have democracy, so we grow 

poppy.” During the harvest, the field work¬ 

ers lick their opium-covered fingers. In 

essence, everybody harvesting is addicted. 

“But it’s all right,” says another worker by 

the name of Charis. “If you drink butter¬ 

milk with herbs, you stay healthy.” 

Albania/Kosovo,2008 
Every year, 100,000 kilos of heroin transit 

the Balkan route. Despite claims in Albania 

and Kosovo that they are losing impor¬ 

tance as a smuggling route, Interpol, the 

FBI and the UN Office on Drugs and Crime 

(UNODC) still consider organized crime in 
this region a growing threat. 

In Albania’s capital, Tirana, we inter¬ 

view a Western analyst of the Albanian 

and Kosovar security services. He’s very 

pessimistic. 

“Ever since Watergate,” I ask, “the classic 

question has been, ‘Where is the money?”’ 

“Well, if you have a look out my win¬ 

dow,” the analyst answers, “you will see 

all those luxury cars and construction 

sites. That should give you a fair idea. 

This is a money launderers’ paradise.” 
“It’s as simple as that? All those glass 

towers, the new offices, the shopping 

malls and all those colorful apartment 

blocks on the Dfirres coast are built with 

laundered money?” 

“The entire Dfirres coast was built with 

laundered money,” he replies. “All the 

apartment blocks. Totally. Completely.” 

“Is it even possible to stay away from 

crime when you’re in Albanian politics?” 

“Not at this stage, no. Of course, a 
small dealer who gets caught will not 

have connections with politics—but at a 

higher level, everyone is connected. To get 

power and to stay in power, especially in 

a poor country, you need money,” he adds. 
“I remember the election campaign for 

the mayor of Tirana. I could follow this 

from my window: big lights, billboards, 
advertising. The estimates were that the 

campaign cost at least €10 million. Where 

is that money coming from?” 

Two drug suspects’ vehicles are seized and taken to a warehouse for further 

inspection. The next day, the entire warehouse—including the cars—is burned 

to the ground in a mysterious fire (Tirana, Albania, 2008). 
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Vienna,2009 
In its official report Addiction, Crime 

and Insurgency: The Transnational 

Threat of Afghan Opium (2009), the 

UNODC states that more Russians die 
from drugs every year (at present, 30,000 

to 40,000 annually, according to govern¬ 

ment estimates) than the total number 

of Red Army soldiers killed during the 

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the 

ensuing seven-year occupation. 

Kyrgyzstan, June2009 
The amount of heroin entering Kyrgyz¬ 

stan has tripled in just one year, while the 

moribund economy has forced thousands 
of young Kyrgyz women into the sex 

industry. These two facts are actually 

related: The growing drug trade brings 

with it a rise in organized crime of all 
sorts, including the trafficking of women 

from Central Asia to Europe and the 

Middle East. Increasing numbers of girls 
are being infected with HIV/AIDS. Robert 

and I decide to travel to Osh, the second- 

largest city in Kyrgyzstan and one of the 

main transit points for Afghan heroin. 

Ninety percent of the saunas in Osh 
are used for prostitution. We’re sitting in 

a sparsely furnished room in the Jetigen 

Sauna downtown: a table, some chairs 

and an old sofa, and in a corner a mirror 

lit with a bare light bulb. This is where 

the girls wait for customers. Many are 

from Uzbekistan. They say they can go 

back there anytime they want to start 

a new life. Ferangiz wants to have her 

own cake shop, and Negora wants to 
open a hair salon ... when they return. 

Bahador, 36, from 

Osh, tested positive 

for HIV in 2003. 

He is serving an 

18-year sentence 

for banditry and 

breaking out of 

prison. He is still 

usingheroin. 

Eventually. Talking to them, it is as 

if we are all playing parts in a play. 

The girls spin out their dreams, 

and I say, “That’s wonderful,” 

because I don’t want to tell them 
that I can’t believe in their plans. 

They are from around Andijan, the 

biggest city in the poverty-stricken 

Ferghana Valley. It was here in 2005 

that state forces controlled by the 

iron-fisted Kyrgyz President Islam 

Karimov massacred hundreds (if 

not thousands) of anti-government 

demonstrators. What could these 

girls possibly go back to? 

We have been there less than an 
hour, but the door keeps opening 

and a man keeps sticking his head 

in: Are we not done yet? Will we 

he long? When, after numerous 

disruptions, Robert and I decide to 

leave, we have to jostle our way past 

a row of men pressing against the 

door. The queue leads all the way down the 

passage to the street in front of the sauna. I 

realize these men are all customers waiting 

their turn. They will all have to be serviced 

by the two girls we have just spoken to. 
The man who kept interrupting us 

was not the girls’ manager, as I thought- 

just the first customer in line. 
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London, 2010 
Back in the mid-1990s, when opium 

production in post-communist Afghani¬ 

stan first boomed, East London became 

flooded with cheap heroin. The price of a 

fix fell by a third, and dealers expanded 
their customer base by handing out free 

samples near schools. 

A former British policeman consid¬ 

ers the fight against drugs as lost. “It’s 

too late now,” he says. “It’s spiralled way 

out of control, because it takes people 

out of poverty. You could earn lots and 

lots of money compared to somebody 

who has a nine-to-five job and works his 

butt off and gets nothing for it at the 

end of the day. The others are making 

thousands of pounds in a week and are 
very content. Buying themselves all the 

luxury cars and homes—they’re on the 

property ladder now. Some of them have 

got legitimate businesses, but built on 

illegal money. And when you ask, ‘Where 

did you get your money from?’, he’s never 

going to tell. But we know where the 

money came from and what he built his 

fortune on.” 

At the same time, he adds, “a dealer 

can be known as a reputable person. He 

does everything he is expected to: He is 

a family man. He is a dad. He takes his 

children to school. So he does everything 
he should, but he deals on the side. He 

makes a bit of money. He doesn’t cause 

any problems to anybody. He just gets 

on with his life, and the community are 

turning a blind eye to it as long as the 

dealers are not giving them problems.” 

Vienna, 2012 
The UNODC has published its latest opium 

surveys. In recent years, Afghan poppy 

production has declined from a peak of 

8,200 tons in 2007 to 3,600 tons in 2010, 

mainly because of plant diseases. However, 

the basic rules of supply and demand still 

apply, so the scarcity of opium after the 

blight triggered a spectacular price rise. 

In 2011, farmers could earn 11 times more 
from cultivating opium than wheat, result¬ 

ing in a 61 percent increase, to 5,800 tons. 
Last year, the harvest dropped sharply 

once more, to 3,700 tons, again because 

of plant diseases. There’s no reason for 

optimism, though: In 2012, poppy cultiva¬ 

tion covered 154,000 hectares—18 percent 

higher than the 131,000 hectares recorded 

the previous year. 

No doubt this story will continue.... # 
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A SMALL, INSTANTLY RECOGNIZABLE WOMAN SITS 

DOWN ACROSS THE TABLE FROM ME. SHE BUMPS FISTS, 

LEERY OF THE GERMS THAT TOURISTS FROM AROUND THE 

WORLD BRING WITH THEM TO LAS VEGAS. ROSEANNE, 

ONE OF FEW STARS IDENTIFIABLE BY FIRST NAME ONLY, 

IS IN THE MIDDLE OF A SIX-NIGHT-PER-WEEK STANDUP 

GIG AT THE TROPICANA’S LAUGH FACTORY. SHE ADMITS 

TO BEING A LITTLE TIRED, BUT NOTHING SLOWS THIS 

WOMAN DOWN. 

ROSEANNE IS A STEAMROLLER who’s MADE A CAREER 

OF BREAKING DOWN WALLS. SHE CALLS COMEDIANS “PSY¬ 

CHIC BOIL-LANCERS,” AND SHE EMBODIES THAT CONCEPT 

to a tee. Named by Comedy Central as the ninth- 

greatest STANDUP OF ALL TIME—THE ONLY WOMAN 

LISTED IN THE TOP 30 —ROSEANNE RULED THE AIRWAVES 

FOR A DECADE IN HER EPONYMOUS HIT TV SERIES, EVEN 

AS SHE FOUGHT HOLLYWOOD’S POWER STRUCTURE EVERY 

STEP OF THE WAY. 

Backing down is not in her biological makeup. 

She’s forthright in her opinions and unafraid to 

ATTACK HYPOCRISY AND INJUSTICE WHEREVER SHE SEES 

THEM, WHETHER IT’S ON WOMENS’ ISSUES OR THE WAR 

on Drugs. Her activism led her to run for presi¬ 

dent on the Peace and Freedom Party ticket in 

LAST year’s ELECTION, FINISHING SIXTH. 

The fact is that everybody has an opinion about 

Roseanne. She may be funny, but she’ll rattle 

YOUR CAGE, TOO. 

When you ran for president, 

you said some hilarious things 
about marijuana, even mimick¬ 

ing Charlton Heston’s famous 

NR A quote: “You’ll get my joint 

when you pry it out of my cold, 

dead fingers.” That was pretty 

funny-but seriously, how deep 

does your activism go? 

The War on Drugs in our 

country has brought fascism 

here. It’s brought institution¬ 

alized racism to the streets 

through racial profiling. At 

Oaksterdam University, I gave 

a whole speech on legalizing 

marijuana, because it would 

be the first way to escape 

from the box that they’ve put 
our whole country in to lock 

down on. If we can legalize 

pot, we give the Drug War a 

huge kick in the ass. We’re 
seeing so many of our national 

resources being used against 

us and our kids. It’s a total 

fascist setup to control people 

and keep the power out of 

their hands and the systems of 
discrimination in place. 

These teenagers, mostly 

boys, that they arrest for a 

joint in the street—especially 
in New York, Florida and 

LA—they put them in prison 

and they have to work. Do 

you realize that 95 percent of 

all house paint in America is 

manufactured by prison labor 

for six cents an hour? Kids 

who are in jail, at the height 

of their strength, teenage 

strength—that’s who’s making 

house paint, and they don’t 
have to pay them. 

Our government is a 

union-busting, anti-worker, 

corporate fascist state, and 

legalizing pot is us fighting 

back at last. If we don’t, it’s 

just going to get worse and 

worse. 

What’s your take on President 

Obama? 

I ran for president to 

oppose him as well as Rom¬ 

ney, because the American 

people weren’t getting a 

choice. It was a vote between 

two Republicans. Remember 
what it was like when we had 

a choice from the middle- 

left? That wasn’t Obama ... 

it was me! I ran on the same 

issues that Roosevelt, Lincoln 
and even Eisenhower ran on. 

I resurrected their points of 

view. Eisenhower right now 

would be looked at as a left¬ 

ist radical. 
Our government has gone 

farther and farther to the 

right. They put Romney in 

there to make Obama look 

like he was good. But he’s not. 

He headed the largest heist 

in the history of humanity— 
the biggest heist of working 

people, who gave over what¬ 

ever wealth they could earn 

in their lifetime to the rich. 

He gave us bullshit health 

insurance instead of health 

care. He’s just a corporatist. 

He’s a figurehead with little 

power. The people he serves 

are Goldman Sachs and the 

banksters—the tricksters. 

You supported the Occupy 

Wall Street protests. How do 

you respond to criticism that 
you’re speaking out against 

the so-called 1 percent despite 

being a wealthy person 

yourself? 

I’d say it’s pretty negative 

and small-minded. I didn’t 

make my money from slave 

labor like those guys; I did 

it from telling jokes, from 

entertainment and art. To 

put artists, especially social 

critics, in the same boat 

as thieves and banksters 

is just another tool of the 

powers that be. Not all rich 

people, not all rich artists, 

are against the people. I’m 
not a thieving, lying whore 

of a bankster. I’m not a 

fucking Congressperson. I 

don’t inside-trade. I’m not a 
criminal. I’m an artist. 

That “1 percent” is 

bullshit, too. I told people at 

OWS and all the way up— 

everybody I talk to—don’t 

say “1 percent,” because that’s 

three million people. It’s not 

three million people who 

have the power in this coun¬ 
try; it’s 1 percent of 1 percent 

of 1 percent! In actuality, it’s 

400 families in the world 

who own almost everything. 

Interesting point. So tell us 

about your personal interac¬ 
tion with pot. 

The first time I smoked, I 

was 17.1 was with my sister, 

and we were sleeping out 
on our porch. I remember 

sitting on the porch with 

my mouth hanging open, 

looking at a tree and going, 

“Jesus Christ, is that a tree?” 

I couldn’t stop staring at 

it—the complexity of it, the 
patterning. It opened up my 

mind to whole other con¬ 

scious rhythms. 

But for a long time after 

that, I didn’t smoke—prob¬ 

ably 10 years. When I was 
a young mother, I never 

smoked. I came back to it 

in my mid-30s. It helped 

me with a lot of anxiety and 

other issues. It’s my treat¬ 

ment for anxiety... because 

I get really anxious when I 
think I might run out of pot! 

It’s helped me so much, in 

so many ways. I have social 

anxiety bad, and it helps 

me with that. I have OCD. I 

have ADHD. It gets me out of 

the room. It helps me really 

relax. Plus I have glaucoma. 

Wow. How about its powers for 

stoking creativity? Do you use 
it for writing? 

Do I ever not? Writing is so 

hard, so fucking hard. When 
I’m writing for myself, it’s 

crazy suffering—just torture. 

Like say it’s due on Friday, 

and I already knew it was 

due on Friday for six months. 

Every day, nothing’s coming, 

nothing’s funny, I’m late, I’m 

fucking pissed off—I’ve built 

up so much anxiety by then. 

Everyone hates me because 
I hide out or scream and 

get angry. But like two days 

before the deadline, I’ll be 

sitting there, or sometimes 
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I’m asleep—it’s just so weird— 

and I start shaking, I seriously 
start shaking: “Oh my God, it’s 

coming, it’s coming! I feel it!” 

Are you serious? 

Yeah, I’m serious! Like 

I gotta get a fucking pen! 

But it’s a torment, a stupid 

torment. 

Magazine articles and stuff 

that I write seriously, and 

books—I’ve written three—I 

can do that. But when it comes 

to writing comedy, God has to 

come in. And pot helps—it just 

puts you in that altered state. 

Powerful, creative women like 
you are often a lightning rod for 

controversy. Why is that? 

Because we’re brave. 
Women aren’t supposed to be 

brave. In this culture, you’re 

supposed to be accommodat¬ 

ing and nurturing, kind and 

sweet and quiet. Like the 

Chinese say: “The nail that 

stands up gets hammered.” 

I’m one of those nails. 

Few of us will ever experience 

the backlash you did following 

your singing of “The Star-Span¬ 

gled Banner” at a baseball game 

back in1990. What’s it like when 

the weight of the country’s opin¬ 
ion comes down on you? 

Horrifying. Also illuminat¬ 

ing, because you see the real 
America. I saw the real Amer¬ 

ican people, good and bad. 

There were a lot more good 

ones than I imagined. But the 

level of hatred that Ameri¬ 

cans harbor—the bigotry and 

hatred of women or Jews or 

whoever is their target that 
week—is very disturbing. 

I was a useful idiot. When 

Desert Storm got underway, 

they blacked out the news but 

rolled me singing the anthem 

over and over for days, because 

they were hiding the fact that 

they had gone into Iraq. 

I have a joke that I tell: 
“I know this is a Christian 

country, but can’t you forgive 

me anyway?” They go around 

blabbin’ that shit about 

forgiveness all the time, but if 

somebody makes a mistake or 

“In this culture, you're supposed to be 
accommodating and nurturing, kind and 

sweet and quiet. Like the Chinese say: 
' 1 'he nail that stands up gets hammered. 

I'm one of those nails.’1 

misjudges things, they keep 

bringing it up and never for¬ 

give. They still try to blacklist 
everything I do nearly 25 years 

later, no matter how many 

times I’ve explained or apolo¬ 

gized or even corrected it. 

Early in the Roseanne series, 

you went to war with one of the 

writers who claimed he created 
the show. It made national 

headlines. Did you ever ques¬ 

tion yourself when you sought 

more creative control? 

You mean did I want to 

quit? Yeah, but I didn’t have 

the guts. I didn’t want to let 

go, so I had no choice but to 

fight it. They were trying to 

fire me. They had already sto¬ 

len my work; now they wanted 

to boot my ass on top of it. 
Many shows on television 

over the last 20 years were 

written by people who worked 

for me. I see lifting of the 

Roseanne show and the char¬ 

acters. That’s just how this 

culture is in regard to every¬ 

thing women do. First they 
kiss your ass. Pretty soon, 

they’re excusing themselves 
because they think calling you 

a genius absolves them from 

stealing your shit. I always 

say, “As soon as somebody 

calls me a genius, I know I’m 

getting fucked in the ass.” 

But so many women identified 
with the Roseanne character 

and the problems of a lower- 

income family. 

It wasn’t just a hit show; it 

exploded all cultural boundar¬ 

ies. It spoke up for working- 

class people, for women, 
for girls—for working men, 

too—and family. It was the 
first time the phrase “working 

class” was used in American 

media. The media keeps say¬ 

ing bullshit like “blue collar.” 

They never want to talk about 

class in America. I feel I was 

the first socialist on TV. 

People come up to me 

every day and say, “You raised 
me,” or “Your show was my 

only refuge—I was a young 

gay kid in Yahooville or Hicks- 

ville State, and the show was 

all I had.” People say it was 
liberating or comforting. A 

lot of people saw me as a sur¬ 

rogate mom—and that’s cool. 

It’s kind of why I did it. 

In a Rolling Stone interview 

with the Seinfeld cast, you were 

quoted saying the Seinfeld peo¬ 

ple acted as if they were doing 

Brecht. [Bertolt Brecht was an 

influential German playwright 

and theater director.] 

Yeah, I said it. 

In the interview, Jason Alexan¬ 

der said, “I doubt if Roseanne 

has ever read Brecht.” 

Classic. Seinfeld was a good 

show, not a great show. We 

were on the same lot as them, 

and they were just so arro¬ 

gant, it pissed me off: “Are 

you aware of the fact that I’m 

a producer? I’m not Roseanne 

Connor. I don’t really work in 
a hamburger joint.” 

Julia Louis-Dreyfus would 
park her car in my clearly 

designated parking space all 

the time. It just got on my 

nerves—like, why are you 

doing this? And we asked 

politely. It pissed everybody 
off. I took a picture of one 

of my cast members’ ass and 

stuck it on her windshield 

and told her to go fuck her¬ 

self. So we were never friends 
after that. 

But, God, the way she acted 

toward me was like, “You’re a 
disgusting person.” And I’m 

like, “Hey, bitch, you parked 
in my space over and over and 

over!” I felt like: ’’Man, that 

classism stuff really works— 

even for your character.” 

It was weird because Roll¬ 

ing Stone always excluded me 

when they covered television 

comedy also. Seinfeld was 

on the cover like 92 times, 

but just last week I did my 

first Rolling Stone interview. 

I always felt that there was a 

drive to diminish me because 
I’m a woman, because I’m a 

socialist or whatever reason 

they’ve got. Maybe because 

someone who looks like me, 

and who I represent, happens 

to be the viewers that watch 
their shitty shows. 

I get really defensive about 

it. I really put my ass on the 

line to feature gay characters. 

When my show became num¬ 

ber one, I was like: “I’m going 

to burn the motherfuckers 

down! Now it’s gonna be gays, 

it’s gonna be girls and depres¬ 

sion, it’s gonna be alcoholism, 

it’s gonna be jobs, it’s gonna 
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be starting a small busi¬ 

ness, family dynamics, 

class, race—all of those 

things and many more.” 
When I got the Peabody 

Award, they said that 

Roseanne got a Peabody 

for finally being about 

something. They also gave 

Seinfeld a Peabody for 
being about nothing. It 

was like getting slapped. 

It always was like that; it 

continues to be. 

But didn’t you draw sat¬ 
isfaction from the show’s 

success? 

As far as the work is 

concerned, I don’t have a 

choice: I have to do it. I 

might do some damage if 

I didn’t have my creative 
outlet, like a lot of artists. 

Do you think comedy is 

more mean-spirited these 

days? 

Comedy reflects the 

times we live in. We’re 

traipsing around 52 coun¬ 

tries with our army, so of 

course we’re bullies from 

the top down. People like 

bullyism in America; they 

love it on every level. 

Like comments on the 

Internet—so many of them 

are disgusting. Here’s the 
question: Do we want 

freedom of speech? Maybe 

we don’t, because the level 

of intellectual debate and 

discourse is so reduced— 

that’s what’s really getting 

censored by all of that 

stupid bullshit. It keeps 

smart people away ... and 

anybody who has anything 

smart to say is completely 

suspect in this country. 

Which comedians impress 

you? 
I’m a comedian, so I 

like all comedians. I like 
to watch them. I judge 

them. Perhaps I say, “Oh, 
this isn’t my cup of tea” 

or “Boy, that’s juvenile. 

That’s something a fuck¬ 

ing chronic masturbator 

comes up with”—which is 

“Anybody who 
has anything 
smart to say 
is completely 
suspect in this 
country" 

mostly guy comedy. 

I’m a comedy fan, so if 

I’m gonna break it down, 

it’s intelligent comedy ver¬ 

sus lower comedy. There 

are women and men who 

are frigging great. I don’t 
see it being a gender 

thing: There are great 

comics—male, female, 

black, white, gay, straight, 

everything. And there are 

a lot of dumb ones. 

I admire all comedians 
because it takes a lot of 

guts to get up and put 

yourself out there. Not 

many people can hold 300 
people’s attention for an 

hour with just words. Fewer 

women than men can do 

it, so I’m proud of anybody 

who even tries it, because I 

know how hard it is. 

What do you think of Sarah 

Silverman? 

I love her. I love every¬ 

thing she does. 

Lisa Lampanelli? 

Love Lisa ... she’s in a 

class all by herself. 

She’s so daring, 

she’s beyond 
gender. Sarah is, 

too. Sarah plays 
with the limita¬ 

tions of gender 

because she’s so 

attractive. But 

Lisa just mows it all down. 

She’s a wonderful person, 

and she’s a fierce activist, 

too, when she puts her 
mind to it. I’ve got to say, 

my favorite living comic is 

Mort Sahl. He’s still hilari¬ 

ous and edgy—edgier than 

anybody. 

How about Chelsea 

Handler? 

I really like Chelsea, 

too. She’s really good and 

very different. She’s an 

angry comic, like the rest 

of us. She found her niche 

because she looks like she 

looks, but she’s another 

angry comic. She’s tran¬ 

scended the girl thing, 

even though she plays it 
as well. 

Do you think a comedian 

can make a difference? 

We’re psychic boil- 

lancers—that’s what we 

all do. We’re angry people 

because we don’t like 

injustice and bullshit. 

We’ve probably seen a 

lot of it and fought back 

against it. 

Everybody says, “The 
pen is mightier than the 

sword.” But the joke is 
mightier than the pen. 

The joke, man, can take 
empires down when 

people start laughing up 

a shit storm. I’m really 

proud to be one of the 

people that get to help do 

that. 

At age 60, how do you view 

your life? 

I think the older I’ve 

gotten, the more limita¬ 

tions leave or disappear. 

Life gets broader and 
bigger with the loss of 

limitations. I’m not afraid 

to challenge myself. 

I just want to keep 
going for now. I don’t 

feel constrained—I’ve 

already got 60 years 
that I don’t have 

to do again, so I’m 

just going to keep 

going. ^ 

Watch Rose¬ 
anne talk about 

pot and the 
presidency at 

hightimes.com/ 
roseanne. 
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July 2013 High Times Dear Danko by @DannyDanko99 

Expert Grow Advice 
Guerrilla gardens, humidity control, V, 

seeds vs. clones, hash production and more.... 'S 
4 

Send your cannabis cultivation questions to @deardanko or deardanko@hightimes.com. 

subject pH Outdoors 

from ciimbin Higher 

Hey, Danny—longtime fan, first-time ques¬ 

tion asker. If you were doing an outdoor 

grow, would you still pH-balance your 

nutrients to 6.5? Isn’t rainwater at around 

a pH balance of 8.0? If you use a plastic 

55-gallon drum with drippers, could you put 

a funnel on the top of it to collect rainwater? 

And if you added your nutes to this 55-gal¬ 

lon drum, what would you do about the pH 

balance? Thanks, and I love the podcast! 

Dear Ciimbin, 

Thanks for the kind words and great 

questions! The first thing you should 

do is to test the pH of the existing soil 
in your outdoor grow area. A simple kit 

will give you a good idea of what you’re 

working with, and you can act accord¬ 

ingly. Lime can raise the pH level, and 
elemental sulfur will bring it down. If 

your water tends to run lower than 5.8 or 

higher than 7.0,1 would certainly adjust 

the pH before adding the nutrient solu¬ 

tion to your plants. 

The pH of rainwater fluctuates, but 

most rainwater in the US tends to be 

substantially lower than 8.0, with the 

average pH running in the 5’s and 6’s. 

Unfortunately, as the C02 levels in the 

atmosphere continue to rise, we can 

expect the pH of rainwater to become 

ever more acidic. If you’re collecting rain¬ 
water in a 55-gallon drum, add your 

nutrients and then adjust the pH (using 

pH Up or pH Down) to optimal levels 

before watering your plants. 
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Danko Tip: Grow lights should never be more than 2 feet away from plant 

tops, which means you need to raise or lower them as necessary. 

subject Ladybugs 

FROM: Willie BoBo 

£*,Will ladybugs really kill all the pests in my 

garden? I grow my weed plants outdoors 

among many other organic herbs and 

vegetables, and there’s constantly one 

infestation or another. I can get live lady- 

beetles at my corner store in town, but I’m 

wondering if they’re worth it. 

Dear Willie, 

Ladybugs will feast on the pests in your 

garden, but once the level of pests dimin¬ 
ishes they’ll quickly move on, leaving 

mature pests as well as eggs behind to 
continue to plague you. Unfortunately, 

ladybugs are a migratory insect, but 

they’re still a great organic way to attack 

a spider-mite, scale or aphid infestation 

temporarily and decimate its ranks. The 

important thing is to apply an integrated 

pest-management system to control pest 

populations, and predatory insects are 

just one part of that whole. 

subject Guerrilla Gardening 

from Big Pooch 

Is it possible to grow in a wooded area? We 

have many of these near where I live, but 

I’m not sure how to get started. 

Dear Big Pooch, 

Yes, it is possible to grow in a wooded 
area, but there are a few things you need 

to consider and a few factors that must 

be in place. First, you need to find the 

right spot in your wooded area. This 

means scouting out several locations and 

finding the one that’s right for you. 

The first thing to consider is safety 

and stealth. You don’t want to plant on 

someone’s private land. Scout out places 

in the woods that don’t look like areas 

where people go hunting or hiking; 

planting along trails will do you no good. 

One smart tip I’ve heard is to pin a few 

dollar bills to the trees in the area where 

you want to plant. If they’re still there 

when you go back, it could be a good 

spot. If they’re gone, it’s time to move on. 

The next consideration is light pen¬ 

etration. You want at least six or more 

hours of full sun in order to get decent 
growth from your plants. Find an area 

(preferably on a southern-facing slope) 

where the trees have fallen and the new 
growth isn’t too tall. A clearing sur¬ 

rounded by thorns makes a perfect spot 

where hikers, hunters and deer are 

unlikely to tread. 

Next, bring a shovel and dig some 

holes in your chosen spot. Supplement¬ 

ing and aerating the local soil is a must, 

so bring along some light soilless mix to 

add to your hole and mix it up with some 

of the local soil you’ve dug out. This is a 

great time to add polymer crystals that 

soak up water and release it over time to 

your plants. Once you’re done digging, 

do your best to camouflage the holes 

by using leaves and twigs to cover the 
upturned dirt. 

When springtime comes and the 

threat of frost is nil, bring the rooted 

clones or seedlings that you’ve started 

indoors to your spot and gently trans¬ 
plant them into the holes. Water them in 

and take care not to make a trail in and 

out of your clandestine grow spot. There 

are also great surveillance products, such 

as motion-detector cameras, that you can 

mount on nearby trees in order to keep a 

watchful eye on your pot plot. Good luck! 

subject Silent Humidity 

from Mario A. 

recently started growing, and my babies 

are nearing their two-week birthday. For 

some reason, though, they are drooping, 

and I’m not sure why. I am aware that I was 

overwatering for a bit, but I purchased 

a moisture meter and that’s no longer 

an issue-l’ve been watering less, and 

yet they continue to droop. The leaves 

also look rather dry. I’ve got a meter for 

every conceivable factor (except for a 
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light meter), and everything is within the 

acceptable ranges listed in Jorge’s grow 

bible. The only thing that’s wrong is my 

humidity: The highest it’s ever gotten is 39 

percent, and usually it hovers near the low 

20s. I’m not sure if this could be affecting 

my plants, since apparently low humidity 

is unheard of in the cultivating community. 

I’ve tried some homebrew methods for 

increasing the humidity, without much 

success. I even went so far as to buy a tiny 
humidifier, which is sort of helping, but 

the humidity levels are still not near the 
acceptable range. What could be causing 

my plants to droop and look dry, and what 

can I do about it? 

Thanks for your time and your efforts! 

Dear Mario, 
Seems that you’ve diagnosed the problem 

perfectly: Low humidity is very likely the 

cause of the drooping leaves, and it can 

make them seem dried-out as well. You 

have to find a way to raise the humid¬ 

ity in your growroom. I would definitely 
replace that tiny humidifier with a larger 

one, for starters. 

You can also put a pot of water on a 

nearby heater and mist the plants often 

if it’s not a very large space. If you have 

a large growroom (bigger than 8' x 8'), 

you may want to consider investing in an 

evaporative cooler (a.k.a. swamp cooler) 

to moisten the air. Once you get your 

humidity up to the preferred 50% or so, 
you’ll see signs of healthier growth. 

subject Make Seeds or Take Clones 

from: Brian C. 

£*,Hey, I hope this isn’t a dumb question, but 

I have six Grape Krush beans from the 

one and only DJ Short, which I understand 

have been discontinued. If I grow them out 

and pick out the best-looking male and let 

him breed with the ladies, will I have true 

Grape Krush beans or just a ton of God only 

knows what kind of seeds? I’ve had terrible 
luck when it comes to cloning, so that’s why 

I ask. I was hoping to have a few plants left 
from my 100-seed pack of beautiful Grape 

Krush—it was easy to grow and I just loved 

the high, so I don’t want to blow my last six 

seeds. Please help a shitty cloner! 

Dear Brian, 

It’s quite likely that if you cross a random 

Grape Krush male with a random GK 

female, you’ll get a mishmash of genetic 

behavior in the offspring that’s not likely 

to reward you with a good keeper mother 

plant. You’re better off picking a nice 

female out of the seeds you’ve already 

got than gambling on an amateur breed¬ 

ing project. All you need is a better clon¬ 

ing regimen, and then you’ll have your 

beloved Grape Krush buds for as long as 

you want to continue growing them out. 
The easiest and cheapest way to get 

cloning successfully is to purchase a clon¬ 

ing tray with the medium of your choice. 

I prefer organic mediums such as peat 

pellets, or (better yet) filling up the little 

individual seedling inserts with a moist 

soilless mix. Rockwool works fine for 

hydroponic and other non-organic appli¬ 

cations. Be sure to get a tray with a clear 

plastic dome and invest in an electric 
heating mat to place beneath your tray. 

The two most important factors in 

cloning are heat and humidity. You must 
maintain both at levels higher than room 

temperature and typical indoor moisture 
levels. The heating mat will help greatly, 

and the medium that your clones will root 

in must be kept moist at all times. I find 

that 4' or 8' fluorescent fixtures—ones 

designed specifically for growing plants, 
and kept at a distance of just an inch or 

two above the trays—work best. 

Also, take your cuttings using a sharp, 

non-serrated blade; make a slice just 

below a node and then remove that node 
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Serious Seeds 
Your guaranies for successt 

Our flagship-strain has proven it a gam. 
AK-47 is the ultimate winner, new the only 
strain to hold a High Times Cannabis Cup in 
ALL 3 categories: Indies, Saliva and Hybrid! 

We are very proud of another cup won 
* by Warlock; The 'Hydra-Hash' made Strom 90% Warlock? 10% Haoma entered 

by ‘ House of the Great Gardener from 
Vancouver-Island, Canada, won the 

fe second place in the concentrate category 

i at the High Times Cannabis Cup 2011. 

e original 
ing strains! 

• w z '*' 11 regular seeds 
por jn^Q. or 6 feminized seeds in a tube 

Postbus 1239, 1440 BE Pumerend, The Netherlands, 
mfo@seriousseeds,coms www.sefiousseedsxom 

Danko Tip-. If you constantly have trouble with your tap water, invest in a 

reverse-osmosis (RO) machine to remove the impurities. 

and the one above it. You want at least two to three sets of leaves 
remaining above your cut, so they should be 2 to 3 inches iong 

at a minimum. Gently insert the cuttings into prepped holes in 

your medium, up to 1 inch. Some people trim the remaining fan 

leaves down, but this isn’t necessary. Keep your cuttings lit, moist 

and warm, and you’ll master cloning in no time. 

subject Supplementing With Sun 

FROM: Alex 

£*,First, I want to say, “Thank you, Danny!” Your Free Weed podcast 

convinced me to get legal and start my first medical grow. Keep up 

the amazing work! You’ve made a lifelong fan. 

I’m growing some Granddaddy Purp indoors in soil (all-organic, 

of course). I’ve noticed that my back patio gets some amazing 

afternoon Cali sun. I can’t grow out there permanently, but I was 

curious about maybe sticking them outdoors for a few hours every 

day. Would this help supplement my high-intensity discharge (HID) 

lighting, or would the back-and-forth just confuse my plants and do 

more harm than good? 

Dear Alex, 

Glad you enjoy the podcast, and it’s nice to know I’ve inspired 

another freedom garden. You’ll find growing legally to be very 

enjoyable, with the added benefit of knowing exactly what went 

into your medicine. 

Placing your plants outside for a couple of hours in the full 
sun won’t hurt a bit—in fact, it can only help. As long as they’re 

supposed to be receiving light indoors under your grow lamps 

at that point in their photoperiod, you can supplement it by 

putting them outside. Just don’t ever put them out during your 

growroom’s “nighttime” hours: You never want to interrupt the 

12-hour dark period during flowering. 
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106 Ask Dr. Mitch 

Reefer 
Revealed! 
The complex components 
of cannabis. 
Got a question for Dr. Mitch? Email him at 420research@gmail.com. 

......'.JV. 

What is the deal with THCA? 

Patrick McKnight 

Hi Patrick, 

THCA is tetrahydrocannabi- 
nolic acid, which becomes 

THC when the plant is dried 

or heated. It’s an anti¬ 
inflammatory that doesn’t 

alter consciousness. Most 
research has focused on how 

its presence in urine can help 
detect whether someone with 

a dronabinol (synthetic THC) 

prescription is sneaking a 

toke on the side. (What a 

waste of effort!) 

And that’s about all we 

know. Even so, THCA is all the 

rage now because it’s present 

in raw juiced cannabis. Some 
people swear by juicing, and 

I wish them well. However, 

right now it strikes me as an 

expensive habit without a ton 

of empirical work support¬ 

ing its health benefits. On the 

other hand, that is how lots of 
great medicines get their start. 

TV shows suggest that folks 

drank more whiskey and less 

beer during alcohol prohibition. 

Are people turning to stronger 

marijuana in the same way? 

Enoch Buscemi 

Hi Enoch, 

Generally, as marijuana 

arrests go up, so does the 

average THC content in seized 

plants. In fact, the correla¬ 

tion between one year’s arrest 

numbers and the next year’s 

potency is almost perfect: 

around 0.9 (with 1.0 as the 

highest possible). Incidentally, 
the demand for stronger pot 

is not as big in Amsterdam, 

where the plant is more avail¬ 

able and carries fewer penal¬ 

ties. Coincidence? I think not. 
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Cannabis medicine goes way back. 

Why didn’t medical marijuana 

catch on in the US back in the 

1800s? 

Drew S. 

Hi Drew, 

Cannabis started appearing in 

US medical texts by the 1820s, 
but back then its strength was 

low and highly variable, mak¬ 

ing it less than ideal for use 

as a medicine. 

I know that THC helps nausea, 

but does cannabidiol work, too? 

Captain Diol 

Hi Captain, 

Cannabidiol, the non-psycho¬ 
active cannabinoid present 

in some strains but rather 

lacking in others, has a ton 

of great effects. New data 

from Canada reveal that can¬ 

nabidiol alone can decrease 

nausea in rodents. It also 

appears to have a beneficial 

effect for those who suffer 

from seizures. Learn more at 
projectcbd.org. 4c 

Dr. Mitch Earley wine, PhD, is an 

associate professor of psychology 

at SUNYAlbany and the author 

o/Understanding Marijuana and 

The Parents’ Guide to Marijuana. 
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Free Roger Christie 
Unfairly imprisoned for pot politics. 

Roger Christie grew up in New 

Jersey in the 1960s and enlisted 

in the US Army soon after the 

Vietnam War broke out. He attended the 

Army’s spook school in Maryland on his 
way to becoming a military 

intelligence operative, but 

like Tom Forcadc a few years 

before him, Christie grew 

disenchanted with military 

life—so much so that, when 

the time came to be shipped 
to Vietnam, Christie instead 

declared himself a conscien¬ 

tious objector and eventually 

moved to Hawaii to seek a 

more peaceful way of life. 

Shortly after I became 

editor of this magazine, 

Christie got in touch: He was excited 
about the direction I was taking High 

Times in and wanted to jump into the 
emerging hemp movement with both 

feet. Christie started a number of busi¬ 

nesses around hemp and got involved 

with the spiritual-rights issues that I 

had long been championing. All of this 
wouldn’t have been enough to get him in 

trouble, but Christie decided to become 

involved in local politics, and ran for 
Hawaii County mayor a few times. And 

that’s when the heat really started. 

In 2000, Christie founded the THC 

Ministry which uses cannabis as part of 

its services, and began handing out free 

samples of cannabis at the end of every 

workday to whoever dropped by the min¬ 

istry and wanted it. According to Wikipe¬ 

dia, a violent gang war broke out in the 

area where Christie was distributing free 

cannabis—almost as if the sudden appear¬ 

ance of free cannabis in a poor neighbor¬ 
hood had created a turf war. 

Christie went on to become the most 

vocal opponent of the local marijuana 

eradication efforts known as “Green 

Harvest,” the Hawaiian version of Cali¬ 

fornia’s CAMP helicopter raids on wild 

patches. In 2008, he helped pass a ballot 

initiative designed to make the personal 

use of marijuana on private property the 

lowest law-enforcement priority. 

Soon the fix was in to “get Christie,” 

who began dodging all sorts of attacks, 

though he was able to shield himself 

using the cloak of religious rights to 

great effect. But once the Feds managed 

to jail Christie, they never wanted to let 

him go. He was arrested on 

July 8, 2010, and has been 
held as a political prisoner 

ever since—despite posing a 

threat to no one. 

Christie’s life has been 

shattered, and he’s lost all 

his businesses. He is being 

represented by a public 

defender and faces a pos¬ 

sible 120-year sentence on 

three counts. Recently, six 

state senators introduced two 

resolutions declaring Chris¬ 
tie’s imprisonment without bail to be 

“illegal and unconstitutional.” They want 

him released immediately and think 

President Obama should launch a formal 

investigation into this case. Although 

Christie was arrested with 13 others 

almost three years ago, he is the only one 
who remains in federal detention. Many 

of the others were released immediately 

in exchange for testimony against him. 

So far, Christie has been denied bail 

seven times, and the Feds keep drum¬ 

ming up new charges against him. 

Obviously, they’re sending a message to 

local cannabis activists not to follow in 

his footsteps. His trial is set to begin on 

July 23, 2013. 
I’ve been watching Christie for 

decades, and I always felt he was one 
of the more level-headed and sensible 

figures surfing the marijuana/religion 

nexus. Yes, it’s going to be very difficult 

to stake out legitimate religious rights for 

marijuana use, but that doesn’t mean it 

isn’t a fight worth pursuing. 

Let’s rally round Christie in his hour 

of need. Learn more by visiting the-last- 

marijuana-trial.com, or write to him at: 

Roger Christie 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
99279.022 

Unit 5B 

BO BOX 30080 

Honolulu, HI 96820 

Christie: pot prisoner 
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710? 
We've got you covered. 

Concentrate Jars 

Domes & Adapters 
Dabs, 710, err!, wax.. 

Call it whatever you want. 420 Science 
has get you covered with the best gear 
for your oil rig We have a growing 
selection of jars, mail a, dabbers and 
domea All of on: products come with a 
satisfaction guarantee and hoc return 
shipping Shop with confidence at 
420Sd ence.com. 

no Almost Infamous by Bobby Black 

The Ra inbow 
Connection 
Stalking stoner celebrities on the 
Sunset Strip. 

f f ^Tsaw Charlie Sheen at the super- 

I market,” my wife April informed 

^Lme unenthusiastically upon return¬ 

ing from “Rock ’n’ Roll Ralphs.” I was jeal¬ 

ous-while she’s thoroughly unimpressed 

by movie and rock stars, I’m an admitted 
“starfucker” (as she mockingly calls it). And 

though we’d already been in Hollywood for 

a week, I’d yet to spot a single celebrity or 

even hit the town. But that night, we’d be 

going where I knew I could do both: the 
Rainbow Bar and Grill on the Sunset Strip. 

Every time I’ve been to the Rainbow, 

it’s been rockin’, and I’ve always seen stars 

(the first time, it was Jackass’s Steve-O 
and Insomniac’s Dave Attell; the next, 

Tommy Lee and Sen Dog). I hoped tonight 

would be no exception. Surprisingly, 

though, when we got there around 10:30, 

the place was pretty empty. I followed the 

siren’s call of Metallica toward the back 

of the patio, where we met up with HT 

alumna Natasha “Vaporella” Lewin and 

our friends Yakov and Felicia and ordered 

a round. Sure enough, before I’d emptied 

my first beer, Natasha was giving me the 

old elbow to the ribs. 

“You see who’s sitting behind me?” she 

whispered. “That’s Eddie Furlong!” 
I stared back at her blankly. “Who?” 

“The kid from Terminator 2\” 

Yep, it was him all right. He looked 

older, obviously ... a bit too old, though— 
kind of burned-out looking. He was with a 

few friends and seemed pretty jumpy. 

“You should talk to him,” Natasha egged 

me on. “He’s a big pothead.” 

I had to think about that. Sure, T2 was a 

huge hit, but that was back in 1991. Today, 

he seemed more worthy of a Comic-Con 
autograph session than a feature inter¬ 

view in HT. Before I could decide, though, 
Furlong did it for me, abruptly standing up 

and leading his posse out. No matter—with 

any luck, there’d be another, hopefully big¬ 

ger celeb along soon to take his place. Sure 

enough, I was right: Within 10 minutes, 

none other than Jane’s Addiction guitar¬ 

ist (and androgynous sex symbol) Dave 
Navarro came strolling in with some arm 

candy, and parked his leather-clad ass in 

the exact same seat that little Johnny Con¬ 

nor had just vacated. This time it was my 

turn to do the elbow jab. 

' w i With Steve-0 
at the Rainbow 
in 2004. 

0^ 
“Don’t look now,” I whispered to Natasha 

in full starfucker mode, “but that’s Dave 

Navarro behind you!” He didn’t linger long, 

though; within minutes, he and his date 

followed the waitress inside for dinner. 

After a few more beers, Yakov and I 

walked out to the front of the patio to get 

our smoke on. About halfway through 

the joint, a tall, forceful figure in Gestapo 

boots and a gnarly leather cowboy hat 

charged past us towards the back bar. 

It was the rock god himself, Lemmy. I’d 

come within a hair of meeting this metal 

icon twice before, and I didn’t want to let 

the opportunity pass me by again. 

“Come on, Yakov,” I said as I tamped out 

the roach. “Let’s go find Lemmy!” 
We headed past the outside bar and 

ascended the back stairway, emerging into 

the dungeon-esque dance floor upstairs. 

No sign of Lemmy—just a handful of mid¬ 

dle-aged wannabes, such as the groupie 

grandma with bleached, teased hair, 

dressed in a red-and-black zebra-striped 

unitard and gyrating awkwardly like some 
septuagenarian stripper on smack. 

“Old groupies never die,” Yakov joked as 

we headed past the bathrooms and down 

the stairs; “they just retire to the Rainbow.” 

We looped through the dining room, 

admiring the famous photo-filled walls 

above the booths of crimson velvet—one 

of which boasted Navarro and his lady- 

but still no sign of Lemmy. Oh, well... 

wherever he was, I reasoned, he prob¬ 

ably didn’t want to be found anyway. We 
returned to our table, finished a final brew 

and then made our exit. 

Coincidentally, both Sheen and Furlong 

ended up making the news the next day— 

Charlie for donating $75K to a little girl 

with cancer, and Eddie for being arrested 

in Van Nuys after violating his ex-girl¬ 
friend’s restraining order (must’ve been 

quite a tear he went on after leaving us). 

Lemmy, however, remains at large .... ^ 
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The Post-Prohibit on Future 
Slowly but surely, were getting there. 
So let’s prepare now! 

Allen St. Pierre is the executive director of NORML. Visit norml.org. 

After prohibition ends in the 

Americas—and most of Europe— 

a so-called “three-legged stool” 

that is going to characterize the post- 

pot-prohibition era will emerge. So let 

us peek into a future when cannabis is 

legal to examine this uneasy triumvirate: 

government, businesses and consumers. 

The likeliest scenario for legalized 

cannabis is one that looks similar to the 
current situation with alcohol, tobacco 

and pharmaceutical products—where 
the government doesn’t treat cannabis 

as morally reprehensible; where canna- 

businesses professionally cultivate and 

distribute cannabis products, collect¬ 

ing and delivering billions of dollars 

annually in sales and excise taxes to the 

proper government agencies; and where 

the responsible use of cannabis by adults 

is of no concern to law enforcement. 
Naturally, a certain friction will always 

exist among these three players. Govern¬ 

ment will always seek more revenue and 
increased regulation; businesses will 

oppose these government-created costs 

of doing business; and consumers will do 

what consumers usually do: find the best 

product at the lowest price. 

Walmart founder Sam Walton 

famously declared that the customer 
can hre the seller anytime they want 

by taking their business elsewhere. The 

The cannabis industry 
itself is already a thriving 
network of wholesalers, 
cultivators, and national 
and retail distributors. 
free-market economies of the Americas 
and Europe are driven by consumerism: 

The consumer is at the center of the 

action and capable of causing economic 

expansion or collapse. As cannabis 

consumers, we should always remain 

cognizant of this fact, since we will not 

be immune to excessive government 
regulation and taxes. 

While consumers and government 

make up two solid legs 

of our three-legged stool, 

the final leg—the can¬ 

nabis industry itself—is 

already a thriving 

network of wholesalers, 

cultivators, and national 

and retail distributors. As 

with alcohol and tobacco, 

all of these entities are 

engaged in the same 
basic business—and when 

one camp perceives that 

another is gaining a tax 

advantage or favorable 

position because of some new regulation, 

political warfare almost invariably erupts 

behind the scenes (and sometimes in 

public). Don’t expect cannabis wholesal¬ 

ers and retailers to act much differently 
in the post-prohibition era. 

But bear in mind that, post-prohibi¬ 

tion, the consumer’s wants, needs and 

ethical values will largely inform the 

scope, size, and pervasiveness of both 

cannabis commerce and the govern¬ 

ment’s involvement. Also, there will 

always be a need for well-organized can¬ 

nabis consumer groups to help maintain 

low prices, reasonable taxes, access to 
high-quality products, and especially 

the autonomy of consumers to cultivate 

their own supply. ^ 

FREEDOM FIGHTER by Erik Altieri, NORML communications coordinator 

Black’s Magic 
Thanks to Kevin Black, the 
Seattle Hempfest is highly secure. 

His marijuana activism began when he 

co-founded the first Washington State 

NORML chapter, NORML of South 

Puget Sound, with Gloria McGovern, 

Lee Newbury and Angie Newbury. 

But these days, Kevin Black’s greatest 

influence is exerted at the yearly 

Seattle Hempfest. He became heavily 

involved with the organization of the 

annual event in the early 2000s as a 

core member, serving as its security 

coordinator before joining 

the steering committee as 

security director and police 

liaison. Kevin’s efforts have 

helped keep things enjoy¬ 

able and safe for everyone 

attending the Hempfest 

throughout its storied history. 

Witness his handling of a difficult 

situation at the 2006 Hempfest, one 

of “my proudest accomplishments,” 

Black says. When construction 

work turned the entrance to Myrtle 

Edwards Park into a dangerous, 

enclosed “cattle chute” for 

attendees attempting to 

enter, Kevin kept a cool 

head and deftly addressed 

the problem. With local 

police bearing down on the 

event organizers, he rustled 

up a pair of bolt cutters and pried 

open the fence, which allowed safe 

access to the park and cleared the 

dangerously crowded walkway, 

averting a potential disaster. 

“The looks of relief and gratitude 

said it all,” Kevin recalls. “It wasn’t the 

construction company, the police or 

the fire department that came to the 

rescue-it was us\ My mother was 

there, and she beamed with pride 

as our attorney raved about how I’d 

potentially saved thousands of lives.” 

Kevin has also worked directly 

with the November Coalition, which 

fights for the rights of prisoners 

who’ve been jailed as a result of the 

Drug War, as its local vigil coordinator. 

And he founded the annual Christmas 

Vigil at King County Jail, which contin¬ 

ues to this day. 
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MEDICAL MARIJUANA DIRECTORY 
CALIFORNIA 

Alternate Natural 
Solutions Inc. 
8477 Enterprise Dr. 
Jamestown, CA 95327 
(209) 352-6779 
altnatsol.com 
“Home of the 5 dollar gram” 

BCCP 
1928 N. Chester Ave. Suite B 
Bakersfield, CA 93308 
Phone: (661) 399-8551 
Fax: (661) 399-9349 
bccpcollective@gmail.com 
“Monday thru Saturday, 10 
AM to 9 PM—Sunday 12 PM 
to 7 PM” 

Cannahelp Collective 
505 East Industrial Place. 
Suite A 
Palm Springs, CA 92264 
Phone: (760) 327-2504 
Fax: (760) 327-2538 
cannahelp.com 
info @ cannahelp.com 
“$10 grams! Serving the 
medical community since 
2005.” 

Club Cannex 
11004 Magnolia Ave. 
Garden Grove, CA 92843 
Phone: 562-200-1164 
www.clubcannex.org 
rudy@clubcannex.org 
Compassionate, 
Understanding, Servicing, 
Honoring, Inspirational, 
Passionate 

Coffee Shop Blue Sky 
37717th Street 
Oakland, CA 94612 
(510) 251-0690 
Open 9am-8pm Mon-Sat, 
10am-6pm Sunday 
oaksterdamgiftshop.com 

Emmalyn’s California 
Cannabis Clinic 
Cross street: Howard 
21112th St. 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
Phone: (415) 861-1000 
Fax: (415) 861-5237 
emmalynscannabisclinic.com 
emmalynsccc@yahoo.com 

The Good Life 
4316 Melrose Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90029 
(323) 522-3542 
Open 7 days, 10AM-11PM 
facebook.com/goodlifemelrose 
Twitter Good Life Melrose 
Also fresh fruits and 
vegetables. 

Grassroots Solutions 
(888) 798-4915 
Farm Fresh meds delivered 
overnight almost anywhere in 
California!! Top shelf quality 
at bargain prices direct from 
our farm to you. 
norcaldirect2u.com 

Green Dragon Caregivers 
7423 Van Nuys Blvd. Suite C 
VanNuys, CA 91405 
(818) 442-0054 
greendragoncoop.com 
edward @ greendragoncoop 
.com 

Greenway Compassionate 
Relief 
140 Dubois St. 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
(831) 420-1640 
Mon-Sat 11am -7pm 
Organic-All Grades- 
Edibles-Tincture 

Greenwell Collective 
616 Marin St. 
Vallejo, CA 94590 
(707) 980-7774 
greenwellcooperative.com 
greenwellcooperative@yahoo 
.com 
“In Greenwell we trust” 

Harborside Health Center 
1840 Embarcadero 
Oakland, CA 94606 
(510) 533-0147 
harborsidehealthcenter.com 
“Out of the shadows, into 
the Light” 

High Quiggle Healing 
Center 
1532 East Broadway 
Long Beach, CA 90802 
Phone: (562) 951-3975 
Fax: (562) 951-3902 
weedmaps.com 
“A circle of healing is never 
ending” 

Love Shack 
502 14th street 
San Francisco, CA 
(415) 552-5121 
theloveshackcooperative.com 
Mon-Sat 10am-7pm, 
Sun llam-4pm 
Full Service Dispensary 
Voted Best of The Bay 

Mind, Body, and Soul 
Collective 
3131 East Central Ave. 
Fresno, CA 93725 
Phone: (559)-486-6010 
Fax: (559)-486-6011 
mbscollective.com 
admin @ mbscollective. com 
“Open 7 days a week-Quality, 
Integrity, Trust” 

Patients Care Collective 
2590 Telegraph Ave 
(between Blake & Parker) 
Berkeley, CA 94704 
berkeleypatientscare.com 
(510) 540-7878 
Mon to Sat 12-7 pm 

Perennial Holistic 
Wellness Center 
11705 Ventura Blvd. 
Studio City, CA, 91604 
Phone: 818-505-3631 
Fax: (818) 505-3621 
facebook.com/perennialhwc 
perennialholistic@mail.com 
“Commited to the 
advancement of cannabis 
science through dedicated 
patient service.” 

Trusted Friends II Inc. 
3061 Churn Creek Rd. 
Redding, CA 96002 
530-222-3645 (phone 
number) 
530-222-3671 (fax number) 
trustedfriends.com 
trustus421@yahoo.com 

1 Love Wellness Center 
1841 El Camino Ave. 
Sacramento, CA 95815 
916-231-LOVE 
916-927-1553 (fax) 
llovewellness.org 
linda@onelovewellness.org 
“Sacramento’s largest and 
loving Wellness Center” 

7 Star Meds 
3823 San Pablo Dam Rd. 
El Sobrante, CA, 94803 
(510) 758-MEDS(6337) 

COLORADO 

Karmaceuticals LLC 
4 South Santa Fe Drive 
Denver, CO 80223 
(303)-765-2762 
facebook.com/karmaceuticals 
karmaceuticalsco @ gmail .com 
“Over 120 strains of fire” 

Minturn Medicinal / 
Vail Valley 
Minturn, CO 81645 
(720) 490-0458 
Free Delivery 
minturnmedicinal.com 

MICHIGAN 

A2 Compassionate 
Healthcare 
MedMar A2 Inc. 
1818 Packard Street 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
734.213.1420 
medmarx.net 
Highest grade medical 
marijuana at the lowest prices. 

Big Daddy’s 
Compassion Center 
13211 Northend 
Oak Park, Michigan 48237 
248-399-5299 
bigdaddyshydro.com 
Five locations statewide, 
professional, courteous, best 
selection anywhere 

Cannoisseur Collective 
“A Shelf Above The Rest” 
State St (call for pre¬ 
verification & address) 
Ann Arbor, MI 
734-494-0772 
cannoisseurcollective.com 
Twitter.com/Cannoisseurlife 

Downriver Wellness Group 
17109 Ecorse Rd. 
Allen Park, MI 48101 
313-769-6288 
downriverwellness.com 

GanjaMama’s 
Treecity Health Collective 
1712 S State St 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
(734)369.3212 
ganjamamas.com 
Compassionate Care, Safe/ 
Supportive Environment, 
Highest Quality Medicine 

Grass Roots Society 
8899 W Peck Rd 
Greenville, MI 48838 
616-225-2200 
616-225-2220 (fax) 
grassrootssociety.com 
grassrootssociety @ rocketmail 
.com 

Lakeshore Alternatives 

Seed Bank 
6155 Blue Star Highway 
Saugatuck, MI 49453 
269-857-1188 
lakeshoremeds@gmail.com 
lakeshorealternatives.com 
‘West Michigan’s #1 Place for 
finding SEEDS” 

Michigan Compassion 
Center 
1222 Glenwood Ave. 
Flint, MI 48503 
970-509-0781 (Phone number) 
810-265-7821 (office number) 
810-265-7436 (fax number) 
mcccflint@gmail.com 
facebook.com/ 
michigancompassioncenter 
“Patients Come First” 

Michigan Medical 
Marijuana 
Certification Center 
29877 Telegragh Road, 
Suite 303 B 
Southfield, MI 48034 
(248) 932-6400 
MMMCC.net 

MSC3 
227 N. Winter Street Suite 302 
Adrian, MI 49221 
medicinalsolutions.com 
MON-FRI 10am-8pm 
SAT 10am-7pm 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 

OM of Medicine 
112 South Main Street, 3rd Fir 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
734-369-8255 
omofmedicine.org 
info @ omofmedicine.org 
“Power to the Patients!” 

Pure West 
Compassion Club 
840 N. Black River Dr. Ste #80 
Holland, MI 49424 
616-466-4204 
purewestclub @ gmail.com 
CALL TODAY & Get Doctor 
Certified for $99 

Trans Love Energies 
I486 Gratiot (Eastern Market) 
Detriot, MI 
By Appoinment Only 
Call: (313) 262-1886 

MONTANA 

Olympus Incendias 
2591 Industry #A 
Missoula, MT 59808 
Phone: (406) 829-WEED 
www.missoulameds.com 
Customer oriented true 
Compassion Center! 

OREGON 

Eugene Compassion 
Center 
2055 W. 12th Ave 
Eugene, OR 97402 
(541) 484-6558 

WASHINGTON 

North Seattle Conscious 
Care Cooperative 
14032 Aurora Ave North, Ste C 
Seattle, WA 98133 
Aur ora @ cccooperative.org 
www.Seattleccc.org 
Phone: (206) 466-1206 
Fax: (206) 466-1203 

Purple Cross Patient 
Care Association 
469 North 36th Street, Suite D 
Seattle, WA 98103 
Phone: (425) 446-1205 
Fax: (206) 588-1596 
purplecrosspatientcare.org 
Mon-Sat, 11-9 pm Sun. 1-9 pm 
Open 7 days a week! 

WA First Step 
Get Legal take your First Step 
Medical Consulting & 
Recommendations 
Kent, WA, wahrststep.com 
(253)893-2420 

CANADA 

Note: Canadian medical clubs 

rarely accept US medical 

marijuana IDs. Prior arrangements 

need to be made before your visit by 

contacting the medical club. 

CALM Toronto 
P.O. Box 47023, Stn. 425 
220 Yonge St. 
Toronto, ON m5b 2P1 
Office: (416) 367-3459 
Fax: (416) 367-4679 
Open 7 days a week 
cannabisclub.ca 

Canadian Compassion 
Dispensary 
US patients welcome. 
Phone: 647-771-9703 
Toronto, ON 
www.c-disp.com. 

T.A.G.G.S. Dispensary 
11696 224th Street 
Maple Ridge, BC V2X-6A2 
Phone: (604)-477-0557 
Fax: (604)-477-0575 
Open 7 days/week, llam-7pm 
taggsdispensary.ca 

DISPENSARY 
SERVICES 

Canna Fresh 
cannafresh.com 
Wholesale: (424) 442-0232 
“Custom Glass Containers 
For The Medical Industry” 

Cannaline 
cannaline.com 
Wholesale only 
301-356-9096 
Stock & custom printed 
glass containers, 
concentrate containers 
& medicine bags. 

EmeraldTriangleBuds. 
com 
Certification programs 
for Dispensary and 
Medical Grow! Strain 
verification using DNA. 
530-845-6914 
Emeraldtrianglebuds @ 
yahoo.com 

Gaslamp Insurance 
1111 6th Avenue, 3rd Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 
(619) 238-4367, x. 205 
Fax: (619) 238-4387 
Medical marijuana 
insurance for dispensaries, 
growing facilities, bakeries 
& medibles. 
mmjinsurance.com 

To advertise in this section, call John McCooe at (212) 387-0500, ext. 204 
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HIGH TIMES LEGAL DIRECTORY 
ALABAMA 

Alan R. Elledge, 

Attorney at Law 

7404 Hwy 43 

Florence, AL 35634 

(256) 757-4007 

Fax: (256) 757-4003 

aelledgel38@hotmail.com 

‘Vigorous statewide marijuana 

defense.’ No representation is 

made that the quality of the 

legal services to be performed 

is greater than the quality of 

legal services performed by 

other lawyers. 

ARIZONA 

Jamal Allen 

Allen & Associates, Lawyers 

1811 S. Alma School Rd, Ste 145 

Mesa, AZ 85210 

Ph: 480-899-1025 

Fax: 480-248-6389 

goodazlawyers.com 

All Stops, Arrests & Seizures 

Lee Phillips 

Law Offices of Lee Phillips 

323 N. Leroux St., Suite 101 

Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

928-779-1560 

notguiltyl.com 

Michael Walz 

Law Offices of Michael Walz 

4000 North Central, Ste 1250 

Phoenix, AZ 85012 

602-288-8349 

walz @ Potlawyer.com 

potlawyer.com 

Member NORML Legal. 

Marijuana niche criminal 

possession, cultivation, sales 

and MJ-DUI, or AZ DHS 

hearings. 

CALIFORNIA 

Bob Boyd 

107 W. Perkins Street, Ste #17 

Ukiah, CA 95482 

707-468-0500 

mendocinolaw@comcast.net 

mendocinolaw.com 

Omar Figueroa 

Law Offices of Omar Figueroa 

7770 Healdsburg Ave, Ste. A 

Sebastopol, CA 95472 

(707) 829-0215 

omar @ stanfordalumni.org 

omarfigueroa.com 

Founder of Cannabis Law 

Institute. Specializing in 

cannabis cultivation and 

medical marijuana cases. Free 

case consultation. iYo hablo 

espanol! 

Christopher M. Glew 

1851 E. First Street, Ste. 840 

Santa Ana, CA 92705 

Fax: 714-648-0501 

Phone: 714-648-0004 

marijuanalawyer@yahoo.com 

glewkimlaw.com 

Imhoff & Associates, P.C. 

Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Vince Imhoff, Managing 

Partner 

Los Angeles, CA 

800-887-0000 

Info@CriminalAttorney.com 

CriminalAttorney.com 

Experienced, aggressive 

Medical Marijuana & 

Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Nationwide 

**Free consultation** 

Law Offices of 

John M. Kucera 

1416 West Street 

Redding, CA 96001 

530-241-1800 

jkucera@snowcrest.net 

Former major grow 

prosecutor. 

Over 30 years of aggressive 

and experienced state and 

federal defense. Serving 

Shasta, Siskiyou, Tehama, 

Trinity and other Northern 

California counties on 

request. 

jmk-law.com 

Bruce Margolin 

8749 Holloway Dr. 

West Hollywood, CA 90069 

310-652-0991 or 

800-420-LAWS 

bmargolin@aol.com 

18004201aws.com 

margolinlawoffices.com 

Marijuana and criminal 

defense since 1967. Director, 

L.A. NORML. Call for a free 

guide to marijuana laws in all 

50 states. 

Eric Shevin 

15260 Ventura Blvd., Ste 1050 

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 

Phone: 818-784-2700 

Fax: 818-784-2411 

eshevin@aol.com 

shevinlaw.com 

Cannabis expertise, criminal 

defense and business 

formation. 

Randy Sue Pollock 

2831 Telegraph Ave 

Oakland, CA 94609 

Phone: 510-763-9967 

Fax: 510-272-0711 

PollockEsq@aol.com 

James M. Taylor 

Law Office of James M. Taylor 

783 West Ramsey, Suite G 

Banning, CA 92220 

951-849-2081 

jamesmtaylor.esq@verizon.net 

Dedicated to Criminal 

Defense 

COLORADO 

Sean T. McAllister, Esq. 

Tae Darnell, Esq. 

McAllister, Darnell & Assoc., 

P.C., AKA “Cannabis Law 

Center, P.C.” 

Criminal Defense/Dispensary 

Representation 

Denver Office: 303-575-5600 

Fax: 720-542-8391 

lawindenver.com 

CONNECTICUT 

Law Office of Aaron J. 

Romano, PC 

45 Wintonbury Avenue, Ste 107 

Bloomfield, CT 06002 

Tel. 860-286-9026 

attorneyaaronromano.com 

Criminal Defense - MMJ 

Advocacy - Expungements 

15 Years of Fighting for Your 

Right to be Natural 

FLORIDA 

Bjorn Brunvand 

615 Turner Street 

Clearwater, FL 33756 

Phone: 727-446-7505 

Fax: 727-446-8147 

bbrunvan@tampabay.rr.com 

acquitter.com 

James Davis 

Law Office of James Davis, 

P.A. 

300 West Adams St, Ste 550 

Jacksonville, FI 32202 

Office: 904.358.0420 

Fax: 904.353.1359 

Criminal defense focusing on 

drug cases. 

Law Offices of 

Ricardo P. Hermida 

55 Merrick Way, Suite 212 

Coral Gables, FL 33134 

Tel: 305-461-1116 

Fax: 306-461-6446 

rick@rphermida.com 

Aggressive State and Federal 

grow house defense in Miami, 

Dade County and throughout 

Florida. Member—National 

Association of Criminal 

Defense Lawyers and Florida 

Association of Criminal 

Defense Lawyers. 

“Se Habla Espanol” 

Greg M. Lauer 

Board Certified Expert in 

Criminal Trial Law 

320 SE 10th Ct. 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316 

(954) 559-0647 

www.law-lc.com 

Offices in Broward, Dade, 

& WPB *Former Drug- 

Trafficking Prosecutor 

*Free Initial Consultation 

Donald A. Lykkebak 

250 Park Ave South, Suite 200 

Winter Park, FL 32789 

Ph: 407-425-4044 

Fax: 321-972-8907 

don @ donaldlykkebak.com 

donaldlykkebak.com 

“Board certified criminal trial 

lawyer with over 30 years’ 

experience.” 

Robert Shafer & 

Associates, P.A. 

Robert Shafer 

106 N. Pearl Street 

Jacksonville, FL 32202-4620 

Tel: 904-350-9333 

Fax: 904-633-7820 

shafercriminallaw.com 

robert @ shafercriminallaw.com 

Over 30 years focusing on 

drug charges. 

John H. Trevena 

801 West Bay Dr., Suite 509 

Largo, FL 33770 

Phone: 727-581-5813 

Fax: 727-581-7758 

TrevenaLaw@aol.com 

trevena.com 

ILLINOIS 

Jeffrey B. Fawell 

Fawell & Associates 

500 S. Country Farm Rd, 

Ste 200 Wheaton, IL 60187 

630-665-9300 

fawell @ fawell. com 

Criminal, DUI, traffic, and 

immigration defense. 

Imhoff & Associates, P.C. 

Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Vince Imhoff, Managing 

Partner 

Naperville, IL 

800-887-0000 

Info@CriminalAttorney.com 

CriminalAttorney.com 

Experienced, aggressive 

Medical Marijuana & 

Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Nationwide 

** Free consultation** 

INDIANA 

Stephen W. Dillon 

Dillon Law Office 

3601 N. Pennsylvania St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46205 

317-923-9391 

steve @ dillonlawindy.com 

stevedillonlaw. com 

Chair, NORML Board 

of Directors. 

KANSAS 

William (Billy) K.Rork 

1321 SW Topeka Blvd. 

Topeka, KS 66612-1816 

785-235-1650 

rork@rorklaw.com 

rorklaw.com 

Zealous and successful 

drug defenses on I-70/I-35 

vehicle stops. 

Cal Williams 

Calvin K. Williams Chtd. 

280 N. Court Ave., 

P.O. Box 304 

Colby, KS 67701 

785-460-9777 

calwilliamsesq@hotmail.com 

On 1-70, western Kansas. 

MARYLAND 

David E. Kindermann, Esq. 

15 West Montgomery Ave, 

Suite 300 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 301-762-7900 - 24/7 

Fax: 301-309-0887 

kindermannlaw.com 

dave@kindermannlaw.com 

Licensed in Maryland, D.C. 

and Federal Courts incl. U.S. 

Supreme Court. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Norman S. Zalkind 

Zalkind, Duncan & Bernstein 

LLP 

65A Atlantic Ave. 

Boston, MA 02110 

Phone: 617-742-6020 

Fax: 617-742-3269 

nzalkind@zalkindlaw.com 

MICHIGAN 

Matthew R. Abel 

Cannabis Counsel PLC 

2930 Jefferson Avenue East 

Detroit, MI 48207 

313-446-2235 

attorneyabel@me.com 

cannabiscounsel.com 

Executive Director of 

MINORML. NORML Legal 

Committee Lifetime Member. 

Specializing in cannabis cases 

and cannabusiness law. 

To advertise in this section, call Ann Marie Dennis at (212) 387-0500, ext. 223 
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HIGH TIMES LEGAL DIRECTORY 
Jason Barrix 

Attorney at Law 

Barrix Law Firm PC 

2627 E. Beltline Ave SE, 

Suite 310B 

Grand Rapids, MI 49546-593 

Call 24/7 Service 

l-877-NO-4-Jail / 

1-877-664-5245 

Fax: 1-888-337-1308 

barrixlaw.com 

Criminal Defense Focusing 

on Drug, DUI, License 

and Injury Cases. “Winning 

Cases Statewide since 1993” 

Michael A. Mclnerney, Esq. 

Michael A. Mclnerney, PLC 

312 E. Fulton 

Grand Rapids, MI 49503 

(616) 776-0200 (24 hrs) 

m amgrl aw @ gm ail. com 

Defending your rights! 

Medical Marijuana Issues 

Civil/Criminal Trial Attorney 

All Michigan Courts 

John Targowski 

& Daniel Grow 

Targowski & Grow, PLLC 

141 East Michigan Ave Ste 201 

Kalamazoo, MI 49007 

(800) 957-1069 

targowskigrow.com 

MISSOURI 

K. Louis Caskey 

1102 Grand Blvd, Suite 800 

Kansas City, MO 64106 

Phone: 816-221-9114 

Cell Phone: 816-536-1411 

Fax: 816-220-0757 

klouie711 @ aol.com 

caskeyatlaw.com 

Daniel Dodson 

315 Marshall Street 

Jefferson City, MO 65101 

573-636-9200 or 

800-DODSON-l 

dd @ danieldodson.net 

danieldodson.net 

Board member, NACDL; 

Nationwide advice/referrals. 

Dan Viets 

15 N. 10th St. 

Columbia, MO 65201 

573-443-6866 

danviets @ justice.com 

Former president of MO 

Assoc, of Criminal Defense 

Lawyers, NORML Board 

Chair. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Sven Wiberg 

Wiberg Law Office 

2456 Lafayette Road, Suite 7 

Portsmouth, NH, 03801 

Phone: 603-686-5454 

Fax: 603-457-0332 

sven@nhcriminaldefense.com 

NEW JERSEY 

William H. Buckman 

110 Marter Ave, Suite 209 

Moorestown, NJ 08057 

Phone: 856-608-9797 

Fax: 856-608-6244 

wbuckman@whbuckman.com 

whbuckman.com 

Nathan Kittner 

131 Main St. 

Hackensack, NJ 07601 

201-488-5565 

vlsgrad@prodigy.net 

Criminal defense litigation. 

Frank T. Luciano, P.C. 

147 Main St, Suite #5 

Lodi, NJ 07644 

Phone: (973) 471-00 04 

Fax: (973) 471-1244 

cdswiz.com 

Over 30 years of defending 

drug prosecutions. Free book 

on drug cases in New Jersey. 

Allan Marain 

100 Bayard St. 

P.O. Box 1030 

New Brunswick, NJ 08903 

732-828-2020 

info@NJMarijuana.com 

njmarijuana.com 

When pleading guilty is not 

an option. 

Neal Wiesner 

Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax: 718-556-0118 

nealwiesner@aol.com 

NEW MEXICO 

David C. Serna 

Serna Law Offices 

725 Lomas Blvd. NW 

Albuquerque, NM 87102 

505-242-4057 

sernalaw.com 

Board-certihed criminal- 

defense specialist. NORML 

lawyer since 1985. 

NEW YORK 

Robert S. Gershon 

Law Office of Robert S. 

Gershon 

142 Joralemon Street, Ste 5A 

Brooklyn, NY 11201 

718-625-3977 

robertgershon.com 

rg@robgershon.com 

I help good people in bad 

situations. 

David C. Holland, Esq. 

David C. Holland, P.C. 

250 West 57 St., Suite 920 

New York, NY 10016 

212-935-4500 

Licensed in NY, NJ & MD. 

Neal Wiesner 

Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax: 718-556-0118 

nealwiesner@aol.com 

OHIO 

Spiros P. Cocoves 

Law Offices of Spiros P. 

Cocoves 

610 Adams St., 2nd Fir 

Toledo, OH 43604-1423 

419-241-5506 

Fax: 419-242-3442 

scocoves @ gmail. com 

Federal/State Criminal 

Defense, OH/MI 

OKLAHOMA 

M. Michael Arnett 

Arnett Law Firm 

3133 N.W. 63 rd Street 

Oklahoma City, OK 73116 

Tel: (405) 767-0522 

Fax: (405) 767-0529 

mike arnettl @j uno. com 

Chad Moody 

217 N Harvey Street, Ste. 409 

Oklahoma City, ok 73102 

Phone: 405-231-4343 

Fax: 405 231-0233 

thedruglawyer@ 

thedruglawyer.com 

When a Conviction is Not an 

Option 

OREGON 

John C. Lucy IV 

2121 SW Broadway, Suite 130 

Portland, OR 97201 

Phone: 503-227-6000 

Other Phone: 919-720-2513 

john@law420.com 

law420.com 

“Medical Marijuana and Drug 

Crime Defense Throughout 

Oregon” 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Simon T. Grill 

525 Elm Street 

Reading, PA 19601 

888-333-6016 

STG1300 @ epix. net 

Marijuana defense. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

Robert E. Ianuario, 

MJ5.A..J.D. 

Attorney & Counselor 

419 Vardry St. 

Greenville, SC 29601 

Tel (864) 255-9988 

Fax (866) 212-3249 

sc420attorney.com 

Member of Norml Legal 

Committee, Member of National 

College for DUI Defense 

TEXAS 

Jamie “The Dude” Balagia 

Offices in Austin and 

San Antonio, TX 

Board Member—San Antonio 

NORML. NORML Legal 

Committee. Former “VICE 

Cop”—Austin PD. State and 

Federal representation. 

420dude.com 

jamie@420dude.com 

San Antonio: 210-394-3833 

Austin: 512-278-0935 

Blackburn & Tisdell L L P. 

718 W 16th St. 

Amarillo, TX 79101 

Phone: 806-371- 8333 

Fax: 806-350- 7716 

blackburn@ipoftexas.org 

txcriminallawyer@yahoo.com 

Greg Gladden 

3017 Houston Ave. 

Houston, TX 77009-6734 

713-880-0333 

gladden @ airmail.net 

Gerald Goldstein 

2900 Tower Life Bldg. 

San Antonio, TX 78205 

210-226-1463 

GGandH @ aol.com 

Michael C. Lowe 

Attorney At Law 

700 N Pearl Street, Ste 2170 

Dallas, Texas 75201 

214.526.1900 

Toll free: 866.351.1900 

Fax:214.969.0258 

dallasj ustice.com 

Board certified in criminal 

law by the Texas board of legal 

specialization. 

Larry Sauer 

Law Offices of Larry Sauer 

1004 West Ave 

Austin, TX 78701 

512-479-5017 

austindruglawyer.com 

Criminal defense. 

VIRGINIA 

Adam B. Crickman 

Law Office of Adam B. 

Crickman 

3516 Plank Road, Suite 5-B 

Fredericksburg, VA 22407 

540-785-5500 

Experienced, Aggressive 

Criminal Defense. 

WASHINGTON 

Jeff Steinbom 

3161 Elliot Avenue, Suite 340 

Seattle, WA 98121 

Tel: 206-622-5117 

Fax:206-622-3848 

PatStiley 

Stiley & Cikutovich 

1403 W. Broadway 

Spokane, WA 99201 

888-440-9001 

fudea@earthlink.net 

legaljoint.net 

If you grew it, we will come. 

WASHINGTON D.C. 

David E. Kindermann, Esq. 

15 W. Montgomery Ave, Ste. 

300 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 301-762-7900 - 24/7 

Fax: 301-309-0887 

kindermannlaw.com 

dave@kindermannlaw.com 

Licensed in D.C., Maryland 

and Federal Courts incl. U.S. 

Supreme Court. 

WISCONSIN 

Robert J. Dvorak 

Hailing & Cayo 

320 E Buffalo St., Ste. 700 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

414-271-3400 

rjd@hallingcayo.com 

Representing the accused 

since 1978. 

Mark D. Richards S.C. 

209 8th Street 

Racine, WI 53403 

262-632-2200 

richardslaw@ameritech.net 

richardslawl.com 

Aggressive drug defense. 

CANADA 

Henderson & Lee Law 

Corporation 

Barristers & Solicitors 

#1010 Metro Tower I 

4710 Kingsway 

Burnaby, BC V5H4M2 

604-558-2258 

Fax: 604-558-4023 

info @ hendersonleelaw.com 

The Law Office of Jeffrey I. 

Reisman 

465 Queen Street East 

Toronto, Ontario M5A1T6 

647-351-(HELP) 4357 

jeffreyireisman@gmail.com 

Aggressive Drug Defense 

Lawyer 

To advertise in this section, call Ann Marie Dennis at (212) 387-0500, ext. 223 
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Pot Shots 
Show us what you got! 

Email your hi res digital photographs to mailbag@hightimes.com or send pictures (no Polaroids) to 250 West 57th Street, Suite 920, New York, NY 10107. 

FLOWER OF THE MONTH 

C is for Cookie 
Cookie Monster would be 

jealous! CookieWreck by 

CannaVenture Seeds is a beautiful 

cross of Girl Scout Cookies x 

Areata Trainwreck BXII. This big 

yielder is super frosty, dense, and 

smells like sweet cookie dough 

with undertones of lime. Also, as 

the name implies, it will leave you 

wrecked! Dr. GVZ 
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Tiresias Mist is a naturally occurring mineral mixture 
that allows growers to Isolate a branch of a female 
plant and enable it to produce male characteristics 

(L e+ polten sacs). Because the genetics originate from 
a female plant, you will only have feminized seeds... 

GUARANTEED! ■■ 

Available Online at www. DrTsRemedies, com 
or at your local hydro store 

M ;k Guarantee *1-877“220-6478 
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CLOSEUP OF THE MONTH 
: ::: 3--.' r:: ’ i: , , j: -'V : : J :: •• : . 2/ :::: ;:r ■ V ■ 

Blue Top 
■r - % Hola, please find attached 

a photograph of Blue 

Widow. I wish it was scratch and 

sniff. Peace! Ganji-wan Kenobi 
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jfcpfi-j 

Reigning 

GROW BOXoftheYEAR! 
Completely Turn-Key and Fully Automated; Just add Seeds and Water to be an instant Grow Expert! 

POTENT YET EASY TO USE 
HYDROPONIC SYSTEM 

WHISPER QUIET! 

100% OF LIGHT BLOCKED INSIDE 

002 SYSTEM 

AUTOMATED PH ADJUSTER AVAILABLE! 

ACTECHWI.COM 

514-3399 ■ 

Stanley 336 Ummate 

■ j 

h/ Ptnnl Hormones •J Totally Unique-' 

Ealy-TO-USe 
i/ Amazing ftetulls 

,/ Absolutely Safe 

MgJ 

m>h •J Soil or Hydrep-onks 

, t indoor? or Oul 

Pfontostic Nani rtmJirclJWe miroculo-ui Frotfnon 

:* 
blo$sorrtingand Floweiifig slles on your ptanis 

FREE SEMSA-SPRAY 2oz 

bottle wilftanv purchase 
SANTAS' 
’-iijr i r r o li,V 

&iipoKk,cr 
civ C f fl C 1 0 chKfoumeti 

0003 I 4 OrAfMii^- 
s jpalsi Sail 

■‘.w •ii-jr tvii -uid - w ,“i 

www.pIdnlasSIcpIaniprodiucri.corTi 

--am 
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GARDEN OF THE MONTH 

Mile High 
This is my Colorado 

medical garden growing 

strong with some LSD and 

Vanilla Kush. Cheers! Blizzard 

New York State of Kind 
All of these branches were 

grown in New York on the 

Beast Coast! Thanks! Kllng 

Staying in Vegas 
rjOg My name is Kyle, 

from Las Vegas. I’m 

co-founder of 28gsclothing. 

This photo is for everyone 

that says Las Vegas doesn’t 

have that bomb Bubba Kush. 

Follow 28gramsclothing on 

GROWER OF THE MONTH 

HARVEST OF THE MONTH 

Instagram. Ky/e 
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PREMIER TNDICAS 
MK-UITRA DARKSTAR CRITICAL HOG 

/ vt 

iir* TTY ’ 
■* v n, 

E? vi. a# ■ •“ 
sV ^ 

IKDICA niPWTKNER I HIGHEST THC1K THE GALAXYf^» _ 
H iq!- ti m« Cann abis Us- SU'D c pi, (jr.g 1 he «Wi« I > ?' 'I l^i:j !■ 7i »ht * Uh m i* hi -. Cu r (. U P WIN NEK 
Ki<jh Ilium Ct-: i■ r ij i■:■ C .;:; rfOul Dark Star* tcutd THfi snaring higher than atl H09 :Hl5h. Tim** Csniubf* Cup Cndlea Cup fl 

i: - in-. i ,-if^iiinh « cup viiifltfLl 
Winner oil tlir ?C1Z tapD-gcoi* Cup i £: uji SimIji) 

ACOU.VTIQN OF LIVE CANNA&I5 5£CP5 15 lUTGAI IN T>17 UNITCO STATES j F'AYAlU t N US LW< L AHS FROM ANVWi-I [EC IN Hit WOHC.P 
I.H.Seeds AmstDidam. info(tf'thseeds..,com, vfww.thsecds.com UK distributor; Pure Sativa. t.020 30(jA 1717 1.02C- 3964 ISIS 

ej:li3 iU p u r e i aleE@ pur e- Iuj mp, ^ □ m, www, p ui Esa t;va. cam 

xr^ 

■* > 

CUP WINNER 
Hi;q :Hl5li Tim*s CiT.iiAlri::. Cup [adiea Cup WItivxt 

THE GROWOLOGY SYSTEM. 
FERTILIZATION MADE SIMPLE. 

Cro?t (tig h naliky, b^uty plants 
doesiUt haw to be complicated. 

In j nst three simple steps, 
the Growology system gives 
you* plants everything they 

need For incredible results* 
Grown logy. All you iiced froru 

Start to finisb. 

GROWOLOGY 
pn«(it a cjviisopi. I a inn ?su, frcjidchci . hi cam 

Want to learn more? Visit doggettsimpson.com 

6reenZipp.com 
START A DISPENSARY, DELIVERY SERVICE 
OR GROW BUSINESS AND BE 100% LEGAL 

The only all-in-one 
service by 

marijuana lawyers 

Discount with 
offer code: 

htimes 
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WEEKLY 
NEWSLETTER 
G GROW TIPS 

© CANNABIS NEWS 

O EVENTS 

O CONTESTS 

liightimns.coiii/iiewsleltttr 

AUGUST 2013 
On Sale 
•luneli'h 
Don’t Miss It! 

HIGH TIMES 

»American Kings of Cannabis 
It can be safely said, without fear of contradiction, that the US 

grows the best cannabis in the world. Now meet the major breed¬ 

ers of the stateside cannabis scene. 

I Sky-High in Denver 
The hrst-ever High Times US Cannabis Cup took place in Den¬ 

ver over the 4/20 weekend. Masses of mile-high marijuana lovers 

turned out for this historic celebration. 

I Canadian Crisis 
Health Canada is at it again, making it more difficult for Canadian 

med-pot patients to access their medicine. Editorial director Dan 

Skye visits a massive grow op in Ontario and reports on how the 

cannabis industry must adapt. 

I LSD Turns 70! 
Author Martin A. Lee provides recollections of Dr. Albert Hof¬ 

mann and an update on LSD in America as we celebrate the 70th 

coming of “Bicycle Day.” 

I The High Times Interview: Adrian Grenier 
The star of the hit series Entourage has just produced How to 

Make Money Selling Drugs. He calls the hard-hitting documen¬ 

tary “an accurate picture of what the War on Drugs is doing” and 

sits down for a frank discussion. 



SPECIAL OFFER! FREE 6 MONTHS SUPPLY! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

CAN HELP YOU TO REACH YOUR MAXIMUM 
POTENTIAL SIZE. 

You can have a change In length and widlh Your sea parser 
car see and feel how thick, long and hard you are. You are 
much larger now ard you w I penal rale (ha nos I sensitive 
areas of the woman including her G-Spol. These sensations 
can produce for her multiple orgasms and give you the 
confidence of betog a better lower. 

LARGER SIZE! 
LONGER, THICKER, FIRMER 
Dr Gross Approved Best Selling Pills* Over 35 Years 

Experience Helping Men Improve Their Sexual Performance, 

FEATURED ON 20/20 TELEVISION* SIZE MATTERS. LENGTH AND 
GIRTH ARE IMPORTANT LARGER IS MORE DESIRABLE, 

Size Can Be 2 To 3 Inches Bigger. 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
TOLL FREE ANYTIME 

Je1 
DOCTOR R £ VE A L5 T HE TR U T H A B 0 UT PFtO+PUJS PILLS Outperforms All Other Brands Pils And Creams 

MALE ENLARGEMENT Compare Hie Results From Our Consumer Survey. 

I am a se* lire rapist and for more than 25 years I have tie Ip-ad 
men with erectile dysfunction including size, inpotency and 
prematura ■ejacutaiiMi I m oifertog a pill mat can eliminate 
a;l the effort and expense of trying t& be larger, wider and! 
termer. 

Broil 
financed Farrmll* 

PRO+ 
PHIS 

Urates- 

TlraSres 

6 liifYSS 

Crates 

4 Irate; 

Sineus 

Pirates ll. 

il. ll. 
FAX 1-818*345-4643 

www.propiusmedical.com 
www.avidpromedical.com 

AtfiiHTCBiI Fdrmuin 

QUICK ABSORPTION 

0'»allta! Forrmilu Other Brands 

FAST ACTING RAPID RELEASE 

SEND ORDER FORM AND PAYMENT TO: 
AVID PRO MEDICAL dep*.37HTA 
Box 1703 North Hollywood, CA 91614 

CAN YOU HAVE LONG LASTING OR 
PERMANENT RESULTS? 

Or. Bre&j advises, Every man is different and individual results 
will vary. Size can be 2 lo 3 inches bigger and can have long 
lasting results when you continue to lake PRO+PLUS PILLS 
The longer you ta'xe PRQ+FLUS PILLS you can have a longer, 
thicker and harder penis," 

EVERYTHING MATTERS 
Size. Endurance, Performance 

STRONGER ERECTIONS AND MAINTAINS 
YOUR SEXUAL VIRILITY. 

PROvPLUS PULS are a natural, non-prescription herbal 
enlargement formula, We also include the Same type of 
he-bs Found in Polynesia where some men have sea 3 times 
a night, every niglil. Your sexual performance can improve 
substantially. PPO+PLUS PILLS can ha p boost your sexual 
energy, &faminaand help stop premature ejaculations. 

100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

IF YOU ARE NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED, 
RETURN YOUR ORDER WITHIN 2 MONTHS 

AND RECEIVE A FULL 100% REFUND, 

WHICH FORMULA IS BEST FOR YOU? 

PRO+ PLUS PILLS ADVANCED FORMULA 
Our formula can he Ip men wild a form at HYPOSPADIAS. 
(HYPOSPADIAS can make a man's penis smaller) or a 
man with a small panis since they were young. Penis 
size now s less than average and need an accelerated 
enlargement to reach a much limner erect penis size. 
Can also be used by men with a larger penis that wart to 
take advantage of the acceleration Feature and maxi mum 
pen is enlargement. 

PR0+PLUS PILLS ORIGINAL FORMULA 
This formula is for men who are now 6 inches or more 
anti want maximum enlargement. 

WHAT CAN PRO+PLUS PILLS DO FOR YOU? 
* Erection size can be 2 to 3 inches bigger 

* Enjoy powerful, intense orgasms. 

* Reduce recovery time between sexual intervals. 

* Erections when you want them, Firmer, bigger 
erections every time. 

* Because there is more blood flow, your penis is 
thickerand larger. 

* Long lasting results, when you continue lo lake 

PRO+PLUS PILLS 

CREDIT CARO OfIDERSONLY Toll Free Anytime 
1 (745 51VI FAX 1 -Sia-345-464J 
Phone ft Credit [ nrrl tinier, ‘ipprify PRODUCTS AND DEPT. fsbowii above, 
next ID (. Jinp jiiv run icj 
□ Check Ll MrarwyOrder Ptjsh QViyi □ Mastt-rCdr-d 
□ Express □ DiSfflvti 

CREDIT CARD NO. 

EXPI RES: Mcmlhi'Ypflr CVS C(M S-diq. t Security Code found an back 
af card m 4 digit; 01 fimU r' Ami'i iun Express 

FRO j-Pttl 5 ADVANCED FORMULA 
□ 60 Days Supply [JO Days Plus 30 Days FflEfJ 5*) 00 $_ 
\ ]m Days Supply (60 Lteyi Kus M Hays FREE) $11 0.00 5.__ 
□ 240 Days Supply (120 Days Plus 120 Days FRfTl $1GCL0O S_ 
□ >50 Days Supply (ISO Days Plus 1 BO Days FRLtl Si 1 HOD 5 

PFto+PUJS ORIGINAL FORMS) LA 
□ M Days Supply 13D Dvr/', flu1,3D Dap FREE] $50,00 5_ 
□ 129 Days Supply (60 Days Plus Ofl Days FREE} $9000 $__ 
□ 240 Days Supply (120 Days Plus 1 JO Days HttU Si 30.00 5_ 
□ 360 Days Supply (ISO Days Plus 180 Days FREE! Si 7000 £_ 

PRO+PLUS XTREM.E 
I REE 4 PACK WITH AN YPM-PI1IS ADVANCED QR ORIGINAL FOHMU1 A 

Pleas? Speedy (juararfiK 

Xi?! 'aft mfrm 
Matt EnfiHrKe-nwnt 

PBO+PUIS 
KfflEME 

PRO + PLUS XTREME iMMEDIATE FIRM ERECTIONS 
FOR THE MAN WHO WANTS IMMEDIATE RESULTS 
Can Work in 30 Minutes. Effective Up To 36 hours. 
For men who want \q improve their sexual performance and enhance erection firmness. 
Intense Ejections. Incredible Orgasms, ncrease Sensitivity. Arousal and Sexual Stamina. Dynamic 
staying power. Greater Seli-OenfrdsncB. 100% Natural. Frequent and longer lasting intimacy. Take your 
partner to new levels ot satisfaction. Ypou can have longer firmer erections and stronger climaxes. 
Carry the PRO-i-PLUS XTREME handy 4 pack with you all the time. 
BE HEADY ANYTIME. FREE 4 PACK WITH ANY PR0-+PLUS ADVANCED OB ORIGINAL FORMULA 

MORE DOCTOR APPROVED SUPER FORMULAS 
PCOALOFFER! $25,00 EACH OR FREE WITH ANV PRO+PLUS ADVANCED DR ORIGINAL FORMULA. 

SEKCITER FOR WOMEN MAKES WOMEN DESIRE SEX! 
Gan be taken by rrajulfr sr p«t in any lic-uid without 
detection, hut you 5-tbuukJ y«l her perxniision. She w II 
b«couw excited and define you. 
Our- btxcirr RI ON ,V1L W carl help, increaw the1 mate 
ses drive. 

SEXG 1Eft TO CKO 11 WOMBN: 130 doses. 
Keg. 549.95 NOWOhLV 52S.OO 
StMJTfcH TO EXC ITh MEN: 110 ClOSM. 
Recj. 5+9.95 NOWO+.LY 52SJQO 

ULTRA PERFORM ERECTION CREAM 
kffiy - J Ihf oeNsI 

Can hc:p inrreaf.a tilled flaw to me psnls 
lor nardEr, thicks ■ powerful ereciions. 
HelgMws sensations wrth Indc-iss 
argasnta. 
Csn nelp ncrease ysur sexual psrirvmarice 

■- ti.lH ,T 
Perform 
-KPir"; an: lelpsiop ureTatJ-'e z aculalions. 

J.TDA PEflfOflY EfiECTiON CHtAM 
2 oi. jar. Rag. S4&.35 New only SC5.C0. 

SEXUALLY ATTRACT WOMEN WITH ATT RAC T-A-MATE! 

Used like cologne or efter-sha'/e the pherorecne fragrance 
Hiww wtun^n- rn you nnri makra y .-,i irrraislshlp. Ynn aw'I iqn.lo 
her wildexl desiiei. It'ii duns by n.“nt dlane. yau dun 1 hdvs In 
say a wurd. Ori!y you know the secrer y*u w':l be amazed how 
womer wiiibeconce passiwHtfl. 
Al IHACT-A-MATT to attrarl imnm. 

■0 applications I iw. 549.95 NOW ONLY 52S.M 
Ar ra.^. i-A-nwt coatcraa man. 
40i,ppiicitJontpPg Mu,1?1? NOW T)NlY S-1 > ih i 

SUPER V FILLS FOR MEN 
The Natural BltarnatwE lhari w-: I gh'E yoi harder, longer 
tislu-ij ihrobbing «fectiona, SURER V R is max-as. it 
psisit s lor you lo oblair ar-: maintain a supar hard 
ereclion c ■ c- d you can Nauo rock ha d ure-chnns nnd 
slronger ol Taxes Can help slop p e-ma:ure E.ac jlaliona 
snd reduce ihe ruMueru ptu bei^een seituai 'nher^ls 
Super V supenharges T-a t>:dy to restore sexual virility, 
fake wjuf porine- Sono' levels oi suxuaisalisiAeUec 

3D Pi-S Bag. SU&95 NOWOlJLYja.flD 

hVID PRO MEDICAL, Se* irot l.onh Hcllywra.Dc: CAWSH-fullFraeWhrs I-6SS ?fi5 7T»-&r1.*t8 345-4HiEira1in?tiiit»mBr«ileriiiqulriK{Hily1-4tfl-j«-7«4 
IndUrduR results dray vary i.'pse iiaterwnns Sjve nor he» evaluaied :y the i DA Thrs prvlutr Is mu Kiiendad ts diagnose crest, cure w prevent any disease. 

□HIEE 4 PMk 14 £Apsul«).. Drily S?.?5 S_ 
ia.ltebaf4 Capsules (40 Capsules^__ OolyMS.75 j._ 
144Pwksof4Capsules(S7&Capsules].._OnlvS300-.0V $_ 

SUPER FOHM ULA& OKLY 525-00 EACR OR SEl ECT DN E F REE 
WITH AMY P RO -PL US ADVANCE Fi OR OR 101 HAL FORM ULA 
Select Any TH REt FREE With a 240 Cvr^, Supply PRO+ PLUS PILLS. 
Select Any Six FREE With a 36G Ddy; Supply PHO+ PLUS PILLS. 
Pk-jir purify Gujitlikei, 

_Suiter fa ExtiteiVnmen. FRFF_S_ 
_S?KtiCerfa Ekcite Mpn.FREE_S 
_Allr^ct-A-Mate to Mlr?ct Wbrnei.FREE_S_ 
_JUtBct-A-MatttnAqwtMw..FREE_S_ 
_Ultra Perform Er«tlon Cream..FREE_$_ 
_SuperVPitts... FREE $___ 

TOTAL PURCHASE: S_ 
CA Residents add 9% idles lax:...... S__ 

Skipping, Rush $f rein? and Insurant S2DL00VALUE ONLY . S 14,95 
TttTAL ENCLOSED OR CHARGED:.S_, 
Ordert diSCnwtfy shijiped wiLti URS ur FrlOrilyMdiL 
Funeiyri Orders - Wronty Ordvr m ULS. Fuixls- Only. Add $2190 S&H. 

xir,NA.Ti irs i;i a nr, <wer ia jxid so due reniis of h i ,-ip,, .„ „hi.i,: ... 

arrr-d p' a rrwdic jU mi J 

NAME (Bflir:/ 

ADWIE55 

OTYrSTATfZiP 
JWffllBffeiSMPBfPUfi jttaAeMiiKQfMdnAklwlirai j 
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2-140 King St. East 
Suite#4D7 

Hamilton 0N LQN1B2 
write tor info 

Dazed and Confusec 

/\mc3zcz>n. 

A/^x K^r^m^nis 

Grow Amazing Plants! 
for Ie$$ tha n chemical lertUizm.! 

Outdoors. Containers. 
Hydroponic, too. 

oltflc Pfiifit 

The Natural Alternative to Chemicals 

952-210-7881 

Marijuana h SAFER 

than Alcohol. 

Is,n 't it time we treat 

It that way? 

The organization that legalized 

marijuana in Denver needs your 

help. Please contact us to get 

involved on your campus or in your 

area today! Take action now. 

|303] 46 i-003 3 maiil^saferclioice.cire 

www.SAF E Rch 0 i ce .0 re 

hightunes.com/freeweed 
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US ground shipping! 

THE OFFICIAL 

BEYOND THE BROWNIE 

50+ irresistible recipes that will get you 

high, including: 

* Time Warp Tamales 

* Pineapple Express Upside-Down Cake 

* Sativa Shrimp Spring Rolls 

* Pico de Ganja Nachos 

r 

Use promo code 

HI GETr IVIES 

When you order at 

CHRONJCLEBODKS.COJVI 

to get 25% off & f 

- 

INCLUDES RECIPES INSPIRED 
BY SNOOP DOGG, CHEECH AND 

CHONG, AND WILLIE NELSON! 

CHRONICLE BOOKS 

$18.95 * Paperback 

AVAILABLE NOW AT 
HEADSHOP.HIGHTIMES.COM 



To place a classified ad in High Times, contact the advertising department at (212) 387-0500 

www. Real Kavo. com 

PHANTOM VIDEO 

UNCUT Honor. SfeBZS. Wt 4 

Imposts, ft[>; ;r 
rare inTamoua £ bizarre Tlira 
:jii UHS/DVD 
SAM £40 fetnh 6 iantni’ji 
flhis S3e-d I H. 'ar updated 

^aMicq rr. phmtqm VIDEO 
PQ 33* 7301.00?!. 5 

.kjpiier. -'L EHfiB. 

Stimulants 
357-Magnums $19.99 Yellow Jacked 

$21.99 Black Magic $9.99 Detox Diet 

Herbals Sleep Aids Vitamins Order On 

Line from MegaLowSales.com 

MarijuanaDomainNamesForSale.com 
Geographic Marijuana Hydroponic 

Domains BerkeleyHydroponics.com 

DallasMarijuana.com Hundreds more! 

Jeff@WholesaleNames.com 

WyrelessAlert.com 
24/7 monitoring for trespassers and 

intruders to your cell phone-no third 

party or monthly fees. 

Pureorganichoneyoilbible.com 
Connoisseur honey oil secrets revealed. 

Send $10 mo. to Great Grandpappy 

Abrams, 3883 Bennett Rd., Suite 5, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 45245 

Experience Salvia 
A variety of brands and potent 

extracts. We also carry herbal incense 

blends Spirit and Puff. Low Prices. 

Call 219-588-4204. 

Metal Tobacco Pipes 
Assorted designs. Send SASE to Behind 

The Lite, 7304 Carroll Avenue #124, 

Takoma Park, MD 20912 

Herbalsmokeshop.com 
100% Legal Bud. Mood enhancement 

pills and aphrodisiacs. Flavored 

papers, blunt wraps, huge online 

smoke shop. 

Got Lighters? 
Custom Imprinted Lighters & More! 

LogoLighters.com/promo. 

800-828-6020 

www.fsbookco.com 
Marijuana Books & DVD’s 

Wholesale and Retail Since 1985! 

916-771-4203 

CannabisWormTea.com 
Grow monster plants organically. 

Indoor garden Winter Sale! 

Utah Devil Dirt 
Goat and Sheep manure composted 

naturally over many years. 801-550- 

0643. Ask for the Horseshoer. 

Experienced Indoor 
Horticulturalist 
For Sale ultimate luxury growing area. 

Newly remodeled 3 bed 2 bath home 

on 1/3 acre irrigated, lush landscape. 

With 800 sq ft heated air-conditioned 

workshop. Secure entrance, gated. 

Previous production shop. 9’x8’x25’ 

hidden safe room with bank vault 

door. Fire and theft proof. Phoenix, AZ 

Hydroponics 
Complete 9 Plant system $190.00. 

Adjustable size from closet to filling 

bedroom. (817) 573-5220. 

turbofarms.com 

Howe’s Organic 
Organic worm castings fertilizer, 

great for strong plants. 

howesfarm.com 

Avoid Grow Room Detection 
Heat Bloom Eliminator. Field Guide 

$19.95. (863) 969-6930 

REAL ESTATE 

HUGE POTENTIAL 
10-acre ranch 15 miles east of 
Redding, California. 90’x50xl6 

high, insulated shop e/z to convert 
to multi level. 24’x30’shop with 
grow roof (high yield). Newer 

3x manufactured home w/2 car 
garage & swimming pool. Two 
12’xl6’ out buildings both have 

power and water. Newer mid-size 
tractor w/implements w/asking 

price of 500,000 owner can carry 
some. Lease possible. goot44@ 

gmail.com 

Three “215” properties 
(2) 1.5 hrs North LA, (1) 42 acres No. 

CA. Details: nicksal215@gmail.com. Can 

finance. (661) 765-2603. 

Negril Jamaica Villa For Sale 
Beautiful, $750,000 US. 575-613-2533. 

Business Opportunity! 
2.5-acre working hydroponic veggie 

farm with 50,000 sq. ft. of greenhouses, 

packing house & equipment. Two-story 

house with 4 bedrooms, 2 baths. 

California Land 4 Sale - 
Sierra Foothills 
4/20 acre parcels near 1-80 w/wells 

private. Starting 300k each. Owner 

financed. (530) 389-2345. 

Mississippi River Tract 
Arkansas Duck Deer Clubs on 

Navigable Rivers wildlifeproperties.com 

501-278-1865 

Nevada Private 4.77 Acres 
3 Bedroom Home. New Quonset Hut 

30’x40’. Concealed Underground 

Growroom. All Equipment Needed. 

Close to Reno. 775-315-7431 

Colorado 5-Acre $29,000 
Must sell/ very private,off grid. Minutes 

to air held,lake,town. Spectacular mtn 

views. 808-652 2159. 

2-Acre Herb Farm 
1 hr from Las Vegas. Well, generator, 

orchard. Large Home/Garage. 

$175,000 (702) 723-1275 

For Sale By Owner 
Big Island of Hawaii - Puna District 

One of the most fertile and productive 

growing areas in the US. Lush and 

green, easy access. NO CREDIT CHECK 

- NO QUALIFYING. Call toll-free 

(800)715-5263. myeranch.com 

FINANCIAL 

www.MarijuanaMisc.com 
For sale $5,000 through Escrow.com. 

Dale @ Brokersoflnsurance.com 

Make $20,000+ Per Month 
Ground floor opportunity. Distribute 

revolutionary new Fligh Potent Herb 

Pills to Head Shops, Music, Body 

Piercing, Tattoo, Adult stores, etc. 

Areas going fast. $1,000 minimum 

investment, theherbconnect.com 

Easy Work! Excellent Pay! 
Assemble Products From Home. For 

Free Information Send SASE: Home 

Assembly-HT, Box 450, New Britain, 

CT 06050-0450 

Do You Have Old Debts? 
Never Pay Back The Full Amount!!! 

1-800-808-5205 

globaldebtinc.com 

Credit Problems? 
24-hr recorded message. Call 

248-262-6818. Ad#155 

TRAVEL_ 

ROAD TRIP 
We’re looking for 18-25 

adventurous adults to work 
/ travel entire US. We offer 
4 weeks paid training. Cash 

plus bonuses daily. No 
experience necessary. If you 
are enthusiastic and free to 

travel call 
1-800-949-1038. 

ACTIVISM 

Citizens Justice Association 
Abused by bad judges, lawyers and 

cops? Don’t like the war on drugs? 

You’ll like the Citizens Justice 

Association. We train people to 

challenge legal and government abuse. 

Free Info: Citizens Justice Association, 

Box 390979, Cambridge, MA 02139 

ADULT 

Adult DVDs 
10/$89.95 “COD” FREE CATALOG! 

“GUARANTEED” 203-419-6269 18+ 



Browse our full selection of products at headshop.hightimes.com 
Order direct from the website or call 1-866-Pot-Shop HIGHTIMES 
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Featured Products 

2013 Ultimate 
Grow Calendar 
High Times is proud 
to offer the Ulti¬ 
mate Grow Calendar. 
Packed with monthly 
summaries and daily 
grow tips, this calen¬ 
dar aims to keep you 
on track, whether 
you’re growing 
indoors or outside. 
$13.99 

HIGH TIMES Presents 
Nico Escondido’s 
Grow Like a Pro DVD 
Featuring over two hours of 
comprehensive cultivation 
coverage and bonus material, 
this AVO-film features footage 
of America’s top medical grow 
facilities, indoor and outdoor- 
growing and greenhouse tech¬ 
niques. $19.95 

Official HIGH TIMES 
Bonghitters Jersey 
Show your pot pride by 
sporting the same shirts 
worn by the legendary 
High Times Bonghitters 
Softball team. Sizes: S-XXL. 
$19.95 

HIGH TIMES Cultivation Editors’ Combo Pack 
Set includes Jorge Cervantes’ Ultimate Grow Box Set, Nico 
Escondido’s Grow Like a Pro, and Danny Danko’s Field 
Guide to Marijuana Strains. An $85 value for only $69.99! 

Back Issues of HIGH TIMES 
Lots of issues available! HIGH TIMES: $5.99; Best Of HIGH 
TIMES: $6.99; HIGH TIMES: Medical Marijuana: $5.99 

Classics from 

master grower 

Jorge Cervantes 

K SL 1 

Ultimate Grow DVD 
Complete Box Set 
Three-disc DVD box set 
includes Ultimate Grow: 
Indoor Marijuana Hor¬ 
ticulture, and Ultimate 
Grow 2: Hydroponic 
Cannabis Indoors & 
Organic Marijuana Out¬ 
doors, Plus a full disc of 
bonus features! $49.95 

Marijuana 
Horticulture 
The Fifth Edition of 
Jorge Cervantes’ 
best-selling book, 
completely rewritten, 
updated and expanded! 
$29.95 

Marijuana 
Grow Basics 
This informative guide 
is packed with illustra¬ 
tions and photos of 
more than 150 afford¬ 
able marijuana grow 
setups. $21.95 

High Times Boohs 

It’s NORML To Smoke Pot: 
The 40-Year Fight For 
Marijuana Smokers’Rights 
By Keith Stroup 
The story of NORML, the 
oldest and most effective 
organization dedicated to 
the reform of marijuana laws, 
told by its founder and leader. 
If you believe in the principle 
of civil liberties, then Keith 
Stroup is a true American 
hero. $14.99 

STRAINS 

The Official HIGH TIMES 
Field Guide to 
Marijuana Strains 
By Danny Danko 
This cannabis compendium 
covers the world’s top pot 
varieties—all meticulously 
researched and lovingly 
described in terms rang¬ 
ing from odors and flavors to 
potency levels and medicinal 
properties. $14.95 

The Official HIGH TIMES 
Cannabis Cookbook 
by Elise McDonough 
Go way beyond the 
brownie and master your 
munchies with over 50 rec¬ 
ipes for stoner cuisine that 
will get you high—including 
recipes inspired by Cheech 
and Chong, Snoop Dogg 
and Willie Nelson. 
$19.95 
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The Official 
HIGH TIMES Pot 
Smoker’s Handbook 
by David Bienenstock 
This handbook rolls up 
all of our collected wis¬ 
dom into one indispens¬ 
able ganja guide. With a 
life-changing list of 420 
things to do when you’re 
stoned, this is truly the ulti¬ 
mate guide to green living. 
$19.95 

The Official HIGH TIMES Pot 
Smoker’s Activity Book 
by Natasha Lewin 
Smoke, play, laugh and learn all at 
the same time! Packed with puzzles, 
games, mazes, and jokes. It’s what to 
do when you’re stoned! $16.95 
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COMPETITION 

PARTIES! 

SEMINARS 



VISA 

MAIL ORDERS: 

SEND CASH OR BLANK 

MONEY ORDERS TO: 

GFS INDUSTRIES 

2-140 KING ST EAST 

SUITE* 407 

HAMILTON, ON 

CANADA L8N1B2 

. v ■" E 'i *'-aL 

ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED STATES f PAYABLE IN US.DOIT 



BC ROCK 

AfVfTIAL 

SCAN ME--* 
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THE POWER TO GROW 

Installing the proper electrical system is 
the most important factor when setting up 
your hydroponics garden! 

CutLiny carriers can lead to disastrous consequences, 

such as fire, serious injury, or worse A POWER BOX 

provides the ultimate in safety, reliability, cost-savings 

and speed-of-deploy merit. Hend-made in California by 

ski led craftsmen, every POWERBOX is an individual 

work of art. Designed for growers like youp when 

you ore going to do it right, POWERBOX is your only 

choi'ce! 

• ULTIMATE SAFETY £ PROTECTION 

• QUICK INSTALLATION 

RELIABLE OPERATION 

GROW SAFE WITH POWERBOX HYDROPONICS LIGHTING CONTROLLERS! 

• AVOID CROW ROOM FIRES 

• PREVENT ELECTROCUTION Intertek 

* MODELS FOR ALL GARDEN SIZES 

POWER rIES 

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY & YIELDS WITH A FLIPBOX 

t4S wMk ' 

s 
MODELS FOR ALL GARDEN SIZES! 

When it comes to maximizing production, 
there is no better choice than a FLIPBOX! 

A typical Flower ing room has lights running for only 12 

hours per day. When the lights go off. the ballasts sit 

idle for 12 hours By adding a FLIPBOX to the equation, 

when the first cycle ends, the oallast output is switched 

to another set of lights in a second bloom mom, so you 

can keep growing, 24/7, This allows you to double your 

light, output with the same set of bailasts, on the same 

electrical circuits. 

• DOUBLE PRODUCTION 

• INCREASE YIELDS 

• SAVE MONEY 

AVOID NEW WIRING 

Made in Calilorma 

Send your address Lp grower powerboKine.cum arid we'll mail ypnj uur 

FREE 32 PAGE CATALOG AND INSTALLATION GUIDE! 

Or View it now at WWW.POWERBOXINC.COM 


